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Preface

Throughout the 1980s the educational and employment prospects for our

nation's youth have been the center for extensive, continuing, public

debate. High levels of youth unemployment, the lack of basic skills

attainment, and the impact of technology in the workplace are three_ major

issues that have focused this debate. Major_curricular reforms for the

nation's schools and universities have been proposed by various commissions

and study groups representing the views and interests of business, federal

and state legislators, parents, edutators, and:a hbst of others. Many of

these reports: recommend :policy and programmatic interventions designed to

create a smoother transition between the schooling and the initial employment

phase of adult life.

The problems of youth unemployment and school-to-work transition_ are

particularly acute for handicapped youth. Madeline Will; _the U,S_. Assistant

Secretary for Special Education_and Rehabilitative Services, notes that the

marity of the 300.000 handicapped youth leaving school each:year are either

unemp7byed or_significantly underemployed, and moSt have earnings at or below

the povcrty lavel. In response to this pressing problem, the Congress and

the U.S. Department of Education have funded a series of demonstration,

research, and personnel preparation projects to further study the

complexities of the prOblem, develop approviate interventions, and train

professionals from different disciplines and fields to facilitatethe

adoption and use of_ improved practices._ _Over_ the past two years.

approximately 150 projects have been funded representing an investment of

more than $7 million annually. Universities; state education arid

rehabilitation agencies, local schOols, rehabilitation facilities, and

parent and_ advocacy organizations :have developed and adopted innovative

program models arid undertaken applied research and development projects.

Initially funded in October, 1984, the Transitional Programming for

Handicapped Youth: Interdisciplinary Leadership Preparation Program at the

University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign was orf. of these projects.

Over the three year funding period, th_e_program provides doctoral level

preparation_for_five students and masters level training for ten students who

plan to take leadership roles in universities and other organizations_serving

handicappedi youth. The students were selected from varied:disciplines and

professional batkgrounds such as ispecial education, vocational education,

rehabilitation, social work, developmental disabilities, and business, to

ensure that the program and its instructional components_ would address the

complex$Zies of the transition process from_ multiple perspectives. The

faculty members directly involved in the program are also drawn from

multiple fields: Dr. L. Allen Phelps (vocational education) _Dr. Janis

Chadsey-Rusch (special_ education), Dr; Paula Meares (social work); and Dr.

Janet Floyd (rehabilitation). The students complete coursework, seminars,

practica, and assistantship experiences based on an individualiZed program of



graduate study. The coursework and related experiences focus on building

their competency in three strands-- transitional programming, social and

organizational change strategies, and personnel levelopment practices.

Central to the program's instructional design is an Annual Forum which

provides an opportunity for the faculty and graduate students to interact

with_distinguished leaders and scholars regarding transition-related issues

for handicapped youth. The first Forum was: held September 4-6_; 1985 and

focused on education and training_ systems and _issues_ Subsequent forums in

1986 -arid 1987 WiIl examine :the, topics of employment and techhology

respectively. During the two-day Forum, approximately 90 minutes was set

aside for presentation and discussion of each of eight major papers. Program

faculty members served as session leaders while the graduate students and

other University faculty members undertook the role of discussants.

_ _Eight of the ten papers_ contained_ herein were presented at_the_Forum.

Following the :Forum; the presenters were invited to revise their papers based

on the comments provided by the discussants and writteh critiques offered by

various students and: facC.ty members. As:the final:papers were received, the

graduate stUdent discussant: were asked to develop brief Commentary

statements, which are also included herein. These statements note the

significant points raised in eaco paper and offer supplementary perspectives

on selected issues. The introductory and synthesis chapters were prepared by

Dr. Phelps, rho served as orgarizer and chair for this initial Forum.

Several individuals were instumental in_the successful conduct _of the

Forum as well as the development of this proceedings document. Ms; Patricia

violas; the administrative assistant for the Interdisciplinary Transition

Ptogram, was extremely helpful in managing the details of conference

plerning, text editing, and printing. A good deal of the credit foe the

success of the Forum is attributable to Pat's diligence and insight. Ms.

Crystal Sargent was also extremely helpful in tracking down references, as

well as in editing and proofing the document. Each of the ten 1985-86

graduate students deserve special recognition for their scholarship and

professionalism in critiquing the__ papers; authoring the Commentarits,_ and

serving as discussants during the Forum. A number of the_ scholars

participating in the Forum offered unsolicited comments noting the

outstanding, quality of: their interaction with the: students in the

Interdisciplinary Transition Program. Finally, the members of the program

faculty, Professors Chadsey-Rusch, Floyd, and Meares, were extremely helpful

in planning the Forum, reviewing preliminary plans, critiquing the papers,

and offering continuing support for this interdisciplinary project.
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Chapter 1

Transition from School-to-Work:
The Education and Training Enterprise

L. Allen Phelps. Ph.D.

UnkierS4 of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign



Transition from School-to-Work:
The Education and Training Enterprise

This introductory chapter focuses_ upon the educational issues and

challenges found embedded in the school-to-work transition of handicapped

yoLth. Educeion and training programs serve as the foundation from which

handicapped individuals, like all other youth, move toward their adult

working life. Historically, the various public and private educational

organizations of our nation have served handicapped youth with varying

degrees of success; While mildly handicapped youth (slow learners;_problem

kids;:dropouts) have often been_accommodated over the years in remedial and

vocational classes, apprenticeship training, and on-the-job or technical

training programs sponsored by their employers; the more _severely and

physically handicapped youth have often been excluded from these programs

and employment opportunities simply because of the visible nature of their

handicap. In the early part of this century, youth with emotional,

pFychological, and mental problems were often institutionalized with little

or_no attention given to their education and training needs. Beginning in

the early 1960s with the arrival of significant_litigation _and federal and

state1 legislation requiring that handicapped youth be given equal

educational opportunity, public schools ahd colleges _began the long and

Still largely incomplete task of developing accessible and appropriate

educational programs. Further, a number of private schools and training

centers were founded to serve the educational needs of the more severely

handicapped populations who could not be successfully mainstreamed.

Following a brief analysis of the school-to-work transition problems of

handicapped:youth:, this chapter will present a conceptual model for the

transition process; The_following sections will provide _an overview of_the

six major education and training systems :found in the: 0;S;--secondary-level

vocational: education, postsecondary vocational education, public-supported

job training programs, business and industry sponsored_ training, highee

education, and proprietary (private) trade and vocatio-11 schools. It it

acknowledged that military training and apprentireship programs are also

major job training systems found in the U.S., but these systems have

historically not included formal mechanisms to serve handicapped youth for

reasons of national security Lmilitary) and private control vf entry to the

system (apprenticeship), _The chapter concludes with a discussion of key

issues and critical _questions for consideration within and across the

various education and training systems.

School-to-Work Transition: An Overview

Within the last 15 years various pieces of federal legislation,

litigation, and _state legislation have been _enacted which address the

complexities of providing appropriate secondary education_ and transition

services to the nation's four million nandicapped youth ages 16-24. The

significant societal and personal_costs associated with the unemployment_and

underemployment of handicapped adults have raised the issue to a national

level priority leading to the establishment of school-to-work trans4tion as
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a major priority of the U.S. Office of Speciai Education and Rehabilitative

Services in 1984 (Will, 1984). In all likelihood; it_will remain as a

national imperative until considerably higher_ levels of employment;

educational attainment, and successful community adjustment are realized by

youth with _disabtlities.

_ _The _economic dimensions of the prObleM are Significant and pervasive

among both _ handicapped youth and adUltt; Of the approximately

250,000-300,000hat-Wit-OW youth Whb leave high Stheol each year, the vast

majbtity thtbUnter severe unemployment and underemployment problems. Citing

data from the 1978 Survey of Disability and Work by the Social Security

Administration, Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. (1984) notes that:

Among the 22 million_persons with the 18-64 age range, ofthose
estimated to have work dtsabilittes in the summer of 1978; 12
million were not in the labor force; (p: 66)

The_nearly 10 million disabled personS in theilah& fette had an
unemployment rate of 7.0 percent,_compared to 4.5 percent for
persons without disabilities. (p. 66)

AmOng_the 11 million severely limited persons, only 1.5 million
Ot 14 petcent were in the labor force, and these had an
unemployment rate of 12 percent. (p. 66)

Part-time and part-year employment were more common among
employed persons with disabilities than among those without
disabilities. (p. 72)

The median earnings-of disablecirersons who_worked in 1977 wee*
approximately six thousand dollarsmore than three thousand
dollars :lower than the median earnings of workers without
disabilities. (p. 74)

Follow-up studies bf fbtMet high school special education students have

documented relatively high rates of unemployment (typically 50% and above),

limited inVblVeMent in seeking work, and the provision of only minimal

assistance from schools and other agencies in helping handicapped youth

locate employment (Hasazi, Gordon, Roe, 1985).

Without question, handicapped youth and adults continue to suffer major

economic disadvantages in the labor market in comparison to the nooditabled

population. The extent to_which such difficulties -are_ dUe tb eMployMent

conditionsiin the labor market; _inadequate br inappropriate vocational and

educational preparation; lack bf transitional support services, or other

telated fattbet (e.g., employer attitudes, social welfare disincentives,

ett;) it diffiCiilt to quantify and judge. Regardless of the cause; these

conditions create major economic difficulties for the nation's taxpayers and

disabled citizens. The cost of supporting unemployed disabled individuals

via_ sheltered workshop programs, day activity centers; unemployment

compensation; SS!, SSD!, and other federal and state programs tati tUn at high

as S12;000415,000 annually (Bowe, 1980; p 27); A1tetnatiVO4, the et-ohbMic

benefits _from placing and supportingtb die &tent necessaryhandicapped

individuals in competitive employment include a larger tax base, greater

productivity capacity for the nation, and significant reduced social costs.

Other studies have pointed out the problems and circumstances_encount-

ered by handicapped youth during and following their enrollment in secondary

schools. High School and Beyond, a continuing national longitudinal study Of
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a representative sample of 30,000 sophoures and 28,000 Seniors, was

initiated in 1980 and included self-identified handicapped students

(approximately 7-8%_reported being ,in a Special program for the physically or

educationally handicapped). For these mildly handicaPped students, whether

enrolled in spetial education or regular education, the prospects for

completing high SOMA were generally bleak: (Owings & Stocking; 1985)

22 06tOent of the 1980 handicapped soptiomoresi-_ as_compared t0:12
percent of the nonhandicapped students, had dropped Mit two
years later.

45 percent-were in-__thle_lowe5t _quartile,on a combined cognitive
test assess:411- vocabutary,ireading, math; and stiente, compared
to only 19 percent of the nonhandicapped students.

27 percent _repotted gEtting mostly C's and D's compared to 18
percent of the regular Students.

Only 29 pettent were enrolled in vocational programs.

Othee recent investigations have cited t6e lack of: vocational
aSSOttnient for handicapped youth in-schOol _settings; career related

Objectives and transitional plans in IEPs (CObb & Phelps, 1983); coNnteling

and career planning setvicesi _Parent involvement; comprehensive work

experience programs for youth while in,high school;, placement in vocational

education programs; and cooperative programming with vocational rehabilita-

tion and _other agencies td ensure ,a continuum of necessary support as

disabled youth exit high schbol and enter employment.

Clearly; the heed to broaden and strengthen the quality of educational

opationtat teteived by handicapped youth in secondary schools and the

transitional phase of their youth is imperative. Without better prepatatinn,

the likelihood of improving their eMploYMent prospects and sUttetSfUl

adjustment to living independently will be minimal at best.

A number of the problems and difficulties ,encountered by haridicapPed

youth in secondary sChools are also found in the other training systems.

Postsecondary technical, institutos and comnunity colleges have had difficulty

identifying and asessing the rieedt, of handicapped youth and young adults

(Brown & Kaystr; ,1982; Répetto, 1986). chly a limited number of job training

peogeatat,606eated under Comprehensive Employmcnt and Training Act (CETA) and

Tab Ttaihing Partnership Act ,(JTPA) have historically served handitapped

youth (Tindall, Gugerty, & Dougherty. 1985). The programmatic efferts to

serve handicapped youth_in higher_education (both publitiandiprivate) arid in

education and training programs operated by business _and industry have been

slow to develop._ Selected institutions and companies have undertaken special

initiatives to serve and ttain handicapped inCividuals, but these have tended

to be isolated instances rather than widespread practices and policies.

A Corceptual Framework
_

The problems and difficulties encountered_by handicapped youth in the

transition process tan be examined from a conceptual perspective; At the

University of Illinois a_team of faculty members_are engaged inai_research

and evaluation program; sponsored by the U-__5; Offite Of Special Education

Programs, which is studying sevetal :sues and problems related to the second-
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ary education and _transition initiative (Rusch and Phelps; 1985). This group

has adopted:a conceptuJ framework for School-to-Work Transition (see Figure

I) which addresses some of the concerns raised above:

In this framewotk, transition is viewed as the intermediate phase of the

school-to-work ccntinuum. The activities that occur during transition are

programs ard services provided jointly by personnel from the school and

employment sectors of the community. To be maximally effective, the

assessment, training, and jot placement activities that occur are jointly

plarred, implemented, and evaluated hy special and vocational educators,

guidance counselors, social workers, rehabilitation Personnel; JTPA

personnel; parents and advocates,_ and co-workers and supervisors from varies;

businesses and industries within the community:

Additionally, the_ period of transition in this model _can_ generally be

viewed as longer or shorter depending upon the severity of educational and

employment problems encountered by youth. That is, the amount of overlap

in the circles is aenerally greater for more severely handicapped youth than

for mildly handicapped youth. For severely handicapped and disadvantaged

individuals, the period of assessment, instruction/training and placement may

occur over period of 3-5_ years and necessitate extensive support over the

first few years of initial employment.

Bellamy (1985); Will (1984); and Halpern (1985) have posed and debated

different views of the educational, employment, and community adjustment

outcomes of the transition process. In many respects, their debate has

paralleled the continuing debate on vocationalism versus general or academic

education that has been pursued by educators, economists, and policymakers

since the early part of this century. To a large extent this debate is

influenced by the nation's larger social and economic agendas. The central

issue focuses on_the extent_ to which secondary education_ (with its _limited

resources:and time for influencing youth) should focus _on:preparing youth for

employment. In this debate, a wide vatiety of: ptoductive and_ meaningful

employment outcomes _are: viewed as feasible and appropriate for_ special

population youth, including volunteer work and sheltered employment for those

youth whose severe disabilities limit their productive capacities. The most

desirable employment outcome for the majority of handicapped individuals is

perceived to be full-time, continuing employment in the competitive labor

market.

The concept of supported work (e.g. where severely and moderately

disabled youth are employed in special work crews and enclaves) is posited as

a new approach to mainstreaming disabled individuals in the workfotce: This

concept emphasizes the potential for positively shaping the attitudes of _the

American workforce and the general public regarding the abilities of _a

variety of youth with handicaps. However, the extent to which federal,

state, or local tax dollars should be used to subsidize wages and training in

the private sector is a significant intervening policy concern. As Halpern

(1985) notes,_ it is equally _important for handicapped youth to emphasize the

broader outcome of successful community adjustment which encompasses

meaningful employment; placement in an approptiate residential environment;

and the development of social ahd interpersonal networks by the individual.
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Overall; the outcome of competitive employment, when coupled with the

capacity to live; socialize, and engage in recreational activities on _an

independent basis, is viewed as the most desirable outcome of the transition

process.

Elementary and secondary education programs, along with other forms of

employment-related education and training, contribute :.ignificantly to the

foundation for effective transitional programming. Without the acquisition

of effective communication, personal-social, and affective skills;_ there is

little likelihood that Nocational preparationand initial employment

opportunities will be successful. Over the past three years; various

educational:commissions and special study groups concerned with the nation's

economic development, as well as high schbol graduates arid theit

employability (Committee for Economic Developmcnt; 1985; National Academy of

Sciences, 1984; and the Task Force on Education and Economic Development,

1983) have called for increased attention to and resources for strengthening

of basic skills of high school ard college graduates. It should also be

acknowledged that instruction and training that occurs during the

transitional phase often reinforces the need for these basic skills and

assists students in developing grePter proficiencies in problem solving,

writing, reading, and verbal communication, reasoning, and interpersonal

skills.

The Education arid Training Enterprise

The major focus of this document is understanding and critiquing the

educational and training systems that are instrumental to serving youth with

handicaps. Evans (1982a) suggests there are seven major systems in the U.S.

which teach people about and prepare them for work. These systems include:

universities_ and colleges, military_ training; public job training programs

(sponsored by the_ Job Training Partnership Act and formerly by CETA);

business and industry training, apprenticeship,_ public_vocational _education,

and proprietary buSiness, ttade, and correspondence schbols. Each of these

systems orient and_prepare individuals for work at a variety of levels in

various occupational fields. However, universities and colleges have primary

responsibility for training professionals, while the other six focus their

educational efforts on levels of work requiring less than a baccalaureate

degree. Each of these various systems for delivering work-related_education

and_training has a long history of development which has been influenced by a

number of economic; social;_ and political factors. Consequently, it becomes

difficult to daptute in a few pages the full essence of each of these major

education and training enterprises. The btief overview _and the chapters

which follow will attempt to provide a general understanding of six of the

major systems and their capacity for serving youth with handicaps.

As noted earlier, in the past two decades one of the primary goa's of

federal legislation and policy has been to assure that handicapped youth and

adults are afforded equal access to and_appropriate_educational opportunities

in_the_various_educational systems. These individual, civil rights havr been

extended to handicapped individuals as they seek to be served by programs

that receive public funds. Further, privately funded insiitutions and organ-



izations have also been influenced toward serving youth with handicaps by the

availability of federal Student aid programs.

The goals and objectives of various education and training efforts

deter4e careful consideration. Preparing individuals to enter the workforce

iS a complex and dynamic process, which has led_ the providers of training

programs to develop rather sophisticated program options; Wit'nin andiaCtOtt

the various systems; the educational goals are quite varied and it-end to be

influenced by national iconcerns in educational and effiplOytent polity. Among

the multifaceted; broad!qoals !of these programs are the fallowing: specific

job training; employability Skills training, improving basic skills, integrat-

ing academic and occupationally related learning, developing personal-social

tkillt, oroViding career guidance and planning, developing entrepreneurial

tkillt, reducing school dropout rates, and so on. As the various systems_ and

arOgraMS ire examined, it becomes important to consider_ also the comprehen-

sive and developmental aspects of human growth and development,

Public Vocational Education

The papers_lby Dr, Cobb !and Dr;! Brown fbCU5 öh the iSécondary and

postsecondary vocational education_ systems, respectively. These programs

focus on preparing individUals for occupations requiring less than a

baccalaureate degree in several major fields--agriculture, consumer and

homemaking; occupational home economics; marketing; business and office;

indUstrial arts; technical, trade, and industrial; and health _occupations,

The U.S. Office of Vocational and Adult Education has identified more than

150 occupational programs which _are included within these major fieldt,

including new and emerging areas such zsi word _ftot6ttin9 ;

technician; floriculture, and robotics.1 Most of the ioccupatiOns intluded in

vocational education are not associated With shops and blue collar

occupations; as many !peopleihave perceived over the years.

ApprakiMately 17 million individuals (6.5 million of whom are adults)

ate &it-tilled in these programs at community colleges, technical institutes;

area Vdcational centers, high schools, and some middle/junior high schools;

At the postsecondary level, more than 2000 technical institutes znd community

colleges offer vocational programs _in five or more ateas: While were than

5000 high_schools offer five or more program:areas. :The oeogi-am fieldS With

the largest enrollments_ include consumer and homemaking educati-on (18.2%),

business and office (32;1%), and trade ahd industrial education (18.8%).

(Office of Adult and Vocational Education, Jun 1984). Overall, about

one-third of theSe students receive "occupationally" specific instruction.

The Other NO-thirds receive what is described as nooaccupational

inStrUttion, i.e., general work orientation; industrial_ arts; consumer and

homemaking, and general business. At the Secondary level, about 30% Of the

instruction is occupationally specific; while at the postSeCondary 1#$-fel 90%

of the instruction is occupationally specific (NatiOn0 InStitUte of

Education,_1980),

Contrary to Millar belief, Federal funding for the programs, which has

been available Since 1917, constitutes only about 8% of the total

ekrenditUreS. State and local funds provide the major financial base fOr the

prOgraMs despite the fact that federal legislation in the last two decades has
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had a major influence on the planning, operation, and evaluation of the

programs at both the state and local levels.

Regarding students and enrollment patterns in vocational education,

Evans (1982b) notes that:

It haS long been :the case thatias _unemployment_ rates Lincrease,
065ttetbridary vocational enrollments:(a:both:full-And part-Ltime
StUdentt) alSO go up; most economists :regard :this:AS :highly
desirable, since foregone earnings _and instructional costs tend:to
decrease as economic activity diminishes. Secondary_ school

vocational enrollments are not -similarly- tied tO _the level of

economic activity. Instead, until the 1960s, there tended tO be a
fixed percentage (traditionally 25%) of the total school graduates
in -vocational educat'dn. During the- 1970s, hOwever, thit

percentage -more than doubled. NIE (National Institute Of

Education) claims that during 1978, some 70 percent of secondary
school students :were enrolled in one or- more vocational courses

(NIE 1980, p. VI-3)._ This:seems too highi probably because they
forgot_ :junior _high schoolsi are L:also: secondary. schools.

Nevertheless;: probably more thaw 7C1 pertent_of_ the current high

tthOtil graduates will :tai,e had one or more vocational courses. (p.

257)

Clearly, vocational edUcation programs at both the secondary and

postsecondary level offer valuable and comprehensive learning experiences for

handicapped youth. In 1984, the Congress passed the :Carl D. :Ptrkihs

Vocational Education Act which extended and strengthened the proVitionS fdr

serving_ handicapped individuals, which first appeared in the Vocational

Education Act of 1963. __The papers by Cobb and Brown examine the extent to

Whith these opportunities are available; as well as the overall quality of

the-OrOgraiht anditUppOrt Services being provided to handicapped youth.

Publit-Job Training Programs:

Since the 1930s the FederalLgovernment has operated Programs such as the

Civilian Conservation Corps, CETA (Comprehensive Employment ahd Training

Act), and the Job Corps designed to provide training and, on occasion, publiC

service employment for individuals who are unemployed, poor, and disadvant7

aged. Dr, _Tindall's_ paper examines the two major federally sponsored

programs_that are currently in place--the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

And the Job Corps.

manot (1982) SUggestS that the JTPA prorrams are the _only publicly

supported otigi-amt &Signed tb give economically disadvantaged_ youth

(including those who are handicapped) a second thance,_especially including

those who are already in the labor market but floundering (i.e., unemployed

or _underemployed). CETA was enacted in 1973 and took the:place of the

Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and the Economic OpportunitY

Act of 1964: Designed to _provide a varety of public employment and training

opportunities; _CETA was operated: through a national network of local prime

tptintOrt attathed to loCal governmental units. _During periods of high

unemplOyMent, the cdtigeets used CETA_ extensively to create_ publiu service

employment opportunitieS thereby ireducing high cyclical unemployment:levels,

In 1983, the Job Training Partnership Att replaced CETA_ and provided:a

major redirection for public job training programs. The new Att eXtendedithe

provision for the Job Corps, placed major emphasis on training:rather than

public service employment; and strengthened provisions for private sectOr
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participation in the program; The total _funding for JTPA in 1985 was 32

billion, far exceeding the federal funding level for vocational education.

Under JTPA seventy percent of the _funds which are distributed by any

Governor to local service delivery areas (SDAs) must be used for training for

jobs in the private sector. During the first year, SDAs were established by

local units of government with a population base of at least 200,000. Each

SDA has a Private Industry Council (PIC) which shares overall responsibility

for the program with local elected officials. A majority of the private

ndustry_councils is composed of local bwiness leaders, along with represent7

atives from education; organized labor; rehabilitation; community-based

organizations, economic development agencies, and the local employment

service.

Each Governor appoints a State Job Training Coordinating Council whose

responsibilities include revi.ewing and approving the two-year job training

plans submitted by each SDA. Of the funds received by the SDAs, 40 percent

are to be spent on youth ages 14-21. Up to ten percent of the participants

in all youth and adult programs cc; qualify regardless of their income_if

they face other_employment barriers (e.g. handicapped, displaced homemaker;

older workers; etc.);

The National Alliance of Business completed a major survey:of the 596

SDAs nationwide in 19e3 to gather baseline information about the programs

being initiated under JTPA. AMong the significant findings were these:

Almost 11,000 business volunteers are serving on Private
Industry Councils with nearly 75 percent -participating actively
in determining the types of training programs, the-occupations
for which training is to be provided; the training providers,
and the criteria for establishing training programs.

High school dropouts:and welfare recipients were the_two groups
most frequently identified as target audiences for the programs
and services. In-school youth, minorities, and handicapped
individuals _were _also targeted to be served by more than
two-thirds of the SDAS.

More than 90 percent of the PICs and SDAs were funding programs
with the local public school system to serve disadvantaged
youth. Private employers, particularly small businesses, also
were contracted to provide training_ in 80 jpercent of the SDAs.
Private secondary and postsecondary schools, community based
organizations_i arid Large businesses were each -involved in

providing _training _in slightly_ more than half of the SDAs;
(National Alliance of Business; 1984; pp; ii-iii);

Dr. Tindall's paper outlines some extremely valuable strategies for

assuring that handicapped youth are served effectively by the _Vocal JTPA

programs. Tindall argues convincingly that special and vocational educators

need to take an active advocacy role in working with RICs and SDAs to assure

that handicapped youth are included in the planning process, as well as the

programs and services.

The Job Corps, a federally administered program under the JTPA, has been

in operation for nearly twenty years; _Residential and nonresidential centers

enroll severely; economically, disadvantaged youth who can profit feom

intense arid length/ :training experiences, which,: .n most cases, are provided

some distance from their depressed home communities. As Dr. Tindall notes in

his paper, the Corps enrolls only the most economically and educationally

II
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disadvantaged youth for a:. average stay of eight months. However, 75 percent

are successful in their subsequent efforts to obtain a job or return to

school. The high cost of the program (S13,000415,000 annually per training

slot) makes the prohram a continuing center of debate in Congressional

appropriation hearings. Most reports and evalintions describing the Job

Corps do not include mention of handicapped youth among those being served.

Business and Industry Training

_ The American_ society for Training and Development_(1979) estimates that

private and public employers in the U-.S-7 Spent in 1978 between S30-40 billion

on employee development, not including the salalies and wages of trainees. A

recent report from the Carnegie Foundation entitled Corporate Classrooms:

The Learning_ Business, noted that education and training within large

private sector corporations has become a bcoming industry (Eurich 1985). The

paper prepared by Dr. Shaffer addresses the expanding investment that

employers are making in the education and training of their employees, and

the nature of participation by handicapped employees in such training.

Given the complexity and diversity of American business; it is virtually

impossible to summarize how educatTon and __training programs are organized and

handled: Policies; practices, and clientele for training programs all are

highly varied and generally dependent upon such variablesLas the nature of

the business, personnel organization, and management's philosophy regarding

training. There are a number of case studies of training programs and

educational initiatives developed by specific companies (Dean, 1980;

Fronzaglia 1982) that are probably the most valuable sources of information.

Understandably; many firms view the specifics of their training programs as

trade secrets which provide them with La _competitive edge in the marketplace.

Hence; "getting inside': the training phiTosophies, procedures, and techniques

used by business Land Industry _is not a simple task for educators and

advocates who are Linterested_ir determining how these programs might be more

responsive to handicapped employees.

A recent national survey of employee training, conducted by the Opinion

Research Corporation and the American Society for Training and Development;

Provides some ins1ghts into the nature of training programs in larger

(minimum of _250 employees)companies in the U.S. The telephone survey of

training directors from a stratified random sample of 756 companies peoduced

seveeal impoetant findings:

Approximately 80 percent of the companies earmark monies for
training each year, and generally view training as an integral
part of the firm's human resource and strategic planning.

On average, the training directors indicated that 38 percent of
their work forces participated in some fnrin of training during
1985. Those firms that had not met ther 1985 financial goals
anticipated reductions in training budgets for the coming year.

The-average-company subsidize& slightly over 70 percent of the
tuition costs for courses that an employee voluntarily attends
at a school or univeesity:

9
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The primary objectives for training _programs focused on: Help-
ing_employeesiperform their_ present jobs well_(81% cited as most
important), Orientation of new employees (78t), and Keeping
employees_ inforine4 of technical and procedural changes in the
organization (64%).

More than 80 percent of the firms indicated the topits of
primary focus in their training programs included: employee
orientation (86% offered), supervisory skills 185%);i- and
management development 180%h_ Other frequently mentioned topics
included: computer use iiskills;: safety: procedures;
professionatitechnital skills; communication skills, and sales
skills, While remedial education was included in the survey as
a potential_ training topic, only 15 percent of the_ firms were
providing it. (American Society for Training and Development,
1986)

Eurich's! (1985) study of education and training in major corporations

suggests, that education has become a critical resource for effective

competition in the marketplace. Corporate-sponsored training programs are

generally run on an in-house basis and are designed generally to provide:

(a) compensatory education on the basic, as well as advanced professional

level, (b) company-oriented education which enables individuals to perform

their work in a more productive fashion; and (c) enhanced employee

recruitment and_benefits.

While focusing on !technical skills training scocifically, Dr. Shaffer's

paper offers some Important insights into the complex nature of

high-technology production employment, the training programs in such

companies, and considerations for employing and training handicapped youth

therein.

Fraori-etafySchools

While significantly fewer in number than programs

education _and training systems; private trade; technical, and business

schools represent an important dimension of the education for employment

enterprise; According to the National Center for Education Statistics, in

1978 there were :slightly more than a million students enrolled in 6800

schools throughout the U.S. More specifically, these were

found in the other

proprietary

noncollegiate, postsecondary schools offering occupational preparation

programs. Only a small percentage of the schools were reported as nonprofit

entities.

Among the 6800 proprietary schools; three major types of sch001S wet

cited: 2100 cosmetology/barber schools; 1200 business/office schbolS, and

1100 flight schools: Thete al_so were a large:number of nonprofit schools

sponsored by hospital organizations (approximately 750) and approximately 700

private trade schools.

Largely because of their profitmaking orientation, private vocational

schools have historically been_recognized for their strong affiliation with

occupationally-specific training. As Cann _(1982) notes; these schools are

extremely sensitive and responsive to changes in the labor market: The job

placement rates for their graduates are extremely important to their student

recruitment efforts; The training focuses heavily upon the skills and

knowledgeS !that are needed directly in the occupation. Eiasi, such

as mathematics, problem solving, and technical reading) are ta. the
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context Of thejob or occupation being learned: Mahy_bfithe:CourSeS:provided

by private schools, such :as tool and die design, bartehding, and medical

office maragement, have unique appeal because they are not offered in schools

and community colleges. The special "relevancy" and srmialized training

that proprietary schools provide is generally sought out by people who have

become disenchanted w'th _their present job or who have not done well in

public schools where occupationally-relevant learning experiences have been

limited.

As proprietary schools have grov.n in prominence and number, professional

organizations and accrediting agencies :have also: been formed on both national

and state levels. Three major accrediting bedies have beer .ettatilithed_and

operate national offices in Washington, D.C. or behalf of trade and techhical

schools, business schools, ard the cosmetology related occupations.

Accreditation by these organizations or state accrediting agencies enables

schools to participate in federal and state student financial aid programs.

The organization of private vocational schools is highly varied, much

like the:training programs in business and industry. Generally; the schools

are small in size and facilities; Wilms (1974) studied twenty- nine private

schools:ranging in size from 14 :to 2300 students: While a few schools:are

operated as sole _proprietorthips or partnerShips, most have been

incorporated. Several major corporations, such as Arthur_Anderson, ITT, Bell

and Howell, and Control Data Corporation, operate schools that enroll both

their employees and others interested in specialized training programs.

The paper by Mr. McCrae, whc directs the Disability Services Division at

Control DataCorporation (CDC), describes the_ various schools and programs

that :CDC has developed _to serve handicapped _and disadvantaged youth

specifically: Following their field test development with special needs

youth, most of CDC's computer-based programs and materials are sold to

vocational rehabilitation and job training providers, as :well as public

educational institutions. The use of computer-based training for Tesiden-

tial, homebound, and school-based instruction providcs a fascinating look

into future alternative means for providing education to mildly and severely

handicapped youth.

Higher Education

Higher education in the U.S. is an enterprise of vast scope and

diivottity (Study Group: on:the Conditions of: Excellence in_ American Higher

Education, 1984). The StUdy :Group, commissioned by the Secretary of

Education in 1983, describes the current dimensions of American higher

education:

Our colleges and universities enroll more than 12 million
students, employ nearly 2 million workers, and account for 3
percent of the Gross National Product.

More than half of-all urdergraduates are women and one out of
every six is a member of a minority group.

Two out of every five students are_over the:age of 25;_and fewer
than three in five are attending college full time (P: 5):

Over the past two decades undergraduate education has served a signifi-

cantly larger number of students. From 1970 to 1983, higher education en-
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rollment in the U.S. grew from 8.5 million to 12.4 million, an increase of 45

percent. ;Plisko Stern, 1985) For a growing number of occupations, the

colleae degree has become the basic credential for entry. As employers have

sought to hire better-educated individuals, higher education has become an

integral part of the nation's economic development resources.

Colleges and universities nationwide provide a vast array of _under7

graduate; graduate; professional; andcontinuing education programs that

prepare graduates_ for employment or assist partTt'one students in enhancing

their current employability: While enrollments by __female and :minority

students arpeat to be growing rapidly in higher _education, the pitture is

less clear for handicapped stdeents. As Dr. Floyd's paper notes, most

institutions have initiated efforts to recruit and admit handicapped

students, but a variety of programmatic barriers still exist. National data

are not currently available to describe the extent to which handicapped youth

and adults are successfully participating in higher education.

Perspectives and Key Issues

A variety of issues and perspectives deserve serious tonsideration when

the multiple education and training systems are examined Individually and

collectively- Each of: the papers (Chapters) that follow is structured

somewhat differently, but each describes the students being served

(handicapped and nonhandicapped), goals and objectives of the programs,

historical perspectives and contemporary legislation or policies that govern

the program, breadth and depth of training curricula;_ and outcomes that are

realized by students. Additionally; the authors were asked to examine the

extent and nature of collaboration occurring between the training system they

were examining and others._ :Also of major_ importance; _the chapters outline

several recommendations related to: needed research and e.:aluation studies,

new or revised public polizies to strengthen the programs, and needed

improvements in the pre-professional and in-service education of teachers,

counselors, and admini7'rators to enable them to serve handicapped

individuals more effectively.

Special Perspectives

When examining the education and training systems on a general level; it

becomes quite clear that most of them ihave encountered_serious difficulty:in

attempting to integrate and serve handicapped youth. _In fact, some of theM

have largely neglected efforts to Include persons with handicaps. In many

inste7ces, vocational teachers, college instructors, trainers in business

schools, and other educators in these settings have not received any special

training themselves so they might better understand how to assist a

handicapped youth in entering and successfully progressing Ahrough_ their

course or program. Obviously; most of these education and training systems

have evolved over a_period of fifty or more years; and have only been asked

fairly recently to address the concerns of handicapped youth and handicapped

employees:

While these systems and the programs described herein have not faired

Well With mildly handicapped youth, efforts to serve moderately and severely

handicapped youth in programs such as vocational education and public job
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training have been virtually nonexistent. Dr. Vogelsberg's paper was

solicited for the forum with the intent of more closely examining the needs

of this population. He outlines and discusses several_issues related_to the

employment of severely_ handicapped individuals; such as the use:of federal

funds_to subsidize employment and on-the-job training programs. :His research

and development program in-Vermont provides strong_evidence that severely

handicapped persons can be effectively trained and employed with the collabor-

ative assistance of local businecs.

In addition, the education and training efforts of other nations pro-

vides an important perspective. Dr. Reuben's paper highlights the elements

of employment-related training programs in West Germany and Sweden; and the

recent _attempts by these_ countries to include new provisions for serving

handicapped youth. The efforts of these industrialized nations of Western

Europe provide some valuable insights regarding effective policies for both

training and employment.

Critical Questions

The education and training enterprise, when viewed broadly, presents

several significant challenges for educators, policymakers, and others

concerned with handicapped youth. With more than twenty years having passed

since the beginning of the civil rights movement in_ the U.S., one would think

the major employment-related education and training systems would_ be readily

accessible to handicapped youth The chapters which follow outline the

extent to which this hypothesis iS accurate, Further; the chapters raise

important questions and challenges for the reader. Among the most critical

questions and issues are the following:

6 To what extent do handicapped youth have access, at present, to
the wide array of employment-related education and training
opportunities in our nation?

Do the- education and training opportunities provided to

handicapped _youth make important -and valuable contributions_to
their employability; as well as the quality of their adult lives?

To what degree do thei education_and training systems view
programs and services for individualS with handicaps as an

Integral part of the system?

6 What levels of collaboration and cooperatior exist among the
various education and training systems that allow handicapped
youth to fully develop employability skills and knowledge?

In what ways must the various education and training systems be
strengthened to address more effectively the problems of youth
with handicaps?

The primary goal of this volume is to provide insights and strategies for

obtaining favorable respon:ies to these questions at a variety of

levelsnationally, statewide, and locally.
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Secondary Vocational Education

Vocational education has historically been perceived to have foot

fundamental goals (Evans 2. Herr, 197,t): (a) to meet society:s_need for

effective workers; (b) to increase the opportunities fon indiVidUalS in the

world of wcrk;__ (c) to focilitate the learning of general education by

pointing cut its relevance in work; and (d) tO aid workers in improving

working conditiOnS Althcunh _the_levels cf intensity may vary, these goals

hold relevance for both educational and employment training environments, and

at beth secondary and postsecondary levels of publicly supported vocational

education.

Within the last two decades the propriety of these goals for various

oroups pf individuals with speciAl needs has become increasingly apparent.

This paper examines one segment of the vocational: education

enterprise7,secendary-level programing fon mildliy handicapped youth and

young adults. "Mildly handicapped"_as a term,can be functionally defined as

describing any student identified for special education services who, with

reasonable support and accommodation, can be successfully placed in a regular

vocational education program alongside ncnhandicapped students. The general

perspective of this paper encompasses an overview of the typical_ system;

current federal legislation affecting service deliverr programCng

approaches, participation rates, and outcomes to be _expected; _cooperative

linkages with other systems; and some implications and recommendations, riat

appear reasonable given the extant knowledge base, arid the political and

demographic climate Of the Mid-1980'S.

The Current Enterprise

In the past twenty years, enrollment in secondary vocational education

has remained relatively stable in its proportion to _the overall secondary

level enrollment. Lee (1972-73) reported the 1970-71 enrollment in voca-

tional education to be 26.3:._; that figure remained Ottually the see (27%)

for the 1982 _graduating class (National Center for Education Statistics,

1983), Typically, one OUt Of four students is enrolled in a vocational

education program while in high school.

This same time period has seen significant changes in the structure of

secondary vocational education generally, such as the growth of program areas

in Marketing ard Distributive Education, Health Occupations; Cooperative

Vocational Education, and Work Study programs. Perhaps the most dramatic

changes have occurred in the environments in which secondary voCatiohal

education Ys offered._ From an almost exclusive :reliance upon:comprehensive

high Schools prior to 1960; the educational system has expanded to include

both area _(Or tegii_onal) vocational centers, and four-year vocational high

schoolS. Each of these three major environments will be described in greater

depth.

Compre-h-e-n--14i-ghSch-eal

Of the three training environments, comprehensive high_ schools (CHS);

make up the greatest percentage. The_ National_ Center for Education Statis-

tics (NCES, 1980) reported that approximately 15;500 comprehensive high
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schools at the_ secondary level comprised about 90T of the total number of

schools operating_ vocational education programs; Many of these schools;

however, offer orly a limited array of vocational courses. The U:S: Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare (1978) reported that only 4,514 CHS'S

offered five or more vocational programs. In the CHS, the overwhelming

majority of enrollment has traditionally been in the nonoccupationally

specific areas of Industrial Arts and Home Economics Education, and in the

occupationally specific programs of Trades and Industrial Education, Agri-

cultural Education; and Office Occupations (Evans 1. Herr, 1978).

The comprehensive high school environment lor secondary vocational

education offers some distinct adVantages (Evans; I982):_ First; students can

integrate their vocational preparation much more easily within the total

school curriculum, including extracurricular activities. Students inlay also

make less of a commitment to an entire vocational sequence yet still enjoy

the benefits of a limited selection of coursework of interest. For example,

NCES (1983) reported that 75T of all 1982 high school graduates had taken at

least ione :course that_ could_ be described as occupational, and only five

percent had completed their entire high school sequence without benefit of

any vocational courses. Additionally; vocational programs appear less costly

to operate in CHS's (American Institute for _Research, 1967), arid_ there_is

some evidence to indicate teat the dropout rate for CHS's may be lower than

those in separate vocational schools (Evans, 1982).

There are, however, disadvantages to vocatio,,a1 instruction in CHS's as

well. Frequently, the number of program options and the vocational

preparation of instructional personnel are less extensive than in programs

operated in _separate vocational facilities. Instructional equipment may be

less technologically up-to-date in CHS's and cooperative education _and

placement rates frequently do not equal those of separate facilities (Sewell;

1983; Benson, 1982):

Area Vocational tenters

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 contains a significant initiative

that supported the development of secondary regional or area vocational-tech-

nical education centers. The Act provided federal incentive monies to the

states for the_ construction of vocational centers. The states responded with

different models of _separate vocational _centers, with the two-year Area

Vocational Center (AVC) being the most prominent: Typically this separate

fatility serves a large single school district or a consortium of smaller

ones, most often on a tuition basis. Students desiring a vocational

education course of study that is not available at their comprehensive high

school are transported for half of the day to the vocational center to

receive technical training. Generally, academic requirements are completed

at their home school during the other half of the school day.

Recent _and _well,controlled _effectiveness studies comparing separate

two-year vocational facilities with comprehensive high schools are virtually

nonexistent. It is generally believed; though; that separate vocational

fatilities,provide_a wider range of program alternatives than comprehensive

high schools, and frequently employ teachers with_more sophisticated and more

recent technical training in their sub,fect areas (Kirst, 1979). Often, AVC'S
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have equipment that is more up-to-date, are able to react more quickly to

local labor market demands, and have more active business and industry

participation. On the negative side, however; Evans and Herr (1978) reported

that separate vocational centers "have higher costs; higher dropout rates,

and seem to pr5mote socioeconomic segregation"i (p: 219): Another major

problem with AVC's is the Cme it takes to bUs_students from sending schools

to the centers, especially in rural areas. A recent Vermont State Senate

Education Committee Report (1984) stated:

Long daily- bus rides to and from the vocational centers are a
major deterrent to equality of opportunity. Some students
literally spend more time each day riding the bus than they do
receiviEg instruction at the vocational center.. tine ispentlon
the bus or at the vocational center also limits_the time available
for instruction at the student'slhome:school; One _center's_study
found that bus ridim students spent twice as much time on the bUt
as in Mathematics class. (v 2)

Enrollment stability at area vocational centers may also become problematic,

especially during periods of low enrollments, such as in the mid-1980s. Many

centers find that the sehding school guidance staff seem reluctant to promote

attendance at regional centers when their own school's enrollments are

declining.

Vlcational High Schools

Vocational high schools represent _the _third major option for public

secondary vocational education. They are relatively few in number (numbering

217 in 1978), and are more likely to be located in metropolitan centers than

either other alternative:

Vocatipoal high_schools offer a four-year curriculum in which vacational

education is the only option. They do provide coursework in mathematics,

English, science, and social studies in order that their students fulfill

state and/or local requirements for graduation. However, most Of _these

courses are functionally related to the dominant vocational education

curricula.

While_vocational high schools seem to be free from many Of the problems

encountered by area vocational centers, they are susceptible to one major

disadvantagerecruitmeot: Vocational high schools are in direct competition

With comprehensive high schools, and they frequently encounter extreme

difficulty in encouraging eighth graders to enroll in their programs. There

would appear to be several reasons for this. First, eighth graders and/or

their parents may well be less inclined to branch into a separate curriculum

in a separate facility so early in a student's secondary schooling. Second,

in times of depressed secondary enrollment; local school districts are

hesitant to encourage enrollment in separate vocatiooal schools Which would

further reduce their own enr011ment, and consequently, further redUce their

state aid; Finally, the social isolation, evident in two-year regional

vocational centers, can be even more problematic in four-year vocational high

schools.

Current Governing Statutes

Secondary vocational education; like other_ aspects of public secondary

education, has always been dependent largely upon a combination 0f state and
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local:fiscal _effort to support its programming, and upon state statutes ane

policies_tO:define it:: Consistent with other elements of public schooling,

federal legislation: and regulations have:greatly impacted upon the evolutioh

of secondary vocational :programmino, although the average federal contribu:

tion to that effort has been typically small (between 8! and 12T bf the tOtal

federal/state/lccal expenditures).

Currently, vocational education is operating under the third set of

amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963. This legislation, the

Carl D._Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 (P. L. 98-524), expands a

number of initiatives that have evolved through Ihe past_two decades; and

includes several hew ones: Each will be discussed briefly below:

sotatido

Since the 1968 AMendments, states have been: required to document that

10T of their basic grant from the federal vocational education legiSlation

was used to provide programs and services that served students with

handicaps. Under P. L. 98-524, 100% of this setaside must be spent by local

schools and community colleges (none at the state administrative or

university_teacher training levels). Further, none of the setaside con be

used for the purchase of equipment or tools:, _unless_they are specifically

peesctibed in the handicappod student's Individual Eoucation Program (IEP);

Matching

The 10% setaside described above mst :also be_equally matthed by a

combination of state ahd local dollars. The actual language of the law

states that no other federal dollars (such as funds from the Job Training

Partnership Act or the Education of the Handicapped Act) can be 6sed by

states to comprise the match. It appears that several states have begun to

use their:state special education funds at the secondary/high school level.

Excess Cost

A final restrictioh in the documentation and use of federal setaside and

matching dollars is the excess cost provision. Beginning in 1976,:both the

setaside afid the matching dellars: could _be used to defray onlythe excess

costs (above the average per pupil costs) asesociated with providing special

programs and services to handicapped students in regular or separate

vocational education program.. The rationale for this provision was that

because its_ purpose was to promote the availability of a pool of dollars for

special programs and services for handicapped students; _state _and_ local

education _agencies :Ought _to assume the: average fiscal responsibility :for

these stUdents just as they dO for other students. Although regulatory

interpretation of this:provision has varied somewhat, uhder current law, thit

excess cost provision is still in effect.

Toutb-f-ind

P. L. 98-524 prescribes that local education agencies receiving federal

vocational education dollars must assure the state through their local

application for funding that every handicapped student in their admin-

istrative_ jurisdiction will be informed of secondary vocational education

opportunities available to him/her; as well as provided access to them:

These Students and their parents must be informed Of program options and

admission requirements prior_to their entrance into the ninth grade.
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Section 204(C)_ _

In addition to the "youth-find" provision, P L. 98-524 contains several

new service7oriented :requirements. Because some of these elements,may be

subject to local or state regulatory Interpretation and final regulations may

simply mirror the language in the Act, the statutory language is given here

from the Conference Report, OctoLer 2, 1984:

(c) Each (handicapped) student who enrolls in (a) vocational

education program . . . shall receive:

(1) assessment of the interests; abilities, and_special needs

of such student with_ respect to completing successfully the

vocational education program;

(2) special services; including adaptation of curriculum,

instruction, equipment, and facilities, designed to meet the needs

described in clause (1);

(3) guidance, counseling, and career development activities

conducted by professionally trained counselors who are associated

with the provision of such special services; and

(4) counseng services designed to facilitate the transition

from school to post-school employment and career opportunities.

(Section 204(c), p 22)

Since the Act haS been in place only a short period of time, it i5 fat

too early to assess the incremental impact of these provisions Jver and above

the fiscai and programmatic provisions in earlier legislation. However, it

does appear safe to conclude that at least for the remainder of the 1980s,

adequate consideration f3r the needs of handicapped students in secondary

vocational education will be firmly grounded in federal and state statues.

_ Alternative Programming Approaches

Twenty years agc Barlow (1965) wrote: "Education in general hat failed

to nelp the disadvantaged youth, and vocational education: has largely

eliminated the group, by imposing selection devices. Now the vocational

educators of the nation, well aware that these students want to, or should,

go to work, are attempting to meet the challenge" (p. 13) Barlow clearly

interpreted "disadvantaged youth" to include handicapped students as well;

and the last two decades have proven his assertion true. With the assistance

of federal initiatives _and fiscal policies _in successive amendments to _the

1963_Vocational _Education Act; handicapped enrollment increases in secondary

vocational education have far octstripped those of nonhandicapped stUdents

(National Advisory Countil un Vocational Education, 1983).

A variety of approaches to serving handicapped students in secondary

vocational education have emerged to meet these enrollment demands. Most of

these approaches can be categorized into two models of service delivery: the

separate vocational special education program and the integrated vocational

education program. Roth of these models _are _characterized by: a :similar

approach to developing; implementing, and evaluating services for students

with handicaps through the 1EP process. The modelS differ in the degree tb

which students have contact with nonhandicapped peers, the amount of colla-
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boration which occurs between vocational instructors and special education

personnel, and the curriculum objectives.

Separate Vocational Special Education Programs

_This approach to providing vocational preparation was designed for

students with more_ severe _handicaps who require intensive individualized

instruction in order to acquire functional_ academic and_ prevocational

SkillS The curriculum expectations differ from regular vocational programs

in that :the focus is on the acquisition of skills that are work-related

rather than occupationally-specific. This: is based on the notion that

certain prevocational skills have a generalized value across a variety :of

work environments and that these skills must be mastered prior to receiving

occupationally-specific training. In addition, students are often provided

with a series of on-site work experiences to familiarize them with the

expectations in the_work force and the knowledge of a range of potential

occupations. These workexperiences vary infrequency; duration; and

remuneration depending on the availability of resources. Prosrams of this

nature generally assume that additional vocational training will be provided

following graduation or exit fromihigh school, which has facilitated the

involvement of adult services agencies, such as vocational rehabilitation, in

the planning and delivery of support services at the secondary level.

_The personnel responsible for providing instruction usually have a

background in special education aiid limited training and experience in the

content of vocational curricula The teachers often have little opportunity

to interact with their colleagues in_the regular vocational education

programs and the students likewise have minimal contact with their

nonhandicapped peers.

Some area vocational centers and high schools have established

occupationally-specific programs (in such fields as custodia7 or food

services) for certain moderately handicapped youth. While these programs

limit the opportunities for mainstreaming, they often enhance the employ-

ability of handicapped students in occupations where significant job oppor-

tunities exist.

Integtated Vocational _Education Programs

Often, individually deSigned instruction is delivered both in resource

room settings_and through adaptation of equipment ahd curriculum in regular

vocational classrooms. The vocational education_ resource teacher_is

generally experienced in both special and vocational education and colla-

borats with vocational instructors in the development of mato.i7ls and

str.tegies for teaching students with handicaps. The vocational resource

teacher can assist in:such activities 05 developing individualized curriculum

packpts for teaching basic safety rules; organizing a peer tutoring system;

designin,3: an individual performance: contract; _Or participating_ in

team-teaching activities with the vocational :instructor.: Instruction which

is delivered in the resource room setting is usually in academic content

areas, but taught within the context of the vocational curriculum. For

example, a student might develop competence in fractions ard decimals by

learning how to measure and read a barrel micrometer. Thus, the skills

involved directly relate to those required in a regular vocational curriculum.
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The amount of time spent in the resource room depends on the individual needs

of the student; but rarely does the time in the resource room exceed the

amount of time spent in the regular classroom.

Handicapped stUdents who attend regular vocational classes do so with

nonhandicapped peers. Because they are considered vocational education

students, they have the opportunity to participate in programs such as

cooperative education and youth urganizations more :readily than do

handicapped students in separate vocational special education programs:.

These additional activities allow for even greater interaction with

nonhandicapped peers in an environment outside of the formal classroom.

Interagency Linkages

Interagency _collaboration efforts have become increasingly important in

the delivery of coordinated and comprehensive services to youth with

handicaps. These efforts, initiated at the national level; include policy

directiies as well as legislative mandates.

The most recent interest in interagency collaboration began in October,

1977 When the U. S. _Commissioner of Educatiott; the Commissioner of _the

Rehabilitation Services Administration; and the DepartMent of Health,

Education and Welfare issued three joint memoranda concerning education ard

rehabilitation services for handicapped individuals. Through these memoran-

dums, chief state schtol officials and state directors of vocational reha-

bilitation agencies were encouraged to (a) examine collaborative efforts

between education and vocational rehabilitation agencies (Federal Register;

October 3. 1977); (b) 4evelop formal cooperative agreements among special

education, vocational rehabilitation and vocational education (U.S.

Department of Health; Education and Welfare; 1978b, November 21, 19713); and,

(c) respond to the need for providing all persons with comprehensive

vocational education services (Federal Register, September 25, 1977).

Following these memorandums, many states engaged in activities to

facilitate collaboration between special education, vocatioral rehabilita,

tion, and vocational education agencies. One of the most frequently used

mechanisms for oeveloping collaborative efforts_was the state-level inter7

agency agreement. In a 1981 study; Albright, Hasazi; Phelps; and Hull sought

to determine the characteristics of state7level agreements: _Thirty7seven

states reported that they had or were in the process of developing

interagency aereements:: :The most: frequently cited areas of collaboration in

these:agreementS inclUded in-service training to professionals from the three

agencies, cooperative development of IEPs and IWRPs, cooperative funding for

vocational assessment services for high school-age students; and_ policy

statements for facilitating the involvement of vocational educators and

vocational rehabilitation professionals on special education staf!ing teams.

Recently, the federal legislation in vocational and special education

has formulated the necessity for_collaboration among the three agencies. For

example; a provision of P: L: 98-524 will greatly enhance the unification of

school7age youth with handicaps in need of vocational education. This

provisien [Section 204(b)] requires that all handicapped students and their

parents be informed of the opportunities ;:va:lable in vocational education
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(along with entry-level requirements) no later than the beginning of the

ninth grade. Given this new requirement, it is likely that increased

planning activities to ensure that all students who are interested and in

need of vocational_ education programs and related services are identified.

In addition; another section requires that special _and vocational educators

coordinate planning efforts for handicapped individuals in vocational

education [Section 204(a)(3)(B)j. This provision will encourage the joint

development of IEPs by vocational and special educators, which will, in turn,

facilitate greater knowledge en the part of the professionals of the services

offered by each agency.

Another issue of importance in the Perkins Act, as well as in P. L.

98-199 (Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1983) is the transition of

handicapped students from school to the adult world. The Perkins Act

requires that counseling services_ be available to handicapped_ students _to

assist in the transition f-om school to post-school employment and career

opportunities [Section 204(c)(4)]._ P. L. 98-199:requires that_ stateduca-:

tion agencies collect annual information on !the numbers of handicapped

children and youth who exit school and the services which will be needed for

the following year [Section 618(b)(3)]. Both of these provisions will

require collaboration among vocational and special education and vocational

rehabilitation in order to ensure that the mandates are adequately addressed.

Finally, anu_ther potential partner in collaboration activities is

employment and training agencies. The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

offers a variety of services and programs that could assist in the vocational

training and placement of youths with handicaps. Recognizing the importance

of the linkage between the JPTA legislation and other vocational legislation,

Congress included a provision in the Perkins Act for coordinating services

and planning at the state level. At the local level, the Act even contains a

provision wherein community-based organizations, such as those which are

mainly supported by JTPA funding; to be the direct recipients of federal

vocational education dollars. This linkage will provide greater access to

business and _industry and additional vocational education and training

opportunities for oandicapped youth both during and following high school.

Outcomes

Outcomes of secondary vocational education programmirg for youths with

handicaps are extremely difficult to measure and discuss. Part of the reason

is that they _are inextricably related to purposes of programming, which are

in turn often unclear or highly variable. Measuring outcomes is also

confounded by _the complexities of both the special education_and _vocational

education systems. _Finally, assuming _a satisfactory resolution of the

problems above, _results or outcomes of programming must _necessarily be

interpreted within the context of a: changing ideology.: Thus, a separate

program for mildly retarded students in a regional vocational center may,_in

a given year, have a strong mandate for operation and be highly successful

with its own curriculum_ goals. However, if, two years later, the mandate

dissolves in favor of regular vocational placements or community-based train-



ing; the interpretation of itS outcomes will change regardless of curricular

achievements,

Nonetheless, some discussion is warranted, and some framework'is needed

to guide the discussion. The following narrative will present some results

of vocational special education outcomes studies, and integraL Lhem with the

broader educational effectiveness literature.

Perhaps the most thorough and, indeed, the only current review of

research on outcomes of vocational education programming for students with

mild handicapping conditions was conducted by Flyhn (1982a), His major

findings and recommendations are summarized below;

'Efforts aimed bt improving access . .-. should not be allowed to
obscure that of effectiveness" (p. 59). Parents, advocates and
professionals cannot assume efficacy of traditional vocational
programs for mildly handicapped students. Indeed, local
indicators of quality may not apply when matched against
individual needs, prior training background, or transitional
service availability.

"The role of secondary vocational education needs a new orienta-
tion , emphsizJn genercI stills relevant to a broad clasS
of jobs"_:(p.:59);i This conclusion holds relevance _for nohhandi,
capped: populations as well (Flynn, 1982b; Grasso &_ Shea, 1979)
andi appears_ most often Lpaire d with 3 recommendation for more
emphasis for _occupationally-specific training at the
postsecondary level.

o "In order-to obtain strong outcomes it is essential Ao provide a
high level of structure, intensity, and follow-up" (p. 591,
Flynn cites results from several alternative proorams to support
thit notion; some data exists that this holds true_for work
experience programs as well (Stern, 1984).- Indeed; _this
description is consistent with much of the effective schools
research.

These findings reflect reviews of published research in the vocational

special education area: Some direct research was also conducted as a part of

the NI! study of vocational education in the early 1980s, and in a longi-

tudinal study of the effects of P.L. 94-142. Virtually every research report

(i.e., Eleuke, 1981; Nacson & Kelly, 1980; Wright, Cooperstein, Renneker, &

Padilla, 1982) concluded that gains have been made in access and equity for

handicapped individuals in regular vocational education programs; However,

Nacson (1982) highlighted ar ongoing concern of which ramificationS are

likely_to_extend well through the 1980s:

For example; when minima ily_disadvantaged_and handicapped students
are prevented I from enrolling tn regular vocational programs
because_ of state _and local -requirements to participate in
non-credit remedial basic skills, their vocational elective
options have been constrained. Such siteations are most prevalent
when the vocational programs of interest are available at
designated sites other than the students home school and special
travel and scheduling arrangements have to be made. (p. 36)

This quotation raises again the issues associated with the time; expense;

social isolation and communication of providing vocational education 01

regional_ high schonls _ratner than in,Comprehensive high sthools cleaely;

decreases in academic leaenihg time, the most consistent predictor of sChool

achievement, can come into play in a regional high school model. The simmary

of Leinhardt and Palley (1982), may also be germane:
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The most significant_point of this _review is that setting is_not
an- important determinant of child or program success. _When
effective practices are used, then-the mildly handicapped can
benefit. Therefore, educators should focus less- on debates cf
setting, and more on issues of finding and implenenting sound
educational processes. For moral and social reasons, the least
restrictive environment is preferable. (p. 574)

Although this summary was contrasting special class versus regular

educational class alternatives; the substance of their review would hold for

the special school versus separate vocational school dichotomy as well.

Implitations and Recommendations

This manuscript opened with a litt of the traditional goals of voca7

tional education. MOre recently a differing set Of goals for vocational

education was proposed by the National Commission on Secondary Vocational

Education (1984): (a) personal skills and attitudes; (b) communication and

computational skills and technological literacy; (c) employability skills;

(d) broad and specific occupational skills and knowledge; and; (el

foundations for career planning and lifelong learning.

It is interesting that_ the "vocationalism" in the: traditional goals

seems to have been replaced by a more integrative orientation. Perhaps this

reflects the initiatives for handicapped and disadvantaged:students over the

past years. Perhaps, instead, it is merely the Commission's political

reaction to the "Excellence" milieu surrounding its development.

Regardless, substantial progress has been made over the past decade ir

increasing the vocational education opportunities available to students with

handicaps. Most of the initiatives have focused on the delivery of_services

to mildly handicapped students_ both in regular and separate vocational

programs. Only recently has there been any recognition of the vocational

competence _that can be :acquired, by severely handicapped, individuals.

Irterestingly, the relatively new efforts directed at vocational training and

employment of severely handicapped studerts have produced more research on

the effectiveness of programs and specific interventions than can be found

over the entire ten-year history of vocational education for mildly

handicapped learners.

:Because :of-the lack of information regarding the effectiveness of

vocational education programs in serving handicapped youths; there are many

questions which shOuld be asked, first; "What ate the best instructional

settings for teaching occupationally specific skills and: knowledge?"

Prevailing practice has been to provide the majority of instructional time in

classroom and laboratory environments both on prevocational and occupa-

tionally-specific skills. One might ask "What would be the effect of

increased cooperative education and other paid on-site training experiences

on the acquisition of both occupational and iwork-related skills and atti!-

tudes?" Further, "How can we insure that _students with handicaps acquire the

SkillS necessary for the adult world in environments that maximize

interaction with nonhandicapped peers?" FellOwing gradUation :from school

more and more handicapped youth strive for lifestyles which resemble those of

their nonhandicapped peers, the challenge to vocational education is the



development of models which facilitate social and educational integrationiand

set the stage for continued particpatioa in the work force and the community.

Another question which_must be asked relates to collaboration between

vocational edu7ation and other social and employment service agencies.

Specifically "What effects: dt the provisions in the Perkins Act, for

collaborationi across agencies, have on increasing access to vocational

education and training programs by handicapped students?" Clearly; state-

level and site-,pecific research must be carried out within the next few

years to test the power uf this initiative.

In !ummary, most of the questions raised above are a direct result of

the lack of outcome data related to the success of handicapped students,in

vocational education and ultimately in employment; There It a need foe

Systematic_ reseaitfi agenda to determine the most effective programs,

policies,_strategies, and training environments in vocational education for

those students who are diffiCUlt tO teach.
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Commentary: Secondary Vocational Education

James R. Frasier
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Dr. CI:lib's paper provides an excellent overview of the secondary voca-

tional education enterprise, current governing statutes, and alternative

programming approaches that have emerged for serving secondary vocational

students with special needs. Of particular note; the section on_interagency

linkages acknowledges the potential for strengthening transition services via

juirt initiatives across_ special education; vocatioal education; end

vocational _rehabilitation delivery systems

Cr- Cobb's discussion of student outcomes focusrs somewhat narrowly on

the traditional measures suggested by Evans and Herr (1978). For example,

recent research _by Farley (1979)_ has identified (vier 250 outcome questions

about vocati(nal education students; a study by Darcy (1979) examined

vocational outcomes and their correlates; and Wentling and Barnard (1984)

examined the perceptions of vocational education held by various_stakeholders

in Illinois. In essence, these studies substantiate_the multidimensional

nature of contemporary vocational _education outcomes as delineated in The

Unfinished Agenda_ (National _Commission on Secondary Vocatitinal _EdUcation,

1984) _ Additionally; as noted by West (1984), the five goals of the

Commission are closely related to outcomes identified by the Office of

Special Education, and Rehabilitation Services Transition Model (Will, 1984).

Understoed from this perspective, the articulation of contemporary vocational

education outcomes by the Commission may well help to facilitate increased

opportunities for students with special needs an, provide a framework for

initiatives to alleviate the apprehensions expressed in Dr. Cobb's section on

outcomes.

While not addressed in the paper; the implications for in-service and

preservice_ personnel development merit serious consideration. As noted by

Conaway (1984);

For vocational educators to contribute effectively to the
transition of handicapped individuals, special education and
rehabilitation professionals must involve vocational educators in
the planning and development stages of the instructional models
for transition. The mission and goals of vocational_edut_ation.
and thc expertise of vocational educatorsii-rgUst_beiunderstood by
special educators and rehabilitation professionals before role
expectations can be realistic. (p. 12)

_Indeed; program _development which facilitates an - interfacing of

transition-to-work Services proVided by the Rehabilitation Act of 1982, the

Job Training Partnership Act of 1982, and vocational and special education
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legislation, appears to be timely. Program improvement mandates of the

Perkins Act coupled with new transition-to-work priorities in the Education

of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983 provide ample opportunities and

some resources for in-service and preservice initiatives to facilitate

linkages across service providers.

The need to Increase the cooperative education and other paid private

sector training experience for handicapped students is implied by Cobb in his

discussion of the Job Training Partnership Act. Interestingly, vocational

rehabilitation and public job training programs (e.g., CETA and JTPA) have

traditionally utilized suck settings. More recently, these efforts to place

youth in competitive employment training stations have been strengthened by

the_ Targeted_ Jobs Tax CreditATJTC)_ legislation_ However; noneconomically

disadvantaged youths and handicapped youths not qualifying for vocational

rehabilitatiOn services do not have equal access to such InStructional

settings. At present, only those stUdents eligible for vocational

rehabilitation service (e.g., those with severe arid moderate handicapping

conditions) and economically disadvantaged youths qualify for TJTCs. From an

advocacy perspective, an agenda for increasing instructional settings in the

private-for-profit sector should also include efforts for broadening TJTC

certification standards to include all handicapped students aged sixteen to

twenty-one.
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Postsecondary Vocational Education

The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry 1 could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then: took_the other,_as:just as:fair,
And having perhaps the better:claim;
Because it_was_grassy and wanted_wear;
Though as for that_the:oassing there
Had worn them really the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way.
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence: :

Two roads diverged in a:wood and I-
I took the less traveled by; _

And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost

The American educational system is, indeed, at a "fork in the road."

Vocational educators are unavoidably confronted with a situation where it is

evident that many handicapped persons are not receiving the same ed-Jcational

and job market opportunities that are available to their able-bodied

counterparts. We can elect to ignore this_ unacceptable_situation, in _the

irrational hope that it will go away; or seek_ to provide more meaningful

vocational education opportunities and support for all persons who can

benefit from them.

The Problem

Many postsecondary vocational education programs simply have not

adequately addressed the educational needs of the total spectrum of learners,

especially those who are_ handicapped, This situation is somewhat

understandable; if one considers the difficulties known to be associated with

efforts to educate moderately to severely handicapped youth within regular

"mainstream" settings. These difficult conditions are typical of thtite

encountered in most po5tsecondary vocational education programs. : In

addition, as is also often the case in the business and industry community,

when many vocational programs claim that they provide services to

"handicapped" students, they often are actually saying that they serve

visibly handicapped learners with physical _and/or sensory disabilities.

Postsecondary vocational programs are; however; enrolling an increasingly

larger group_ (mildly handicapped persons) who can and should benefit from

their participation in such programs. A large proportion of the studehtS_in

this group can be :classified as being mildly:mentally retarded or learning

disabled. While a large number of more severely disabled persons can and do

benefit from participation in postsecondary vocational education programs,
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this paper focuses upon the mildly handicapped learner. In the view of the

author, this group represents the largest "unserved/underserved clientele

for whom the biggest improvements oan be most quickly achieved within

postsecondar vocational education programs.

The current emphasis_ an _"transition" provides a logical opportunity to

bettereducate mildly handicapped individualsi_whoi are, already receiving

postsecondary vocational education services. Clearly,, the nation has long

since passed the time at which most of the handicapped accommodation energy

and discussion were concerned mainly with installing wheelchair ramps and

improving bUilding access. Efforts now should improve "access" in terms of

recruitment, counseling, instruction, job placement, and a variety of other

far ranging philosophical and operational commitments to handicapped learners.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1983) reported_that 50,80% of the

working age population of disabled adults _wasunemployed;_ Madeline Will

(1984)_made note of a 1979 U.S. Department of tabor report that claimed that

disabled adults who successfully obtain publicly-supported day and vocational

services often tend tot (a) niai4e slow progress toward employment, (b)

experience low wages, and (C) find themtelves segregated from nondisabled

co-workers., :In addition, approximately 250,000 to 300,000 disabled students

leave special education programs each year and their prospects for finding

and maintaining jobs in the work force are bleak._ Unfortunately; many of

these unemployed disabled adults also encounter long waiting lists _when they

seek the assistance of community services to help overcome their problems.

Will (1984) also noted that it has been almost a "school !generation"

since federal legislation guaranteed all children with handicaps the tight to

free appropriate-public education. Thus, Will believes that the federal

government shOuld also begin to focus on assisting persons with disabilities

to :accomplish the "transition" between secondary school programs and

adulthood and working life. She describes this transition from school to

working life as an "outcome-oriented process" consisting of a _collection of

experiences and support services_ that _eventually_ lead to employment;

Postsecondary vocational_ education _programs represent a major component _of

our society's brldge between secondary school programs and:what Will (1984)

calls the "opportunities of adult lift;" As a result, postsecondary

vocational educators now have the opportunity to play meaningful roles in the

current wave of enthusiasm for transition-related activities.

One of the primary assumptions stressed in the current emphasis on

transition is the belief that sustained employment represents an important

educational outcome for all Americans. _Meaningful_ employment is also an

important factor in the existence of almost every adult; gainful employment

effects people!s social experiences; their contributions to society, ,and

permits them to establish their adult idehtitiet (Will; 1984); ThUt,

poStsecondary vocttional edUcatiOn programs represent a component of the

transition process which has the potential to enhance numerous socio-

economic aspects of clients' personal lives, as well Is their communities.

The number of disabled persons managing to find their way from_ school to

employment without assistance i211known; but that number is believed to be
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strongly influenced by,the labor market, the nature of jOb-related training

that they have completed, and their access to appropriate community

services. These community services incluee a variety of postsecondary

education institutions such as community colleges, vocational and technical

schools, and colleges/universities. These various institutions have proven

the effectiveness with which they can contribute to the transition from

school-to-work for disabled, as well as able-bodied youth (Will; 1984),

Thus, while much of the current emphasis on transition is focused at the

secondary level, numerous forms of postsecondary education programs clearly

have a substantial role to be played in this important campaign.

Postsecondary Vocational Education's Role in Transition

Moss (1985) noted that postsecondary vocational education programs have

4 direct role to play in transition issues. He proposed that vocational

educators cannot afford to ignore their professional responsibilities to

examine their programs' policies and _purposes 'then the goals and _standards

for all levels of public education_ are under close scrutiny; i_He _further

believes that the vocational education system's place_ within the Ametican

educational system and its basic role in the preparation of workers is at

stake.

Federal vocational education policies have focused increased attention

on the preparation of minorities, women, the elderly, disa vantaged, and

handicapped persons for work with the hope that such services _will help

reduce unemployment_rates_and related_societal costs_among such populations

It appears that these vocational policies have not yet achieved_the_ideal_ if

equal :educational oppottunity fot all since youth unemployment has;_thus far_,

tended to be concentrated among:persons living in poverty areas. those with

low educational attainments and/or with disabilities, arid among those of

minority races (Moss, 1985).

Moss (1985) contends that equal access to education is a requisite

condition for equality of educational opportunity and sees evidence that, to

some_degreei_government policies have improved access levels. For example,

between the_1978-79 and1980-81 school years, the number of women_enrolled in

noncollegiate postsecondary occupational programs rose from 47% to _59%;_while

the proportion of nonwhites enrolled in such programs rose from 18% to 33%

(Gollady 8 Wulfsberg, 1981; National Center for Educational StatiStiCS,

1983). Unfortunately, similar data about persons with disabilities is not

readily available and, although there is evidence of diminished patterns of

gender and race dominance in postsecondary vocational program enrollments,

data do not exist which note the achievement of similar gains for persons

with disabilities,

Although_ lobbying; public support._ _and an _increased_ national focus

regarding postsecondaty programs for handicapped learners has emerged _in_the

past few years, Owens,: Arnold, and CoSton (1985)_ cite tesearch statistics

which indicate that the nuMber of- handicapped learners being served in

postsecondary programs is limited. As an example,_Oilens et al. (1985)_tited

the Vocational Education Study: An Interim Report (1980) that indicated that

only 1.1% of the student population in junior/community colleges was handi-



capped and that only 2.2% of the students in postsecondary vocational

education programs was handicapped. In noting the disparity between these

incidence levels in comparison to Reynolds (1981) projection that 12% of the

population is handicapped and Balow's (1981) claim_ that the majority of

handicapped students is mildly _handicapped, °wens et al (1985) concluded

that pnly a minimal proportioniof the handicapped population is benefittihg

from participating in postsecondary vocational education programs.

Brolin and West (1985) have suggested that postsecondary institutions

Should_ be ready to meet the_ challenges created if increasing numbers of

special needs learners enroll within their programs. They see vocational

educators as crucial factors in the career development system for handicapped

learners. However, they also acknowledge that additional_support _services

personnel, e.g., vocational evaluators, counselors; and resource educators;

should be available in order to cope more effectively with studentS'

educational needs _that exc,:ed the resources and/or expertise of regular

vocational instructors.

Trends in Support Services

In an effort to identify the range and availability of special support

services available within postsecondary vocational education programs,

Kingsbury (1984) conducted a survey among Minnesota's Area Vocational-

Technical Institutes (AVTIs). With federal and state legiSlation focused on

the mainstreaming of special populations into secondary vocational education

programs in recent years; it was assumed that increased types arid amounts of

special support services would also have become available in postsecondary

programs Kingsbuty'S (1984) project sought to determine availability of

support services and to also identify any trends of program development

and/or related cut-backs that had occurred recently in the AVTI system.

Kingsbury (1984) concluded that support services are fairly_ evenly

distributed throughout Minnesota's AVTI system. He found no substantia;

stratification of services and made_ specific note of_ the fact that many,of

the rural AVTIs are often _as well equipped to_ assist special needs popula-

tions as AVTIs located in the larger metropolitan areas. The only exception

was related to serviceS for the hearing impaired, which are concentrated at

St. Pauls' AVTI, With its nationally recognized vocational program for

hearing impaired learners.

Kingsbury's (1984) research identified the following trends amonl the

existing array of support services: (a) there has tended to be a general

increase in the amount of services available but not in *he number of service

providers, (b) it is not unusual for outside agencies to be used to provide

supportservices such as mobility training; independent living skillS, day

care services; occupational therapy, physical therapy, readers ahd

interpreters;1 and chemical idependency support groups, and (c) the external

resources that provide services are from both governmental and private funded

agencies focused on welfare, corrections, employment services, services for

the blind, vocational rehabilitation, mental health, medical, sheltered

residences, day care centers, minority advocacy groups; and chemical

use/abuse.
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Kingsbury (1984) made the following conclusions after analyzing his

survey data:

s The need for adaptations to curricula and equipment will increase
as more special needs learners attend AVTIs.

s Dissemination of effective materials and state-of-the-art -pre-
service training is essential to "close the gap" in program
development efforts.

Preservice and in-iservice trainingi opportuntties should be
provided to assurei that_staff__expertise at AVTIs is kept-above
minimum standards to enable effective recruitMent and enrollment
of students, to maintain appropriate on-going student support
services, to assure student acces.; to high quality ',,,:truction,
arid to manage the coordination of these special sum.crt services
for the students needing them.

Substantial efforts should be made to train and support
professional staff at -each AVTI in regard to technologies,_ such
as rehabilitation engineering, computer-assisted instruction,
interactive training systems-, and innovative strategies for
sharing and coordinating services;

Policy Issues

Greenan and Phelps (1980) reviewed the policy-related problems that were

believed to affect the delivery of vocational education to handicapped

learners. The following eight topics represent policy-related problem areas

which were identified by that study: (a) interagency cooperation and

agreements, (b) funding and fiscal policy, (c) service delivery and program

alternatives,_ (d) _personnel preparation; (e) state legislation; (f) federal

legislation and regulation; (9) attitudes; and (h) program evaluation and

improvement;

While it is believed that all of these issues are worthy of attention

and concern, the first two were identified in Greenan and Phelps' (1980)

study as being representative of the most prevalent concerns expressed by

state education agency staff. The focus on interagency efforts was

interpreted as _reflecting the involvement_ of _those_ state _personnel in

activities designed to provide a continuum of vocational education services

and opportunities that could substantially benefit handicapped learnerS ih

postsecondary vocational education_programs. Theiiinterest _in financially-

related policy issues was asFumed to be an indication of concern about

limitations, imposed on vocational education programs by inadequate federal,

state, and local funds. Greenan and Phelps concluded that inadequate funding

policies, formulas, and coordination between these agencies funding processes

were also seen by these state personnel as significant aspects of the

financially-related policy category.

Finally, 8reenan and Phelps noted that these policy areas are still in

need of additional study at both the state and local levels. The "good news"

is provided by the emergence of the recent federal focus _on the transition of

handicapped learners from schuol to the adult world (often via the

postsecondary vocational education system) and a concurrent expansion of

related research and development efforts, many of which will focus on the

policy issues in the list above.
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Until recently, the processes and related policies which determine how

handicapped learners enter, experience, and exit postsecondary vocational

education programs have received relatively limited amounts of investiga-

tion. Brown and _Kayser (1982) noted that a disproportionate number of

handicapped learners in these postsecondary vocational programs drop out or

are forced out of_ such programs; often before support services personnel are

aware that specific students have unique educational needs that might be

remediated by means of timely, appropriate special serv)7es.

Designing Processes and Policies

As a result of their research efforts within Minnesota and nationally,

Brown_and Kayser (1982) reached the following conclusions about the status of

processes and policies related to the education of mildly handicapped

learners in postsecondary uocational education programs:

I; There is a clear need for improved_communications_ and more

systematic interagency collaboration between the agencies and

institutions which address the educational/career development needs

of persons with disabilitieS.

2. Surveyed state education agency staff were unanimous in their

desire to examine a conceptual model for postsecondary transition

processes that could serve as the basis for managing/delivering

improved yocational education services for post-high school

populations in their service regions.

3; In 1981; very few states had more than one or two operational

examples of programs designed _specifically to serve the vocational

training needs of handicapped postsecondary: student populations.

In fact, 63% of the responding states had no known examples of:such

on-going efforts. Hopefully, the recent federal transition-related

initiative has improved this situation, but the synthesis and

widespread implementation of the new knowledge generated by these

research and_development efforts will require much time, effort,

and determination_;_ as well as additional funding.

Brown and Kayser (1985) responded to the findings of their study by

describing attribUtes that they believed Should be exhibited by systems

designed to effectively enhance the transition of handicapped populations

into and through postsecondary vocational education programs, as well as into

rolated gainful employment. Those attributes are described as follows:

1. Flexibility--Models for transition-enhancing educational systems

should be sufficiently generalizable to allow them to be applicable

to a wide variety of vocational settingsi while still being capable

of addressing unique factors found at each institution._

CompatibilityTransition models_ should: consider: all prospective

participating institutions' and agencies' varied perspectives

regarding their clients' needs and those agencies criteria for

determining client eligibility.

3. SpecificityTransition models should be capable of: (a)

measuring learners' progress through the transition process, (b)

determining the effectiveness of programs, as well as specific



courses, and (c) considering both :student_ and program-related

measures to address the interdependence of students and their

educational programs.

4. 1.10iSiirt141-iti--The operation and impact of a transition-enhancng

system and its specific subcomponents should be measurable so that

their effectiveness can be accurately evaluated.

Brown and Kayser also claim that "ideal" _transition-enhancement

processes should consist of _fou_r _basic_phases. Phase one is assessment;

which has_ two levels: informal and formal; During the informal assessment

phase; instructors conduct On-going assessmcnts of the "satisfactoriness" of

each student's performance. Then, students assess their "satisfaction" with

their programs, courses, Instructional processes, and the educational

institution in general. When formalized, these two processes can enable both

students and educators to quickly identify emerging educationally- related

problems and to take corrective measures, when necessary.

Formal assessment efforts should be initiated _when the informal

activities fail to provide adequate information _about the nature of problems

and/or how those conflicting staff/student needs can be resolved; Fotwal

assessments are typically conducted by support services personnel or

vocational assessment specialists.

Phase two, planning, bOgins after assessment efforts identify students

With real or potential educational problems. Once problems have been

diagnosed, response options can be organized into one or more of three

categories: "correction, compensation, and circumvention."

Phase three, implementation, consists_of the operation of strategies

and aclAvitieS_ which were_ designed in accordance with the assessment and

planning stages. During this phase the focus is tlearly on the "Who-what-
_ _

when-where-how" aspectS of the delivery of appropriate activities within the

institution or:in conjunction with appropriate agencies.

The ;'ourth stage, evaluation, contains activities designed to deter-

mine if a student's educational problems have been adequately resolved._ If

and when these problems are found to still _exist, new strategies may be

attempted. However, it is sometimes necessary to acknowledge_ that certain

problems cannot be resolved and to conclude_ that instruction must be

continued (or terminated) without providing adequate resolutions ,or the

problems:

Interagency-related Issues

The existence of unemployment rates well above 50% among handicapped

populations tends to support the contention that secondary and adult programs

are not serving the needs of handicapped persons as_ adequately as is

desired. Wehman and Barcus_ (1985) indicate_that the_establishment of formal

relationships between public school systems and _post,school service providers

is imperative; Such efforts shoul0 include the identification of agency

contact persons within each system. Also, intensive staff development

efforts fnr administrators and direct services personnel should be focused on

the development of their understanding of the contributions and limitations

of the other agencies involved. Wehman and Barcus feel that this training
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Will help restructure the delivery of services,- help eliminate the duplica-

tion of services, and, enhance the availability of services to meet the

service needs of disabled persons. Much of this will be :made possible:by

involving the appropriate agencies in more effective joint planning regarding

the delivery of services for clients (Sears, 1981).

Once interagency cooperation has been enhanced adequately, educators

should be encouraged to shift tneir attention to the development of instruc-

tional technology that will overcome the currently too common occurrence of

ineffective educational programs that are unable to make students

employable. Hopefully, current emphasis on the transition of the handicapped

into the work place will result in improved services within schools

(secondary, as well as postsecondary) and:a wider range of vocational

alternatives within local communities (Wehman & Barcus, 1985).

Conclusions and Recommendations

"Where do we go from here?" The following series of comments identify

sone important factors_ to be_ considered in future efforts to educate mildly

handicapped; postsecondary vocational learners.

Many poStsecondary: vocational institutions :in Minnesota,: as well as

those in many other states, are noted :for:their high quality vocational

education programs. However, these institutions are encountering a variety

of changing circumstances which will demand s,bstantial changes if the

quality of those programs is to be maintained ,r improved. Pucel (1985)

recently noted that AVTIs are faced with a series of changes: (a) the job

skills demanded within business and industry are evolving rapidly, (b) the

composition of studcnt populations is changinl_ (including increased

willingness to:admit various special needs populations), the average student

is getting older, and more, students are attending part-time, and (c) most

instructional programs enrollments are no longer growing as they were during

the 1960s and 1970s.

Pucel acknowledged that many changes will be required to help

postsecondary vocational education programs respond to the changes facing

them. __ He sees_ the revitalization of curricula as a major step toward

accommodating the needs associated with the changes_that are occurring. In

fact; Pucel believes that it is critical that_AVTI staff be taught techniques

for developing curricula which will_ enable instructors Ao teach an

increasingly broader range of stUdents :the full range of behaviors that Will

be required in industry and the world of work.

If such an expansion of postsecondary vocational instructors' abilities

can and does occur, the potential benefits for handicapped learners are

immense. Not only would they be faced with increased opportunities to enroll

in vocational training _programs; they would also have access to instructors

who would:be more qualified to address the unique educational needs of

handicapped learners.

Another seldom discussed issue _with implications_ for_ handicapped

learners in postsecondary vocational education: programs is related tb the

basic concept of determining how to achieve the goals of:society and the

workplace, as well as those of individual students. Moss (1985) noted that
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while_ vocational education claims that it seeks to achieve the mutual

satisfaction of individual students and of society, many programs tend to

emphasize one or the other. Too many postsecondary programs emphasize

satisfying society (i.e., employers) and pursue the objective of fitting

individuals into jobs instead of focusing on developing individuals !

capacities for occupational choice and versatility. Moss believes that

vocational education programs are often based primarily on projected numberS

of occupational vacancies._ not on potential student demands. In addition,

curricular content tends_ to be_based on analyses specific to occupations or

jobs; with little emphasis focused on occupational transferability or

transportability. :Especially disturbing (if proven to be true) is Moss'

belief:that: evaluation criteria tend to be centered almost exclusively upon

economic criteria such as employment rates, earnings, and cost per placement,

to the exclusion of personal and educational crrteria such as vocational

development, reduced dropout rates, and developing adequate problem-solving

skills among graduates.

Brown and Kayser (1982) suggested that postsecondary vocational edUca-

tion transition-enhancement efforts should be based on :a systematic model in

order to best assure that such a complex: and challenging task can be

accomplished successfully :and efficiently. They suggested that once such a

model has been:conceptualized, it will be necessary to identify and analyze

policies and information needs at both the postsecondary and secondary

institutional levels, as well as in terms of the external agencies which are

involved in transition processes. State _and_ local policies should: be

examined in terms of hcw they_ may inhibit or facilitate student transition

into, through; and out of vocational education programs into related employ-

ment opportunities; Information needs should be examined in terms of the

nature of handicaps or diSabilities exhibited by:stUdents and in terms of how

many such people plan to:enroll in vocational education programs at the

secondary or postsecondary levels.

Once these facts have been collected it will then be necessary to

identify specific program and student-related instructional needs and how

they will be addressed. At this point many educators realize the potentially

overwhelming, immense nature of the transition-enhancement _effort. _All

persons_involved in vocational transition at the secondary:and postsecondary

levels should be able to effectively understand _and use relevant information

which:will_be applicable to efforts to serve each hahdicapped person's unique

educational _needs. Much of the anxiety which emerges in efforts to

accommodate handicapped learners is due to educators' fear of the unknowr

associated with such new experiences. Many of these fears can_be_overcoMe or

avoided by providing appropriate in-service trainingexperiences to those

persons who are or will be involved in transition-, related activities;

It should also_be noted that effective transition-enhancement OffOrtt

must often cut across many_ boundaries. For, example, transition efforts not

only _involve _secondary ahd postsecondary educators, they often also draw

upon the services of a variety of community service agency personnel, such as

those in state vocational rehabilitation and employment services. These
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multiagency efforts coordinate the flow of funds,:services, and:information

across many "turf" boundaries and_encounter_a wide variety of bureaucratic

requirements and restrictions. These complexities have been the driving

force behind the numerous efforts in recent years to develop effective

"interagency agreements." Clearly, such agreements should be acceptable to

all agency personnel and be in compliance with the policies at both the state

and local levels;_otherwise_practical benefits_ will never emerge in the

delivery of services to handicapped clients in the "real world."

Another critical issue in the promotion of transition-enhancement

efforts is the establishment of "transition managers" positions within all

participating agencies/institutions. In other words, each secondary or

postsecondary school and cooperating agency should designate a specific

person who will be assigned the primary responsibility for developing and

implementing transition activities.

In order for postsecondary vocational education programs to serve the

educational needs of handicapped learners, it is necessary for those programs

to quickly and effectively identify students_with_critical _educational_needs

and to determine the spl.:cific educational needs of those persons_; _ Most of

these concerns can be identified by:pre-instructional counseling and:testing

services. However, many potential problems are :not: discovered by :such

efforts and emerge only after students have actually begun their instruc-

tional programs. Therefore, there is a great need for vocational instructors

to be able to identify and monitor special needs students during

instructional programs. This will permit the quick and effective

identification of_potential dropouts_or underachieversi prior to the point at

which they reach the "point of no return" and their problems can no longer be

effectively correcteU,: compensated for; or circumvented within the limits of

the vocational :program's services:.

Postsecondary vocational education stddents are often very different

than students found in high school programs. These differences can usually

de attributed to a variety of factors: (a) postsecondary students tend to be

considerably older, more mature adult learners (the average student's age is

often _above_ 25 in postsecondary vocational 4nstitutions), and (b) such

students are quite different from high school students in terms of the

sources or levels of motivation for attending; since enrollment is strictly

optional at the postsecondary level.

If instructors have the means to informally assess:students within their

specific learning environments, the resulting information can potentially be

very useful to efforts to overcome emerging learning problems. This approach

assumesi however, that participating instructors' attitudes and their

institution's policies are committed to accommodating those unique student

needs that are_ identified._ Such an Approach _also assumes that_ flexible

curricula and a broad array of appropriate support_ services are_ readily

available tO those stUdents :identified as having special learning needs; Not

only should instructors and institutional programs be willing and able to

adapt to learner needs, a monitoring/evaluation _system should also be

established in order to continually evaluate the effectiveness and validity
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of each of the transition-enhancement processes. Program components which

are found to be unnecessary and/or ineffective can then be revised or deleted.

Moss (1985) has suggested that vocational education should seek to

develop all learners' capacities to the level at which tkey have the capacity

to choose and pursue their own careers. Efforts to fit individuals only into

careers in which businesses_ or industries have shown clear demands for

substantial numbers of workers tends to he a major disservice to handicapped

and disadvantaged learners: In fact, such efforts seem to limit students:.

development of crucial abilities :to adapt to: rapid changes in future job

markets._ Clearly, this basic notion deserves broad-based support throughout

the field, and especially in preservice and in-service teacher education

programs.

Recent conferences sponsored by the National Network for Professional

Development in Vocational Special Education have produced valuable_ insights

on the matter of personnel preparation (ChadserRusch; 1984): _Among those

recommeadations for additional efforts are several focusing directly upon the

plight of handicapped learners in postsecondary vocational education progrPms:

I: The need for greater emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches to

personnel development, accompanied by improved communications and

collaboration efforts between special education, vocational

education, vocational rehabilitation, social work, and business and

industry.

2. The desirability of developing and disseminating model transition

programs and concepts.

The provision of meaningful, effective training for program

personnel who: will lbe involved in the implementation of key

activities:such as job development, placement, follow-up, and labor

market _analysis.

8e7liner's (1985) comments suggest that now may be an appropriate time

to seek reform in the total arena of teacher education. Certainly, unless we

can establish a broad acceptance of the unique educational challenges

presented by_ adult_ learners with handicaps (or other unique :learner needs):;

reform-minded educators may tend _to overemphasize mechanistic matters such

ast how to revise the technical contents of curricula, funding, course

schedules, equipment, supplies, placement rates, and student attendance. It

is easy to forget about many of the more personal and human aspects of life

faced daily by many handicapped persons.

Educators should find a sense of pride and energy in knowing that their

attempts to address the unique educational needs of students_ _with

disabilities can also potentially improve their abilities to:serve students

throughout the_ability continuum lodeed,_ the humanistic side_of education

which many educators associate only with the provision of edUcational

services_ for special needs learners, is also closely associated with meeting

the needs of the broad spectrum of students participating in postsecondary

vocational programs.

Berliner (1985) supports this position by noting that educational

researchers have found that teacher attitudes, expectatiOnsi_and_behaviors do

affect students' performance. For example; students perceived to be low
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performers tend to be assigned seats _farther away from their _teachers, are

often treated as groups (not indivieuals), are smiled at less often, have eye

contact made with them less often, are called on less often to answer ques-

tions, are given less time to answer questions, are praised more often for

marginL answers, are praised less frequently fcr successful public

responses; _ane are: interrupted in their work more often. How often have

educatorS been guilty of such behavior without even being aware of their

tendencies to de so. As Berliner suggests,:we_ should tap into the rapidly

growing educational research and technological: knowledge base to develop

increasingly higner Quality teacher preparation programs at both the

preservice and in-service levels.

For postsecondary vocational education, a broad educational improvement

strotegy ..,hould be focused ori: (a) the development of more effective

institutional policies and practices committed to the effective education of

handicapped learners,: (b)i a continuing effort to move beyond the creation of

interagency agreements to the implementation of meaningful joint _agency

sei/itet and (t) the Implementation of _conceptually souhd_approaches :to

postsecondary vocational OdUtatieh'S role in the transition of the

handicapped to the work place. For, as the traveler in Robert Frost's poem

experienced, if we make a sincere effort to make the best of our

opportunities, we are not likely to regret the results and it is not likely

that we will ever feel that we wv.ted our time and resources.
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Commentary: Postsecondary Vocational Education

J. Patrick Decoteau
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Are _persons with disabilities_ rectiVing. the SaMe educational and job

market_oppartunities that ate available te woe able-bodied counterparts?

If rot; what czn postsecondary vocational education do to prpvide such

opportunitiet? Can it AffOrd tO tit idly by and do nothing? These are_ but a

few Of the questions which Dr. Brown addresses ih his discussion af how

postsecondary institutions can better meet the needs of_hendicapped youth and

adults. The purpose of this commentary is to explore SOO* of Dr: EirOWS

responses to these questlons.

Perhaps_ the best place_ to start is with the iStiit Of Whethen or Mot the

disabled are receiving equal opportunity to edUtatiOri arid the job market.

Dr. Brown cites more than sufficient eettaetn tO tOhclude that the disabled

are_still not_receiving .appropriate opportunities and support cervices. Is

fact; the author provOkes a sense of urgency, as well as a sense of

excitement_for professionals to respond. A sense of orgency_is found in that

there is much to be done by postsecondary vocational education _prograMS te

accommodate fully handicapped learners in their_ programs: A .tehte Of

excitement is noted in that with the new:federal. teansition iinitiatives,

postsecondary _institutions _are reconceptualixing their Pdles in providing

vocational education to handicapped_populatioht.

At the core of thit deliberatiOri it ah analysis of postsecondary's role

in improving "access". "AeCess", as defined by Professor Brown; _does_not

refer solely:or simply to the physical accessibility cf vocational programs;

e.g., installing wheel chair ramps_and the like. Rather;_"access" is defined

-n terms of recruitment, counseling; instruction; job placement; as welliaS

variety of appropriate philosophical _and operational cOMMitMentt. BrOWh

suggests that the appropriate multifaceted steategy fO serving the disabled

consists of in-service training of votati-.Aal ahd eolateo staff, seeking to

achieve mutual satisfaction betWeeh StUdeht aspirations and program

opportunities, modifying state and institutional policies and procedures that

may ihihdet the_ transition process, and examining the ways in which

institutions evaluate student success, e.g numbers placed in job positions

Versus effect of programs in keeping high risk students in programs_;.

It is especially encouraging to note_thal within the growing list.of

OSERS-sponsored_ Postsecondary transition projects; several exemplify a huMber

of Brown's WgeStions. At New York University At SENNP (1984) ahd Colorado

State University (1984); the postseronoaey denidiiStnation projects included
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strategies which provided for_staff in7serviceitraining and taeeet counseling

opportunities for the disabled. Still yet, there are Othei GSM: peOjettt

that go beyond Brown's basic principles. Winchester (MA) Public Schools

(1984); in collaboration with their local colleges, offer an extended year

program for the learning disabled which not only addresses the development of

college survival skills but also the nurturing of the student's evolving

tOtial and emotiOnal reeds: At City University:of New York (1985a); the

AdMiniSteatiOn i iMplementing a low cost; nondegree program

for handicapped students. Anothee project at City University of New York

(1985b) provides an outreach component by maintaining _a permanent site for

New York City where young people in-school and out-e-SehdOl; aee able td

obtain cdreer education and training in self-advocacy. Trinity Colle-ge (VT)

(1984) continues to serve a more severe population of handicapped within a

postsecondary setting by utilizing effective interagency agreements,

cooperative: wcrk environments; job development assistance, as well as by

addressing the needs of the severely disabled for independent living skills,

De. BeOWn fOCUtet On an:aeray of important programmatic issues _related

to providing "access" to the leaoing diSabled and:the mildly retarded at the

postsecondary lt-vel, including yostsecOhdary ihStitOteS and community

college._ Brown's discussion does provide a valuable and COMpeetiOnSiVe

beginning for &liberation of postsecondary's role.

However; there is a larger issue ti,at is emerging within Brown's paper,

within each of the OSERS projects cited; and even between the lines of this

tOmmoitaese: Atithe crux of this reflection and program development is the

questiOn: "yhat is postsecondary vocational education?" _While this _is a

simple question, iSiit really SO Simple tO :answer? _A deCadelago; access to

postsecondary facilities was _the prime StatOgy fOe ptovidihg:access :to

disabled youth. Dr. Brown claims access to programs has now tratittended

physical access to include curriculum and ancillary issues. Within thit

discussion, the scope of Our own perceptions of what vocational education is

at the postsecondary level has been changing as well.

As one examines_ the current OSERS' _model transition projects and other

pOttSttohdaey initiatives; how more exciting they become in helping the pro-

feStion tif VOtational edUCatioo continuously refine and re-define the rOles

of our institutions, our programs, ahd,most importantly, Ourselves as voca-

tional educators. How can we not help but elect tO gO dOioh 4 hOW path.

Given this perspective, one must wholeheartedly agree With De, BeOWn't

concluding comment: "if we make a sincere effort to make the best of our

opportunities; we are not likely to regret the results or feei we wasted our

time and resources."
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The Job Training Partnership Act
and Job Corps

Since_October 1, _1983 the Job Training Partrership Act_ (JTPA) has been

the nation's major employment and training legislation. As Implementation of

the Act began in late 1983, it was apparent that a new tool to improve the

employment and training of handicapped youth was available. The key to using

this new tool is to develop an understanding of the rules and regulations

regarding Public Law 97-300. the Job Training Partnership Act.

_ The_purpose of the JTPA is to "establish programs_ tg prepare youth and

unskilled adults for entry into the labor force and to afford job training to

those individuals facing serious barriers to employment," TO understand the

significance _of JTPA and its' :role in serving handicapped youth, itit

necessary to become acquainted with structure of the JTPA and how funds flow

from the federal to the state and local levels.

Subsequent sections of th paper will discuss: other U.S. Department of

Labor programs such as the Job Corps; approaches to serving handicapped youth

in the JTPA; the importance of interagency linkages; and implications for

professional educatiofi and_future research.

Types_of JTPA Administration

There are two basic Structures for the administration and dispersior of

JTPA funds. The state structure which disperses the majority of:fuhds is

controlled by the Governor. In this structure the funds and general

administrative authority pass from the Department of Labor to the Governor

for Title IIA (Adult and Youth Programs), Title IIB (Summer Youth Employment

and Training Programs). and Title III (Employment and Assistance for

Dislocated Workers). In the other structure; Title IV (federally_ Admin7

istered Programs); the U.S. Department_of Labor disperses and administers the

Native American Programs, the Job Corps, Veteran's Employment Programs,

National Activities, Labor Market Information, and the National Commission on

Employment Policy. Title V (Miscellaneous Provisions), which is also

administered by the U.S. Department of Labor, is the section of the JTPA

which administers and disperses funds under the Amendments to the

Wagner7Peyser Act.

Governors Respmsibilities Under the JTPA

The Governor of each participating state (all states participate in JTPA

presently) must: (a) appoint a State Job Training_ Coordinating Council. (b)

divide the state into Service Delivery Areas (SDA), (c) approve Private

Ihdustry Council -(PIC), service delivery plans, (d) oversee and aUdit PIC

programs, and (e) develop the Governor's coordinating plan. Through this

system, the governor then disperses Title IIA and IIB and Title III funds,

Figure II illustrates how funds are disbursed through the JTPA Delivery

System.

Title IIA--Youth Programs

_A series of 28 services can be provided by JTPA service delivery agents

to handicapped youth _(ageS 16-21) under Title IIA of the Job Training

Partnership Act. Handicapped youth could receive these services along with

the regular JTPA population or in separate projects or programs. A litt df
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-FIGURE 11
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some of the most frequently funded serv..ces for handicapped youth under Title

IIA follows:

Job search assistance.

Job counseling.

Remedial education and basic skill training.

Institutional skill training--vocational/occupational skills.

s On-the job training.

Development of work habits.

Supportive services to enableindividuals to assist in the
program and assist in retaining employment

Education to work transition activities.

Work experience.

Vocational exploration.

Job development.

Development of job openings.

Also under Title IIA, pre-employment skills programs_ can :be operated

which provide 14,15 year old youth with up to 2D0 hours of instruction and

activities. The instruction and activities may include:

Assessment, testing, counseling.



Occupational, career; and vocational exploration-.

Job search assistance.

Job holding and survival skills training.

Basic skills training.

Remedial education.

Labor market information.

Job seeking skills training.

Title_IIB--Summer Youth Employment Programs

Educators are encouraged to coordinate the Title IIA programs with Title

IIB (Summer Youth Employment Programs). Although the uses of Title I18 funds

are more restricted, much similarity to Title IIA funds exists. A list of

eleven services which can be provided by Title IIB Summer Youth Employment

funds follows: (a) basic and remedial education, (b) institutional and on tile

job _Axaining._(c) work_ experience programs, (d) employment counseling; (e)

occupational training preparetion, (f) outreach_and enrollment activities,

(g) employabilitylassessment, (h) job referral and pla-ement, (i) preparation

for: work, (j): :job search OA job Club lctivities, and (k) any other

employment or job training activity designed to:give employment to eligible

individuals or prepare them for and place them:in employment such as tryout

employment, vocational exploration, or the exemplary youth programs.

Congress envisioned the JTPA as a partnership in which the private

sector would _be_ a "full_ partner' with the locally elected officials in

meeting the needs of_JTPAiprogram participants- A_climate _of cooperation has

been developed by the makeup of the Private Industry Councils (PIC). A

majority of the :PIC rftbership_must come from the private sector: Among

Others', :PIC membership must include secondary and :postsecondary: sChool

personnel, vocational rehabilitation personnel, arid representatives of

community based organizations.

The services provided by Title IIA and IIB can be of great assistance to

handicapped youth. The JTPA challenges educators to use their imaginations

in the development of programswhich cooperate with the private sector in

serving youth. Eligible handicapped youth can be readily served in either

regular or specially designed JTPA programs:

U.S. DepartMent of Labor Policies

With a few key exceptions, most of the authority to operate JTPA

programs has been passed on to the Governors at the state level and to the

PICs at the local level. Guidelines have been established to coordinate the

delivery of services. PICs are mandated to provide a coordinated delivery of

services within their_Service Delivery_Area.

Determining the_Eligibility of Handicapped Youth

Handic3pped youth aged _16-21 (and youth aged 14-15 in pre-employment

training programs) are eligible_for JTPA Services if they are economically

disadvantaged. Handicapped youth may also be eligiblq for JTPA services by

the "family of one" rule which must be declared as a criterion for eligibility
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by the Governor. Under the "family of one" rule only the handicapped youth's

income can be counted when determining eligibility, not the total family

income. Handicapped adults age 22 or _older are automatically considered a

"family of one." At_ the current time; the Governors of 45 states and

territories have adapted the_"family_of one!' rule: _

A dropout prevention/job_placement project in Caldwell County Sch0Ols in

Lenoir; North Carolina served 18 hr,,dicapped and: spetial heeAt StUdehtt ih

the first :year of operation. Student disabilities were in the mental,

learning, physical, and visual areas. If it were not for the "family of one"

policy, only six of the 16 students would have met the JTPA income

eligibility standards.

State Governor's offices can demand that handicapped youth and adults be

served in each SDA according to the incidence of people with_ handicaps in the

SCA. Wisconsin was one of the first of a few states to mandate service to

handicapped_populations_according_to the incidence tate.

Governors can also elect to_ disregard a handicapped person't SO-dal

Security DiSability Insurance: (MI) and Supplemental Security Ihtiahe

in: determining financial eligibility. These and other waivers can be

Critical factors in determining the eligibility of handicapped youth for JTPA

services.

Perfonnalicle-lReasures dold JTPA Youth Competencies

The Department of _Labor requires that JTPA_ programs which _enroll

disadvantaged and handicapped youth aged 16-21 meet the following performance

outcomes:

Enteredi Employment__Rate_ of 41% .; 41% Of the students
obtained an unsubsidized job);

Positive Termination Rate of 82% (i.e., 82% of the students
entered unsubsidized employment or successfully completed a JTPA
training program); and

o Cost per Positive Termination (does not exceed $4900 ,er person).

Programs serving h ndicapned and eisedvantaged youth may have _difficulty

in meeting _these perf.r. outcome measures: Congress realized that

certain youth may no' .

developed three categor..

Competencies is approvec

tan Oe incorporated into

competency categories are:

writing, and computation?

able to meet thost.: perform-ante me-ueet And

f youth employment competencies. If Use of these

the PIC and achieved by the youth served, they

e :"ivc .:rmination rate. The three youth

Bazic. Eii ional Skilis--including reading;

!%11, (': -Job Specific Skills-4ncluding

knowledge and skills norm;:iv nu n ti cA-ry out entry,level tasks of a

specific occurvyijn or clic:. L. r.,?;un?ticn (c) Pre-employment and Work

Maturity Skills--ncluding tt!. :c s' neeeil to look for; obtain; and

retain a job, ,

Federal Limitations

Because local schOo; syst, ns c:a-, )epar:,e0r of '..,b1.!c Instruction

have contrdl of the educational system, cducational st,lcOrds are set by each

group and not by the JTPA. T'is may be of particular importance in the

development of JTPA youth compete:o..ies fu, handicapped youth because PICs may
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tend to set competency levels above the ability to achieve. Although the PIC

may select the appropriate youth competencies, it is basically_ the school

which sets the standards. The collaboration of JTPA and school personnel in

the development of youth competencies will eliminate many possible conflictS

in this area;

Programmatic Approaches

At the start-up of the JTPA in October, 1963 it was generally assumed

that it would be difficult to enroll and serve handicapped youth because of

the double jeopardy of having to be economically disadvantaged and

handicapped to be eligible. However, this double jeopardy soon changed when

the Governors were given authority to declare_ and serve handicapped:youth

aged 16-21 as a "family of_one." The "family of one;" the requirement that

handicapped youth be served by their incidence level in the SDA, and the

waiver of SSI and SSD1; has opened the door for extensive participation by

handicapped youth. The , door has opened even further as special and

vocational educators have discovered the -.alue of the JTPA Youth Competencies

in helping to integrate handicapped youth. To date, the majority of JTPA

programs, which have served handicapped youth at the secondary level, are

developed and implemented by special education departments using Title IIA

and IIB funds.

Many special educators use JTPA funds to develop and implement basic

education along with pre,employment and work Maturity skills. Leneral 1Y.

vocational eduCatorS use JTPA funds to teach handicapped yoUth job specific

skills. :In many:instances, special educators conduct JTPA programs durirg

the school year which are coordinated with 4"_ IlB Summer Youth Employment

Programs. In many case, the handicapped youth comprise less than one half

of the membership of the class. The remaining members are nonhandicapped;

but economically disadvantaged youth.

A handicapped_ youth who successfully completes a secondary sChool

program funded by the JTPA can be counted aS a positive termination by the

local PIC, As noted earlier; RICS must show a positive termination rate of

at least 82. Title IIA :and IlB programs at the secondary level are placing

a high percentage of their handicapped students in unsubsidized employment.

Secondary and postsecondary JTPA programs for handicapped youth, which have

high entered employment and positive termination rates, are a real asset in

helping the PICs me' Aieir performance measures.

Alternative Approache

Just as there_ar, multiple uses for JTPA funds; there are also Many WayS

in wh JTPA programs can be organi:ed at secondary: and postsecondary

level: Dougherty (1985) identified six examples of in-school programs which

-erve ' Ted youth:

geed Tn.school JTPA Programs-- ;igned specifically to serve
gr. handicapped youth population.

eaistream ri-schnol JTPA Programs--,signed to include youth
.,ith handicaps : the JTPA eflgiie yD th population served at
the vilool.
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School:land Rini:mess_ Partnerlhip Programsactivities focitsed on:
business personnel servinvasiprogramiadvisory_committee members;
business providing assistance to a program's :pre-employment
training componefir; employers providing on-the-job training and
work experience sites for a program.

School arid City Partnership Programsactivities included: a:city
administration office being responsible for providing
pre-employment skills training to a program; a city agency
providing job development services to a program.

School and- Community Based Organization (C80) Partnership
Progrcmsactivities focused on:- a C80 providing the use of their
facilities (e.g.i a shop or food service facilityl for-training
purposesl_a C80:as airecruitmenti referral, anti intake agency for
a program; a C80_ as a :provider of: a program!s :preremployment
component and conductor of the try-out employment component;

SchOol and Other Local: Agency_Partnership:Programsacrivities
included: a local Job Service Office _assuming responsibility to
obtein on-the-job training sites for a program; a- local
Voational Rehabilitation Agency assuming responsibility fiie the
,msment component of a program.

These activities are only a sample of the variety of approaches to the

development and implementation of JTPA programs to serve andicapped in-

school_youth._ The mandate_to create_partnerships with the prive

encouraged educators to reach out and involve business and

brOader scale. Both Aucators and busiressc3 are benefit:.

process.

Accessing-JTPA-tocally

Educators wishinq to become involved with JTrA pro, , d

level must become familiar with the make-up of the PIC. Th. cf

the PIC is the chief locally-elvited official in the county or city. Th' PIC

chairperson_ appoints members to the_PIC. er one-half of the appointees

must be from the private sector. Other meAers are to be from educational

agencies, organized labor; rehabilitation agencies; 'lid commolnity based

organizations. MeMbers are appointed for fixed: and Staggered terms, thus

providing an opportunity for an advocate for handicapped students to become a

PIC member.

As noted earlier, PICs are required to develop a Job Training Plan.

This plan describes the goals of the PIC regarding the types of individuals

to be served, including the number of handicapped individuais to be served.

PIC plans are open to review through public hearings. Since the Job Training

Plan covers a two year period; those interested in influencing the plan and

the PIC need to determine the Job_ Training Plen development timetable:: Par

instance, the 1986-1988 JTPA _Job Training Plans went into effect on July 1,

1986. The next two year perioe will be from July 1, 1988 to June 30, 1990.

In general, the PIC plans will undergo revisions during the first six months

rf 1986. The appropriate time to become familiar with and/or influence the

PIC Job Training Plan and the goals of che PIC is prior to the development

and implementation of the plan. Some questions to ask about the Job Training

Plan are:

I; IS the "family of one' rule observed?

2. Is there a plan to serve handicapped stUdentS?

6
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3. If so, how many? What disabilities will be served?

4. Will handicapped students be served by incidence ratios?

These and many more questions need to be asked of PIC staff members

concerning the Job Training Plan. Howeyer; action_by _advocates and PIC

officials cannot be taken without knowledge of the existing conditions; e.g.;

the employment status of local handicapped youth.

PICs can disburse funds through a requeSt fOe proposal (RFP) peotett,

COntract with a sole source, or:provide the tralning through programs run by

the PIC: The most cannon method is through the RFP system. In-service

delivery areas which plan to serve handicapped youth, educators can prepare

fur proposal development by identifying handicapped youth in their school

system or postsecondary program and by reviewing the training needs of

handicapped students. Educators and_ handicapped_ advocates im those SDAs

which have neglected services: to handicapped youth need to develop el

advocacy effort to ensure the appropriate changes in the Job Training Plan:

Successful Model Programs

During the first two years of, the:JTPA,,:SOV0eal tUttettful programs

serving,handicapped youth have been launched. These programs could serve as

models for other areas of the nation. A few of these programs includes:

1. The Contra Costa County Californi Private Industry Council funds a

prcject to the Acalanes Union High School District at Lafayette.

Handicapped students receive basic; pre-employment and job specific

skills. _The_program operates: in seventeen high :schools_and serves

high:school :seniors. The entered employment tate of 69A peetent

was achieved in the start-up year and increased to 75 percent in

the 1984-1985 year period.,

2. A project entitled "Job Training Course" is a Title IIA and II8

Peoject in the Cumberland County, North Carolina school system.

The project emphasizes employability skills, simulated work

experience, and on-the-job _training. One hundred:_ninetyt-two

.students with mentali learning_and emotional handicaps participated

in the project_during the school year. In the summer orogen', 200

of the 360 students served were bandicappeC PotitiVe teraiinatient

during the school year were 85 percent. Eighty- nine percent

positively terminated _in the summer project.

3. The project entitled "Regional Vocational Transition Project at the

Southwest and West Central Educational Cooperative Service Uoit in

Marshall, Minnesota" serves 78 mildly to profoundly handicapped

individuals through a Governor's 8_percent coordination grant:

Emphasis is on school-to-work transition in a sparsely populated

region of the state.

4; A "Summer Work Assessment Program:1de Speeial EdUeation YOUth" it a

Title TB project at the:Eastern Upper PeninsUla School District at

Sault: Ste. Marie, Michigan. The focus is on summer work

experience. Seventy-eight percent successfully completed the

program.

5. In Marathon Countyi_Wisconsin; the Special fduratiom Department

serves 160 in-school youth from 13 special educationidepartments in

6 7
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the region. Forty percent of the youth have mentali physicali

learning; or_emotional handicaps. Over_100 employers cooperate in

providing employability skills; work experience; and_job prepara-

tion skills. The project has greatly increased the rapport:between

the educational and business_ community. This program runs the year

around using Title IIA ahd:II8 funds. The entered employment rate

is 46.6 percent and the positive termination rate is 85.5 percent.

6. A JTPA Title IIA funded project at the Fort Wright School in

Covington, Kentucky provides community based vocational training

for 14 in-school youth with moderate/severe handicaps. The goal is

to achieve youth competencies in attending to tasks, following

directions; community travel and_ mobilityi functional survival

Skills_; work quality and quantity; task completion; and

adaptability. Students learn general job skills _ in

cafeteria/kitchen work, dishwasher, ,groundswork, janitbr/sexton,

and housekeeping. The training goal is for 75 percent of ithe

students to achieve 70 percent of the 10-15 youth competencies.

Seventy percent will spend 40 percent of their time in a community

based vocational placement. The entered employment goal is 35.7

percent and the positive termination goal is 78.6 percent.

Handicapped Youth Participation

Many PICs have, found that :handicapped youth are :an asset to the JTPA

programs. The performance of handicapped youth has been at or above the

national average for JTPA eligible youth. The President's Committee on

Enployment of the Handicapped (1985) completed research on national JTPA

performance measures for the 1983-84 year period--the start-up period for

JTPA. Approximately 7.3 percent of the JTPA enrollees during the first_year

were handicapped persons. The_ positive terminations for handicapped youth

during this period was 70 percent compared to 67 percent for nonhandicapped

youth. The entered employment tate for all youth and adult JTPA enrollees as

of September, 1984 was 65 percent; while the entered employment rate for

handicapped terminees was 64 percent.

Among the states, there is a wide variation in the percentage of

handicapped persons enrolled in JTPA. The range is from a low of 1.8 percent

to a high of 22.5 percent. This range provides some insights as to the

effectivene>s_ of JTPA programs in serving handicapped youth. As seen in the

previous section; handicapped youth are participating successfully in both

mainstream JTPA projects and in projects designed specifically for

handicapped youth. It is also evident that a broad range of_students with

various handicapping conditions are being served. This includes youth with

mental, learning, emotional, hearing, visual, and physical disabilitiOS.

Across these categories, youth with mild, moderate, and severe disabilities

are receiving services.

Statistics _on the_ numbers of youth being served by handicapping

condition are not available on a state or national basis. A mechanism to

report this kind of data is not in place; A breakdown of the JTPA partici-
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pation by handicapped youth was made in Wisconsin by JTPA funding cate-

gories. The percent of participation by handicapped youth was: (a) 15

percent of the Title 11A youth monies, (o) 27.9 percent of the Title IIB

Summer Youth Employment monies, and (c) 19.1 percent of the 3 percent

Department of Public Instruction Coordination grants.

It is anticipated that reports from the 1 .P4-86 year JTPA per.sd will

show that an increasing number_of Ilandicapped youth: are_prof,Aing from JTPA

projects and programs. The continued development and: implementation of:youth

competencies will be an asset to handicapped yout c. in achieving

pre-employment, work maturity, and job specific sk..s. Appropriate youth

competency systems will help PICs to meet their performance measures.

The Job Corps

Probably the most controversial of all JTPA programs is_the _Job Corps.

Th!, 4ob Corps program is administered_ by the_ Department of Labor which

operates the Job Corps Centers. The House_ Government Operations Committee

(Employment and Training Reporter; July 31; 1985) cal:1:s the Job Corps rone of

thesuccess stories of the war on poverty." According to_ a report in May,

1985 prepared by the Employment and Housing Subcommittee, "the Corps enrolls

only the most economically and educationally disadyantaged young persons and

does not shy away from teenagers who may not appear to have much chance for

success." It is intended that participants may stay in the program for up to

two years; however, the average_stay is eight months. Although all enrollees

do not finish the program; 75 percent of all enrollees move on to either:a

job OT to _school In 1984,_ 50 -,?rcent secured employment in either the

private sector ot :in the military upon leavinn the :program. Each:Job Corps

training Slot costs :approximately $15,000, bUt this amount usually covers

more: than one: participant. Dissent-7 of the report y that while the aim

Of the Corps is "noble," the limiteJ opportunities it provides cannot justify

its cost to the federal government.

The Job Corps is a distinct national program which_operates residential

and nonresidential centers in which enrollees participate in programs: of

education; vocational training; work experience; counseling; and other

activities; The purpose of the program is. td :assist young individuals:whO

need and :can benefit from an unusually intensive expeT2ece operated in a

group setting itt, become more responsible, employable, and productive

citizens. rjrther, Job Corps prog;ams are designed to contribute, where

feasible, to the development (.4 national, state, and commimity resources, and

to the developm:_nt and liss minvici c ',echniques frt- working with the

disadvantaged that can bE widely utilited L public and private institutions

nd agehcleF (Job Training Par: ?rsh7p t, Part S. 421);

_ __Secticn 42s ot ti7f fout1 he ty criteria for:the Job

Corps P 04r.v:ew o' the criter'a ric,cres tne range of prospective Job

Corp cliulty

t nr over, but und..r

Is oconomically disat:vz zaged or a member of an economically
di>,qhd,,itaged family, and woo oeeds additional education, train-
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ing_ . or intensive counseling-,to_ secure_ and hold_ meaningful
employment, participate AiccesSfully_ in-school qualify for Other
suitable training, or satisfy Armed Forces requirements;

Is currently living in an environment characterized by cultural
deprivation, a disruptive home life, or other disorienting
conditions, as to substantially impair prospects for successful
participation ir other programs providing needed training,
education, or assistalce;

Isidetermined after car_eful- s_creening, as provided_ i2-5ections
424 anct 425, to have the present capabilities andiaspirztions
needed to complete and secure Ahe full-benefit nf the Job Corps;
and to be free of medical: and behavioral_prohlems SO Serious:that
the _individual_ could not _adjuSt to_ the_standards of conduct.
discipline, work, and training which the Job Corps involves; and

Meets such other standards for enrollment, as the Secretary may
prescribe, and agrees to comply with all applicable Jcb Corps
rules and regulations.

Although handicapped youth may be enrolled in the Job Corps, the major

emphasis is on the severely economically and educationally disadvantaged

youth. The Job Corps offers extensive service, to this grouP of youth and

has been successful in moving youth on to employment or continuation

in-school. A report by the Mathematica Policy Research; Inc produced at the

request of the Department of Labor in 1977 was, released, in 1982. The study

found that the Job Corps is "effective," provides "quality train g," and as

a whole results in a "net social profit" of 46t of every tax dollar spent.

Job Service Coordination

The JTPA amended the Wagner-Peyser Act of June 6, 1933;_which authorized

the Job Service. The purpose of_ this amendment was to provide _3 closer

coordination between the JTPA and the Employment Service Under these

amendments, job training and job placement activities can be, more closely

coordinated. Ninety percent of the funds allotted to:each state may_be used

for activities such as job search and placement services to job seekers; as

well as recruitment services and special technical services for employers.

Services to workers who have received notice of permanet layoff and the

Provision of labor market and occupational information can also be provided

by the Wagner-Peyser Act funds.

Approximately 10 percent of the funds are reserved for a Governor's

discretion in establishing performance incentives for public employment

service offices and programs for groups with special needs. The Florida

Alliance for Employment of the Handicapped established a project funded by

the Governor's Wagner-Peyser 10T Discretionary Fund to provide a corrdinated

job placement service for 700 disabled persons from 14 FICs throughout the

state. Technical assistance and training provided to the PICs included: (a)

orientation and in-service training of the 14 handicapped employment

coordinators;_ (b) assistance in the development of forms; records; and

documents; c) liaison services with Vocational Rehabilitation; Employment

Service; Division of Blind Services; and other agencies; and (d) coordination

of intake and placement reports, and monthly performance reports.



Interagency Linkages

The Congress clearly intended that linkages be implemented at the state

and local levels to _carry_out _the intent of the! Job_ Training Partnerthip

Act. PICs are mandated to provide a coordinated delivery of services Lin

their SDA: A climate Of cooperation is created by the makeup of the PIC.

The PIC .Job Tt.aining Plan must be approved by the Governor. Further, JTPA

legislation, crots references the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the

Vocational Educeion Act of 1963, which has been replaced recently by the

Carl D. Pe'rcns Vocational Education Act of 1984, P.L. 98-524.

Perkins AatMardatt-i

The Per-0ns Act mandates that the State Vocational Education Plan be

reviewed by he JTPA State Job _Training Coordinating Council. The implica7

tion i hatiocational education and JTPA programs whiCh serve handicapped

and cissa,[vsnOged studnnts Ile closely coordinated. As noted in Dr. Cobb's

char.er, remeclal skills and pretraining s4i117 are eligible for

'Vrief.ng_e!. !he Per';',6 Act. These skills are closly -elated Li... the JTPP.

Gtegories of basic, pre-employment, e,nd work rntu7ty

ski,ls. rre role c' th' community-based organizatiors is rerizea in
thk Pe., Educators who are applying `Jr iundt _JTPA or the

PeiHnI will need to provide_eviderce t!,at they have deoped workable

both the public an: privArE

Interzjency.222c'tures

calcatnrs ctn jproItte ileaciEr0:14, 76 the deyr!lopmenr of effective

interageney, agreements with develops. -1 ,',PA programs for handicapped youth.

AM'Jng the important reasons fr.- undertaking (oc,lerative agreements are: (a)

improVed cOordihation for the use of fLnds, (t.) elimination of duplication;

(c) participation ln shzred services_ 'uch os. assessment, (d) enhancing the

quality of the services, (e) providing for a continuous flow of services;_and

(f) improved rapport and attitudes between _educators; employers; and other

agencies and orrnizations concerned with handicapped youth;

_ _The opporturitie, to develop partnerships, agreements, anti linkages to

improve the transition of_hanoicapped youth from school-to-work are nearly

endlett Under the JTPA. Much of the success depends upon the cooperating

partitipar.ts ability to coordinate the resources within their specific com-

Munities or states. The following are some examples uf coordinated efforts

in the development and implementation of JTPA programs:

1. The state departments in Minnesota_ for Vocatioral Phabilitation;

Vocational-Technical Education; Secondary Vocational En tiori; and

Special Education have formulated an agreement to develop, ipromote,

and implement standardt fee !the continued provision and

coordination of vocational rehabilitation, vocational-technical

education, and special education services to ensure that a

transition from school-to-work system for all handicapped persons

is estatAished or improved at the community level.

2. A Missouri Vocational Rehabilitation Office and a_Service Delivery

Area have a nonfinancial agreement to improve delivery processes

for mutual clients through better facilitation of the network of
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mutual services; by utilizing and maximizing existing :client

resources, arid: :by improved _communication :among_ the _service

deliverers. This agreement does not commit either agency to

expenditures of funds except as developed and authbrized by each

agency as it interacts with specific services.

3. Ar agreement between the Sonoma County C,lifornia Service Delivery

Area And the Sonoma County Office of Education was developed to

conduct_ a work experience program for youth. The SDA selects

participants :and the school system provides the training. This

agreement detailsthe cooperative aspects of each party _and is

jointly signed. The uniqueness of this document is that it is

the form of an agreement and not a grant._ _

4. An agreement exists between the JTPA Liaison DepartMeht of

Resources, Rehabilita- r:ivision, And the Northern Nevad,

Training Progran. jreement is designed to coordinate

provision of services to mutual clients, to maximize participant

resources; and to avoid duplication of services.

5: A JTPA _project in Fennimore; Wisconsin has a Worksite Agreement

signed by :the school district and the employer. _The goal of_using

the workSite is: to provide self-discipline; future _employability

skills, economic support, career: uevelopment ideas; and a

constructive work experience for youth.

Employment and Education Outcomes

Earlier in this paper it was noted thaL during the 1983-1984 start-up

period; thepositi_ve termination rate of handicapped JTPA enrollees was 70

percent compared to the nonhandicapped rate of 67 percent, National figures

foe the 1984-1985 year are:not yet available: However; performance measures

are:available on a project by prclect basis. A review -tf _a feW Selected

project performance and outcome measures of JTPA projecs for handicapped

youth are listed below. Thesc data demonstrate clearly that handicapped

persons can participate successfully in JTPA projects, and achieve above

average entered-employment and positive termination rates.

1. JTFA Try-out Employment Program for Handicapped Youth, Clarion

Manor :Intermediate Unit 6; Ridgway; Pennsylvania: Mildly and

moderately handicapped youth:: Entered Employment Rate: 33 percent;

Positive Termination Rate:. 80 percent.

2. lh-Schbol Entry EMployment Service, Canton, Oh,o City Schools: Pro-

vides vocational evaluati,_ , emplbyment experience, employment

competencies, and problem lying. Positive Termination Rate: 100

percent.

3. Job Connection Program, Uni,..n County Vocational-Technical Schools,

Plains;_New Jersey: Provides vocational training in managing food

supplies :and equipment maintenance to _youth with neurological;

perceptual; emotional; and mental handicaps: Entered Emplcyment

Fate: 73.3 percent.
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4. School-to-work Transition, Springs, New York: Provides work experi-

ence, employment counseling, and career counseling to 19 mentally

retarded and hearing impaired students. Entered Employment Rate!

72 percent; Positive Termination Rate: 95 percent:

5. School-to-work leansiticn Program fOr Handicapped Youth,

Cortland-Madison BCCES, Cortland, rew Yr:irk: Provides vocational

aFsessment and career:counseling, jcb shadowing, work experience,

and job placement to 40 youth with emotional, learning, and mental

diSabilities. Positive Termination Rate: 100 percent.

6. Youth Alternative Education Program, Sonoma County Office of

Education, Santa Rosa, California: Provides assessment; teStingi:

counseling, vocational exploration; lob search assistance; and

basic; prevocational and -job seeking skills to 167 dropout prone

youth. _Thirty-nine of the stUdehts are handicapped, Entered

Employment Rate: 61 percent; Positive Tcrmination Rate: 89 percent.

Special and vocational educators involved in these projects and others

throughout the nation report_ that a greatly increased rapport with the

private sector has been developed as a result of the education-business

partnerships. JTPA programs are causing educators to take a new look at the

abilities of high risk and handicapped youth. These new partnerships have

improved the relationship between schools and employers; thus enhancing the

probabi'it) that handicapped youth will obtain employmznt:

Implications for Professional Education -and Research

The Job Training Partnership Act, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Educa-

tion Act,: and other federal legislation during the last few years have

mandated the coordination of agencies in the delivery of services designed to

carry out the intent of the legislation. The _implication and intent of the

federal legislation is that vocational and special educators_;_ counselors;

rehabilitation personnel, community-based organizations; and :others at the

local level coordinate their delivery of services to handicapped yOUth.

_ Teacher educators; state departments of_education personnel, and others

involved in preservice and :in-service training of teachers must become

actively involved_ in: preparing local personnel to respond to the new

legislation. local education agencies have an immediate need to: (a) acquire

the knowledge and skill'. to access the JTPA, (b) access and profit from the

Carl D. Perkins Act, (c) develop partnerships with business and industry;_and

(di Lse JTPA and Pcrkins funds to strengthen _programs designed to transition

handi,.--.1,ped youth from school to _a Iworking life,

FJny local _education acencies have used JTPA funds to successfully

lton handicapped youth from schOol to unsubsidized employment. The

stratc?; techniques, and processes used in these JTPA projects can bg. used

by:Other LE_As if professional organization newsletters, electronic networks,

and_other dissemination vehicles are used effectively.

From a review of recent research on programs for handicapped youth;

Gugerty (1985) c1rew the following conclusions that should guide professional

education and research initiatives.
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The unemployment rate of former special education students is

unacceptably high;

The hi_gh sChool curriculum _frequently lails_to: prepare special
education students with Skills they meeo to attain employment and
personal independence.

University-based teacher training programs do not focus strongly
enough on career and vocational issues.

In-school and paid summer employment via JTPA programs appear to
have a positive and significant influence on special education
students chances of attaining permanent post-school employment.

Teacher education personnel _need to be in a leadership role in helping

local education agencies respond effectively to new legislation and other

circumstances which affect handicapped youth_ It is important that teacher

education departments nationally:assess their current programs _to_determine

their ability to provide leadership on such contemporary and critical issues.

Summary and Conclusion

Th.oughout the U.S., handicapped youth are benefitting from JTPA

programs. In many programs they have equalled and even out-performed the

other JTPA youth populations in the performance areas of entered employment

and positive tec...nation rates. Examples of successful JTPA programs which

serve handicapped youth can be found in nearly all states; However; the

success of handicapped youth in JTPA programs is inconsistent among the_596

JTPA Service Delivery Areas. A major reason for this inconsistency centers

around the politics and educational di-late at the local level. Although

eachPIC has a Job Training Plar, it is the PIC staff members who carry out

the plan and make day to day decisions. PIC stAff members, following the Job

aining Plan; make key decisions as to which populations are served and what

pcts:are funded,Land at what level. Therefore;_the Job Training Plan is

an important document for professionals and advocates to monitor at the local

1 -i27,

In determining how 40 access JTPA programs for handicappetl_youth, it_iS

helpful to look at some commonalities of SDAs which are currently successful

in serving handicapped youth: (a) the Governor has accepted the "family of

one" rule as eligibility criteria for handicapped youth to participate in

JTPA programs; (b) the Governor and/or the ll PIC has made a decision to

serve handicappel youth _according to_their incidence in the SDA population;

:LPIC Staff members rave surveyed their SDA to determine the needs of

handicapped youth; (d) PICS have developed Requests for Proposals which are

intended tc involve handicapped youth: in job training programs; and (e) PIC

membership includes advocates for handicapped youth.

Congress developed the JTPA legislation intending to provide for a high

level of state and especially local control. Each local PIC has a great deal

of influence_on_hcw JTPA funds ate spent. If a person or group of persons

are not satisfied with the petf.rmance of their PIC_in serving handicapped

youth, there are several mechanisms available tc, influence future decisionS:

Inform the PIC of the local job training and loyment needs of

handicapped youth.
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Request that the PIC at least serve handicapped youth in

accordance win their incidence in the SU,.

Ask the c-rnr f%.1 nlart ithei"_famt.q of one as anieligibility
criterin for participation of handicapped youth in JTPA programS.

Find out when the Pit will,review and Aevelop the next version of
their Job Training Plan and aSk to review the plan.

Provide the PIC with examples of successful JTPA programs which
serve handicapped youth.

Consider being a PIC member or promoting an advocate for
handicapped youth as a PIC member.

Many SDAs do an excellent job sf :erving_handicapped_youth; while others

need to expand and strengthen_their services to handicapped youth. There are

sufficient_examples of successful JTPA prcjects which serve handicapped youth

in all disability areas _and at various levels of severity_ of handicap. Many

of these projects or Similar projects could be replicated in nearly all SDAS.

The success of the JTPA in serving handicapped youth depends to a great

extent upon the political and educational climate at the local level. If

hardicapped youth are not being served, it is time to explore, develop, and

implement a plan to change the situation.
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Commentary: The Job Training Partnership Act
and Job Corps Programs

Stephen Lithtenstein

Graduate Research Assistant
Office of Career Development for Special Populations

1h his chapter, Dr. Tindall provides an informational overview of JTPA

dnd Jibbi Cr-7,s from the perspective of hOw these programs intend to serve

youth with nandicapping conditici He presents, in detail, the organization

of current employment and training programs, their intended programmatic

content, policies, measures, limitations, and various approaches being

implemented. In addition to understanding the aa_ic structure of the_JTPA

and Job Corps programs, readers also_need _to be familiar with a number of

basic, historical issues and dilemmas that have shadowed employment and

training programs,

Federal employment and _training_programs exist for numerous reasons.

The major reason being th0 dismal employment status of youth, 16-24 years of

age This is a critical time in the lives of youth, and the transition from

school-to-work is neither an easy nor smooth transformation. Those young

adults at greatest risk are those ii., because of limited ability or lower

economic satils, find themselves prone to discrimination; unemployment; or

underoTlgyment,

One cannot fail to be impressed by the favorable_ rates of positive

termination and placement_for handicapped youth reported in Chapter 4, yet as

one reflects on the system and its history :caution is urged. Governmeni

agencies have a tendency towards what Michael Scriven calls Managerial

ideology or bias. Simply, this refers to J glossing over of facts or a

strong predisposition towards fa:oraole evaluations by an evaluator hired by

a governmental sponsor (Scriven, 1976). Government agencies are _often

ohemsPlves predisposed to the narrow view provided_ by economic indicators

(e.g.; performance 4nd impact; 1,-bor market participation of trainees,

administrative delivery; attrition rates; programmatic "batting averages",

and: benefit Cost) (Mallar, Kerachsky, Thornton, & :Long, 1982). In a rew

instances, noneconomic impact:studies have Leen commissioned that assess such

areas as: social-attitudinal aspects of work, job related attitudes and

knowledge, self-esteem, involvement with the criminal justice system, health

care, leisure time, and family relations (Abt Associatesi_1978). Howeveri

even with noneconomic evaluations, the systematic; recognizable_patterns

expressed as mltaphors_ are_ still the_ same as the economic impact

evaluations:indostrial production; targets, and goals (House, 1984); -

Essentially; the Departmeni-. of Labor has identified their Key

stakeholder as the Congress and they often work solely to satisfy congres-
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sional needs and interests. The dominant mode of assessing the magnitude of

impact in the Department of Labor is to hire _a senior _labor economist_to

compare: the present _dollar value of_ estimated :benefits with the costs

incurred to produce these results; This ratio of benefits to_ Costs is an

indicator of the rate of :return on_ the investment in:human capital (Taggert,

1981). Unfortunately, in _so doing they are neglecting other :potential

stakeholders who could surely benefit from reported achievements in working

with handica4ed and disadvantaged learners. The general lack of sharing and

dissemination of proven practices is disturbing. If JTPA and Job Corps are

succeeding as well as they report, then the need to replicate such techniques

and methods in secondary special educational programs for the handicapped

should be a strong priority Expanding the list of stakeholders to include

educatorf; ard trainees serves a beoadee audience and accomplishes more than

the:primary goal:of Congressional approval and_expanded funding. These two

goals should not be perceived ds mutually exclusive.

There exists a distressingly w ! variation in the percentage of

handicapped persons enrolled in JTPA (Job Corps does not rernrt such

percentages). The reported range Tuns from a low of 1.8 percent P,1,gh of

22.5 percent. This wide range appears to be due to the local prior:ties set

by those exercising administrat.ve control and a general misunderstanding of

the scope of the problm Dr, Tindall does a fine job detailing the role of

State Governors; PlC's; and SDA's; yet there: is little insight on the_major

discrepancies in Lie:amount,quality, and type: of leadership provided to

local staff members Who actual4 implement the directive;. some states have

made great strides in serving the handicapped, while other states apparently

are not aware that handicapped persons exist (Evans, 1986).

'aeveral programs are briefly highlighted I in Dr. Tindall's PsiPer.

Although JTPA seems to be targEting more handicappet' -lividuals, employment

and training programs have _a long hi5tory of creaming" with its

participants: Creaming in contemporary usage refers to the selection into

programs :of:the most able to benefit and those easiest to place in employ!.

ment. Levitan 8 Taggart (1977) reported this pervasive practice with

references to Vocational Rehabilitation. Essentially, the practice benefits

the agencies funding picture and allows counselors to handle more cases than

one would assume possible. As long as employment and training programs are

allowed to take the client who is easily employable then the positive

termination and_placements rates will be impressive. This practice should be

scrutiized closely

Evans (198f) reported that some SDA's had difficulty in allocating the

40 percent funds for youth. This may be a very revealing prOblem since it

exposes the lack of clear relations with other youth serving agencies, most

notably the public schools. There have been discussions on amending the

requirement and eliminating the 40 percent funding clause for youth. This

would be a spurious measure and an admission of defeat in JTPA's ability to

forge a working relationship with other youth serving institutions, when in

some communities it clearly appears to be working.
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Finally; mur.h work needs to be done in the area of research and evalua-

tion of_ employment _and programs. _This is not a simple matter_of

calculating the number of participants served nor the_ cost benefit ratios:

Researchers have rarely agreed on such analyses and their appropriateness:

In addition, these studies rarely portray the human side of the story and the

long-term implications that training holds for participant: The types of

research and evaluation efforts that might be worth consideration could

include:

A study of long-term outcomes and measures of gains-- and

shortfalls achieved by handicapped participants- from entry to
exit; through transition_i_ and four years into employment
(i.e., a longitudinal employatility study of handicapped
participants).

A_ study of employer use of JTPA :trainees and the subsequent
hiring patterns of handicapped trainees.

A study of proven practices that highlight collaborative
arrang(ffents between JTPA, other youth serving agencies, and
the world uf employment for handicapped young adults (with
special emphasis on reporting on programs for mild, moderate,
and severely handicapped individuals.
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Business and Industry Training Programs

Existing in today's industrial environment is an intensive network of

smaller businesses that produce their awn unique set of goals ahd services.

Industry-based education and training, one such business, averages yearly

investments of $10.5 billion serving approximately 12.7 million employees

(Watkins, 1980), p.7). Once thought to be purely overhead costs, these

training Programs are measured by profitability: lower employee turnoveri

advanced technical gains; enployeepychoigicaL growth_ and_upward mobility

(Schwaller, _1980; p.323). Corporate philosophy often reflects a "hard-nose"

business effort, with gteatet corporate eatnings expected _from these

programs. In :a world of :rapidly changing technology, the industry-based

technical training business has become a major enterprise.

Business and industry must respond to technical as well as social forces

that act upon its community. Recent federal legislation has increased the

handicapped individual's access to the labor market, and according to the

1980 census 5%; or 4.7 million; of the disabled are gainfully employed (cited

in Miller, 1983; p. 1). The continued reduction in negative social

stereotyping of: the "nandicapped" will result: in many_ more productive

handicapped employees being identified :in business and industry. If

industry's training programs enhance the corporate "bottom line", a

reasonable assumption fcllows that training programs properly modified for

handicapped person5 will benefit both the employer and employee. This group

of human resources cannot be overlooked in the design of industrial training

programs if greater company profits are to be realized, and if the enoloyee

is to benefit by career growth, advanced ills, and job enlargement.

The purposes of this paper are to.._

EXplore the_ _scope- of technical: training offered today in

industry, and the nature of the work this training supports;

Explore the scope of vocational technical p_rograms available to
handicapped Individuals, the governing pol. .ies, and program
outcomes; and

Identify useful linkages with the public sector.

A number of conclusions and recommendations for strengtheni.ng business and

industry training are also offered.

Business and Industry Training: An Overview

Traditionally, business and industry training programs are organized in

each company's hwan .esources department. The programs_ range from college

tuition reimbursement to internally-delivered techniral and nontechnical

courses. Watkins (1980) reported that $500 million are spent annually by the

private sector on tuition reimbursement. Scott (1978, p. 36) noted that

45;001 individuals were full-time training staff members; and Grove (1984.

pp 93-96) reported _that management is beginning to_ play a major_teaching

role in many indvstries Corporations such as Ametican Telephone: and

Telegraph (AT&T), Citicorp, Honeywell, and Chevron rely on heavily standard-

ized, job specific training courses, inclUding testing and extensive

follow-up. Generally, industry designs and implements inhouse training
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programs to weet their, own needs. Hoheywell, fcr example, makes use of

media, seII-study matprial, and workbooks. This ccntrasts with the Hilton

Hotel programs where all Hilton employees spend six weeks each year at a

carper development institute in Canada. While industrial and technical

training are reaching new levels of growth_ and prominence; Doll 1980; p.

333) and Schwallee (1980; p. 323), indicate that industrial remedial programs

.t,e also cn_the increase.

Organized labor's apprentitoship programs are peehaps the oldest form of

all_ technical training progrEms. Offered in the skilled crafts and

industrial teades, these programs combine one or more years of on-the-job

training with classroom technical instruction. However, it is noted that

appeenticeship programs have provided very limited access to special

popu,atioes in recent years.

The Workplace ?evolution

These unprecedented_levels of commitment tO leatical training have been

spurred by the rapid deterioratint of_AMerican industey in the national and

inteenational market place. The industeial environment and the work

conducteditherein are rapidly changing. A report by The National Center for

Research in Vocational Education (1984) characterizes the new_workplace with

all employees having new, significant opportunities for; (a) job enrichment;

enlargement, and crosstraining: (b) sociotechfacal design_of hilh technology

integration with people and machines; (c) participative ananagement, flat

organizations with flextime and flexible bcnefits; (d),workplace democracy,

quality circles,:and team building; (e) monetary incentives,:union train for

pay plans.; profit sharing:_and (f) statistical process control to name only a

few (p. Al. This Teversal from the scieatific management philosophy of the

19'0s and: 1950s in which labor was sharply divided into the smallest

incremental tasks, has its roots in our democratic principles. Throughout

industry, the workforce is demanding a higher quality of_worklife_to gain a

sense of purpose and self-worth. ln _the 1970s, industry faced

productivity factors_; high_inflation; soaring _pri:.(1 costs, unemployment,

and a _quality crisis; .7onsequently, management_ has launched organizational

changes and training to poSitively, affect profit, as well as to support the

quality,Of worklife pranciples (National Center, 1984, p. 12).

Industries cited in The National Center Report identified common

training themes and employee needs: problem solving, communication skills;

team work, statistical process control, group process; and solid _basic

education (op 55-84). Karabatsos (1984) suggests that appropriate training

goals for today's environment include_ increased employee versatility, reduced

machine (proceSs)_maintenance; limited _supervision, and reduced downtime.

Suddenly; the production worker's_job_shifts tb broader work that Tequires

higher leve-1 mental processes, jubs where greater ambiguity will always be

present, and therefore, the process required to obtain answers must be

learned.

Today's production werker needs to understand and function within larger

production units. Many technical employees nanage the productiOP flow frOm

inventories across multiple procPsses, maintenance; tool changes; set ups;
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purchasino direct and indirect materials, and interfaces with vendors and the

production customers. Often the employee will be called upon to sample,

calculate, Ind dccument statistics on critical product characteristics to

ensure that all processes are controlled. These changes in the basic

industrial structure nave rise to comprehensive corporate programs in quality

control; (xcellence in manufacturing; and maintenance of Zero inventory.

These efforts have come to:be known as the "quality movement': (McCaethy,

1984; pp 20-27): Conseauently; the :work has:gone from machine or process

operator, ahd/or assembler, to work requiring constant decisions, data

analysis, ahd broadened responsibilities.

Programs ' ''.ndicapped Employees

Much has been written u. ' laws that assure that handicapped

persons will have equal acce 4uitable treatment, and reasonable

accommodation in the_workplace. Most c. .anies have documented and published

policies that express their firm's direct. 7 and degree of commitment; In a

study of 915 fedeeal conteactors-, half of the firms had at least one person

responsible:on a 517100T time basis for assisting their handicapped employees

(Berkeley Planning Associates, 1982, O. 3).

Although laws such as Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act regulate the

company's equal opportunity and affirmative action programs, individual

companies must plan and undertake the actual implementation of these

efforts. Rabby (1983i p. 271_suggests that hiring and trairn1 of handi-

capped:employees should be a part of the line manager's performance review;

This structure would be one factor determining a manager's yearly _salary

increases. Both: Rabby and the Berkeley Study note that the major key is

training nonhandicapped managers and supervisors toward adopting open and

unprejudiced views of the handicapped individual.

A recent review of the current literature reveals that education and

training programs _in industry a-e almost always associated with some agency

or government program. A na ,*1 su:vey by the American_ Institutei_1981

(cited in Phelps and Treichr. .982) indicated that over 75 companies

eevealed that they were invol4eU in some kind of linkage program with

education. Programs cited in the literature review were primarily supported

by agencies such as vocational rehabilitation, the Jobs Training Partnership

Lot (JTPA), or the Projects With Industry (PWI). These programs tended to

stress entry-level skills development, actual work experience, and

integration with nonhandicapped co-workers. Several of the programs reported

job placement success and cost effectiveness in their follow-up_studies. In

contrast, the literature_focusing_on programs in industry designed to enhance

growth or work enrichment for employed handicapped, revealed few program

linkages._ Case studies of programs in various firms were common reporting

methdds in the literature. There was little evidence of regular follow-up

5th-dies or use of categorical comparisons of earnings, advancements, or

productivity gains. In general, the literature was "company specific," and

the reports highlighted the electronics and communication industries.
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Entrv=leel Training

AMOriC the bUsiuess 2nd industry training programs emphasizing

entry-level Skills and proc ng unique experiences for handicapped persons

were those sponsored by: International Business Machines (IBM); McDonalds

Corporation; the Midwest Association of Business, Rehabilitation, and

Industry; Pennsylvannia Power and Light; and Motorola (now Quasar). Other

programs of interest are conducted by the e,tr..;nics Industries Foundations;

Control_Data; and Lift, Inc.

International Business Machines (IFM) :. :rams were all well document-

ed. This orgarl7at1on hasrotiated itomputeeipeogeamming._teaining

targeted for tne: phytitallV;: _and heaning iMpained. One Sikh

program at the Maryland Rehabilitaticih Cehten, gnaduates 17 students each

year with a 90 percent platement rate (Taymans, Guenin, A Hill, 1983, p. 9).

The Berkeley Study report (1982) indicates that IBM has a.,) initiated a work

experience program with the National Institute the Deaf and Gallaudet

College (pp. 43-46). Both programs use the internship concept after_the

completion of 9 to 10 months_ of_classroom training. Campbelli and Kaplan

(1980) state that:the ke) to the socces_s_of_these programs was the team work

of the Business Advisoty_Boand initiated by_18M. Alto vital tO their success

was the tnaining identified tO Meet ldtal labcin Manket AdVantage

to obtaining placement. A follow-up study revealed that of 1,000 national

graduates, 750 are employed. After two years of training, Zhe graduates had

attained skills comparable to individuals holding two-year computer science

degrees.

McDonalds Corporation of Oak Brook; Illinois itrains and place: the

mentally ard physically handicapped in fast1 food service occupations

McDonalds utilizes 2 job coach who ptoOdes 20 hours pet week of ohrthe7job

supervision at breakfast and lunch, classroom instruction, and evaluation.

The trainees are paid and provlded with meals and a uniform. Upon successful

completion of work for two wpeks without supervision, the trainee is offered

employment. Chicago Servcps Wnrk and Rehabilitation and the Job

Training Partnership Act are involved with McDonalds in this effort (Phelps

and Treichel; 1983).

Projects With Industri administerediby ithei Rehabilitation Ser-

vices Administration of the U. S: Department of Education was launched_fn

1970: Today there are tioee than 100 PWI prOjectS hatiOnWide:, Often PWI

programs includes, inVOlVeMent:With the and Openatet With: the ftillbWing

assumptions: (a) actual work provides the best arena for job prepar,tion,

(b) employers need help in hiring and training the handicapped, (c) employees

can best define qualifications to dpsigl training programs, and (d) programs

to employ handicapped individuals are in industry's interest (Mailandt and

Howard; 1982). __An exemplary PWI _program_ is_ conducted by _the _Jewish

Vocational Service and the Midwest Association of__Business., Rehabilitation,

and Inclostey. Recent placement data showed that 166 of 240 former trainees

weee plated in gainful employment, 93 percent had maintained employment after

30 dayt; :And 87 percent _weee eetained Aft& 90 days. For each dollar of

program investment (cost), the return on that value was calculated as

S11.20. Motorola and Pennsylvania Power and Light also Participate in PWI
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programs. Motorola offers employmnt alternatives such as job restructuring,

modif'cation, or flexibility. -.:Insylvania Power and 1.1,p7: utilizes the

on-the-job training concept 'kailand & Howard; 1982; p. 156).

_ Serious shortage_s or ',rained _technicians in the eIntronics_ field

brought forth theinod fcr specific training in eleCronics: The Electronics

Industrie5 FOUndatitio (El) has over 300 member businesses netionwide. The

EIF provides a central sou-ce of locatingiqualifiedihandicappediworkers and

operates an employer information network on needs of the hardicapped.

According to Phelps and Treichel (1983), 1,965 job placements nationwide have

occurred since 1977 through the efforts of the EIF (p. 4).

Life, Inc , a not-for-profit corporation located in suburban Chicago,

cooperates with -.tate and local vocational rehabilitation agencies;

hospitals, and local colleges to _locate candidates tor a homebound;

audio -. sual program which provides entry-level training in computer

prograrring: A -ontract.with the industry to:hire the 7rainee for one full

vear upon conclusion of thc course is a key element cf this program. Life,

Inc. servs najor companies such as Standard Oil of Indiana, 3M, Northern

Trwat, McDonalds Corp., Continental Bank, Intprnational Harvester,

Metropolitan Life, and RCA (Phelps & Treichel, 1983, P. 3).

fOicotion for Continuing Employees

The literature wa analyzed to determine training modifications that

were undertaken by business and industry to accommodate continuing handi-

capfe employees: The review revealed a variety of support processes;

training methedelogy, and follow-in resultS.

Dow Chemical and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company operate special

programs for handicapped employees. Dow Chemical emphasizes retraining for

those who have become injured on the job by providing tuition reimbursement.

Do has a special services program for hourly employees who need to keep

Productive and employed. Started in 1958; 2;800 employees have participated

in the program._ Special modified work is provided until the employee is

rehabilitated back in tc. the regular work mainstream: The cciroent thrust is

to phase Out this program and develop alternative work in the "regular".

departments. Dow 'hemicarsipolicy is to nire_individuals et entry-level and

train them for careers within the company (Berkeley Planning Associates,

1982, pp. 1-45). Lockheed has a similar program for employee growth After

initial hiring. This_ firm "clusters" handicapped wc..hers in close proximity

and uses additional supervisnrs for individualized assistance (p. 60).

Other companies such as 3M1;_ E I. DupontDe Nernoulis _and Company; and

Tektronix; Inc. have internal support services and career education to

enhance the handicapped employee's opportunities. According to Mailandt and

Howard (1912), 3tniis staffed with a licensed psychologist and rehabilit.Aion

specialist to aid their employees directly. The Dupont management team

regularly asks questions about the career development of their handicapped

employees. The firm also allows more time at job orientation, adheres to a

precise job description, and offers a career exposure program to related

tasks and_ jobs. Tektronix focuses their efforts on enabling the employe( to

do_ the_ job; then increasing the employee's capabilities to do the job

(Berkeley Planning Associates; 1982; pp; 1-45; 119): _
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. The lite;atureion programs at. IBM; and :Merch, Sharpe:. and Dohme,

nighilhts the imp.-rtance. of job redesign or restructuring in theipro-yss of

h'rinc handicappee individuals._ _ IBM has. learned .to start the ihahdicapped

empIoyee on seco, ..hird shift for,job redesign corsiderations and to

allow flexibiliti k as well as learning. Each employee's c.'rsonal

developrent is rev.. dnrually to determine progress and personal develop-

ment needs (BErkeley Planing Associates, 1982. pp. 46-48). Merch, Sharpe,

and.Dohme report success with job design procedures, but note that this must

be dcne on a caFe-by-case basis with approval by the union--wh: has proven

diffiult. In_ some cases; handicapped employees are.granted "superseniority"

and immunity to "bumping" as experiz.cec1 . by her workerf (orp 81-82);

The:Berkeley study irdicates ,.hat ths accommOatiors are usually simple,

inexpensive, dtre on a case-by-cdse basis, and oftr' involve co-workers ir

identifying the need; Common modifications used 'ling and woil. are

Braille manuals, talking sunerphones, language courses,

captioned media, and magnillc_.,7t7Tuti?r sreers. IBM has employed summer

interns to rt1 memos to visually 'i:,dired employees.

Sone reperts suggest that much of the difficulty is associated with

educating nonhandicapped emploj !es. Teero 1 Hewlett Packard illustrate

two nontraditional ways to_work with :their nagement;_ Tektronix uses

"creative problem solVing" . to . address_ training and development issues for

hardicapped employees. Hewlett Packard employees _meet and_ discuss the needs

of recently employed handicapped persons. The vaue of effective management

training was stressed in each case study identified i, ie Berkaley Plannvig

Associates.

In summary, rompanies _with training pr.grams serving_ handicapped

individuals appear-to .focus .primari4 on _job speeific training ana nyeting

labo: market needs Support and training are often _provided on _a

Case-b17case. basis, :and several m,,or companies have develened. 'special"

internal programs. se.eral instances these programs are Ilnked to public

programs such as those sponsored by vocational rehab,!itation or the Job

.ining Partnership 'ct There was little informat;tr to suggest that work

,largemert was a sigr'f t goal of training and development programs for

handicapped individuals.

Agency Linkages

The language and intei't of the new Carl D: Perkins Vocation:I EdUCaticm

Att ana the Job Trai..ing PartnerShip Act refl.:a a full range of r.rograms and

services that go beyond training for entry-level skill develapment. In his

prepdrA ,tatement (1984) before tne House Subcommittee Hearings, Cole

Bottoms, former Eicecutivt Di . 'tor of the American Vocational Association,

identified the priority of_ pcblic vocational education programs for

developing an individual's "capacity for continued learning that is necessary

for_advantement" _(p. 13). The_new PRrkins ACt places an_ important priority

on_a closer linkage with industry; as well as; focusing on adults' needs to

not only enter the labor force bUt_10 adVance in employment (Hearings before

the Subcommittee on-Elementary and Secondary, and Vocational Education of the

Committee on Education and Labor, 1984).



. Tir!all. Gugert:i, ir':,!lightery (1983) emphasize !he important theme of

the JOb Training:PartnerShip Act (JTPA) which stresses the importunce of

private sector involvement in operating public-spo!sored job training

pedgeams for the unemployed and disadvantaged._ ! :cal Private_Industry

Councils made up primarily of private sector r-presehtatives_;. educators, and

other special represPntatives determine the allocatic f the job_ttaining

funds and approve All of the prcgrams.: rprovrd i.tivititS Oh

ent:y-level but exend_ beyond the trans:ition stage itrir jhb

supportive services retrai! 'rig, OJT/work experience; upgrading, and

*e)low7up servies (pp: 4-17):

Although vocational education and JTPA programs are intended to be

Coordinoted At the local li -el, Often tnere are serious shortcomings for the

handicapped ttainee n- employee who wishes to participate (4,:onte & KoCkhar;

1983, p. 24). Although the intent of Federal legislation is_ to increase

opportuniries for_ employed and unemployed handicapped_persons to oain needed

traioing, the key question is to what errtent are these service !.: aoLually

implemented. These publit-private sector initiatives ratd tei be naeef011y

monitored and evaluated to ensure that their inteet is achieved.

Conclusions

Despite the iiifluhce bf federal legislation and eort of the private

tettbe, Raeghi (1984) reports that handicapped individ,:als. are stili

eikeier,ing depressed occupational opportunities. Less ti!an half cf this

population is employe, and most of ,!rem have_annual earnings_of leSS than

$7,000 (p. 33). In instances _where handicapped_ persuos: haVe eeteiVed

tafleted_ training services and are_ absorbed _:tt the laboe Market systematic

fnlow!IIP )s di:ficult and often not_attemOted.

CducatiOn nd teamingenterprises conduc..1 by the private sector face

a_fur^amental dYemma.:- Employer. must honor uhe employee's right tc either

identify ot not identify th! .!ive al 6ndicaçped. W:hrut a declarat'on
feot the employee, apor,eriate su;-port services. train; _and follow-up

cannot ue provided. The lack of opportunity to follow-up and provide

continuing job development essistance could be a majir facto! _irf eedUted

earnings and advancement oppoitunit ec r-xperienc)el ti many handitapped

workers,

. With the advent of major changes in the workplace, the handicapped

iedividual's opportUnit-es may be further eroded by inappropriate entry-leyel

teaihing. Training programs that focus on the traditional "job" or "task"

teiteeia ate likely to leave the prospective employee lacking in the_ skills

needed in the sophisticated and complex production work settinos:: New and

continuing employees in technical -Hustries nm , to carry out_aCtiVititS.in

work groups; problem solving; :-atistical :-,r0CeSS: thtrOl ..; and .dthee

functions that reflect: today's _work emironment. Activities that were once

considered as suctessful.:Standard production at job entry are no longer

considered _acceptable in the narrow scope of "job". In many firms, there is

a high pebbability that these tasks have been absorbed into a broader work

deSigh. Ih these settings the handicapped employees could be unnecessari!!!
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driven back to low earnings and productivity without proper retraining and

upgrading opportunities.

The dramatically increased complexity of wcrk environments in business

2rd . indust: chariots_ significantly the complexion of what is considered

"ehtri-level prep2.ationT for any_ employ. Handicapped youth will

experience f,,rit.n. hardShips_.in obtaining and mainoining r.mploymetit if

educators and training specialists do nbt carefully think and broaden the

ser ices that are provided in our nation's schools, community colleges, and

technical institute

F. -ommendations

There are several recommendations thy. . offered to strengthen_the

capacity of business and industry treini, grams to serve handicapped

youth_aod adults: A number of these recc- il6ns speak directly to the

nee': for systematic coordination .of private ,Jt, sector initiatives:

I. State and federal legislation i .ing on employment and training

must reflect thr changing business and ind,..stry environment. Jobs,

job descriptions, and boundaries betwenn jobs are disappearing.

%-irgeted funds are needed fcr training_ follow-up activities to

ensure that hand'rapped wnrkers oave opportunities for further

training and advancement.

Priate industry and adv'sory councils neeJ !_o assist educators in

translating the dynamic work enviAment :into relevant .education

and training programs. _They should help desion instructicnal

activities, co-teach in selected programs, and assist in evaluating

plrticipant's progress.

4. _Feder.:1 and stzte legislation include more aggressive

provicions for coordinated employment opportunities and training

linkages across all employment-rtiated eduration and traininn

programs:

Excharne programs should be established that enable educators and

Indus. personnel ,to trade placts and develop new program

compc. .nts or curricula through cuch experiences.

6. Teach2r education programs for special and vocational educators

should include courses in economics, finance, business

administr, 'On, ds well extended internships in training

programs in thn private ector.

Initiation of drast'c 6..arins in public vocational-technical

educatioh ptoorams to loclAe:

less emphasis ,f1 specificjobC and taskS and greater emphasis on
general "clusters" of skills .

machine and process maintnnance skills.

problem solving and decision making skills.

basic prr,ress control principles.

small business manageTARDt_ _skills such as purchasing,
productivity principles; and inventory management.
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Commentary: Business and Industry Training Programs

Joseph vitosky

Graduate Research Assstant
Office of Career Development for Special rivolations

Dr. Shaffer has p-o-ided a useful overview of the scnre Of _tecnnica

traininc o''ered today in training, as well as the most publicized industrial

training programs for disabled employees. Professionals and advocates will

applaud the suggestion that the hiring ard training pf disahied employees

should be a part of the line manager's performance review. Assuming the

manager understand: _that .this factor is related to his/her performance

review; one would believe such an i".:entive would help to incorpoiate

diSabled individuals into the workplace::

Overall, Dr. Shaffe s recommendations are quite viable, and parallel

the suggestions developed by other specie vocational educators conccrned

with vocatiolal training for disabled i'dividua s. tome key aspects of the

recommendations include: (a) perform foliuw-up activities to make sure that

individuals_ receirp! _the training needed; lb) inciude business and advisory

councils when deyCoping edocatic fl raining programs; and (c). develop and

maintain: aggressive p hin federal _and state legislation to

Coondinate emplt 'ies, c1 training linkages.

:While this :pape :ly _on technical skills training,. it

overlooks a vital me tr.aining_ phase. Th .'. is the att tudinal

barriers exhibitec by r.. i and direct-line management 'iring the Linini,r

process. Ofccn employers have discriminated against and dis unted any value

in the disabled_ personr have viewed the disabled as less productive and in

need of more support; have had benefit programs which requirc.indiu!duals to

repeatedly verify disabilities; and finally; have feared tne disabled may_be

restricted by medical requirements and access to transportation (Vanderfoot

and_McCarthy,_ 1935)- Ideas or reCOmmendr.tions for _dispelling suCh attitudes

would,be invaluable from professional educators working within industry.

The issue of self-identification only appears to be a "OrobleM" whcn

Federal EEC reports are due. The EEO rnquires businesses to report the

number of disabled individuals employed based on whether an employee

di:, loses his or her disability. The "problem" cf obtaining accurate figures

when_an Individual decides not to identify mself is somewhat transparent.

A good percentage _of moderately and serii ly disabled individuals will

probably (but not always) need.aSSistance ii b placement and training which

means that they_ could .be identified if_need However,: if mildly._dis-

Oiled individual is able to organize and rmr .in employment without fanfare,

who needs to know? Support services to any employee for job mvritenance or
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cnpld be individualized, voluntary, and advertised in a newsletter

fyr t hotel with paychecks. Should any individual be failing in

o se,cpart pragnam becomes the key in providing remedial

ir maintaining tneir_position. This method

. thos the leavas tne door open far the_employee to

N, iri1y 1:fceive ass1:.te, dnu regolres that skilled trainers be

e to assist with yocational cr. socfal skill _deficits. Governmental

Irting.regulations would need revision, Lut the difficulties in doing so

e,-pears minimal.

Finally, Dr. Sheffer's focus on training within major corporations

by-passes the larges' employer in the U.S.--small businesses. From November,

to October, 1984, small business-dominated industries added jobs at

nearly twice the ra_te _of corporate7dominated industries, _(State of Small

Business, 1985) Roughly sfx and a half million_non-farm jobs were created by

small business _during .this time frame.: Markward; in an unpublished paper,

found that small _businesses appeared to bo . an untapped resource for

handicapped _individuals _and vice_ versa; small, businesses have :been the

largest _employer :and the ,disabled one of the iargest unemployed and

underemployed populations. Discussion of methods and problems of training in

a small business environment would be extremely useful and beneficial far Ow

field. Alsi, policymakers might consider the prospect of a tax credit fur

small businesses which indei..fnc:ently sponsor a training program (not simo1p A

job placement) targetei for the disabled.
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Proprietary Schools: A Case Study

It is particularly meaningful. for .Me CO participate in a rnrum at the

r-.(ersity. pf Illincis dealing with the education and training needs of

handicai.individuals. As a Control Data Corporation employee invn.

eiPanding the use of computers for delivery of training anci am

keenly aware_ of the history of ff- 'ity of Illinois apc conirol "iti_in

the development of PIATP. Ther- ' Jlion that PLATO is by_far the most

capable con-outer l,ased educa' y,Lem in the world and it is a unique

C.ytitv for me to visit

' even more significance is this opportunity to share a dinett, that

instruction delivered via PLATO is t.,;ing that WaSh't fOreseen in the_1960's

when the system was becoming a recognized ahd highly effective delivery

medium. At that time, It wasn -ealized tlat PLATO would make an even

-reater difference to the disabled learner than to the able-bodied. However,

it has, and its true potential is still barely tapped. These new directions

and opportunities are the focus of this paper.

Background

Control Data Corporation's ex;-rience in vocational edUCatien datt, b-ark

to the early 1960's, The company is very much .a child Of the technology

age: It was:started in 1957 by Bill NbeeiS; Wig is Still cha)rman and chief

executive Officer, and a small group of experts in what was then a very

primitive_ computer industry. Their idea was to capture the market for

large-scale scientific and engineering computers--what would now be called

the rsuper-computer" field.

In the early 1960's, there was a _severe shortage of computer

technicians. Those who could be four( had received_electroni.:s ttaining in

the military or had_been to a vocational school for two yeart. At the time,

It %vac generally accepted that che training of tethnitiant inVOlined a minimum

of two years Of SChoolin. . Even so, Control Data had to train its new hires

for several more months, on company time, to equip them Co dc the Tob we

needed to have done.

Based On the premise that nibe months of training is adequate to learn

the essentials of entry-level computer programming and computer maintenance;

the company decided to start its own school. The_sch_ool was called Control

Data Institute (CDI). The school sought to offer students an oppoetunity tO

get_started in a career in a minimum amount of time with maXiMal eicpoSUre te

practical instruction It offered competency-baSed:traiiiing, and delivered

technology_-baSed Skills which were, needed :in a napidly expAding industry.

As these traihing,programs grew, the schools began to consider the question

of "How sheuld we be teaching these skills?"

The problems facing the educators at CDI were problems of productivity:

less money to operate the school, more knowledge_ to deliveri_and_ higher

demands for consistent, quality instruction. Just as _in business; the

solution to many Productivity problems is the application of technology:. Ftir

this reason; at about the same time it was creating COI, COntrOl Bata WAS
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develn 1 its PLATO comp,ter-based education (CBE) sWern which has become

the ce-tertiece cf a ram,. of Control Data programs ;:r.e. businesses.

7,e ';-7' approach trains people to competency rather than for a set

length of time. :n that strse, it is a pnrfpc: y_A- vocational educa-

educat-in w're the rjrpoxe . ;; or skillsno more, no

less: Iti e also an i_c_%;1 .etion, "How shou.d we be

teaching these skills?"; all tech;cal i; 7, provided at our CDI's is

deliverec on PLATO.

rumte y c ago the_ company adgpted a _unique business strategy:. to

address scriet. neods as business opportunities. We sought 10 _offer

profitable !- ness solutions. Make no mistake--we're n6t a charitable

organization. ;owever. ? feel there's more than one pa "'. to the bottom

line. Cont-o7 Data has chosen to get there solving needs instead of

fulfillino want.

. Ar early c7nonent of this strategy was the establishment of programs

with ',crool: syctems in economic.'lv depressed communities. The quality of

education in mar: Of _these :communities_ waS well below par; and _Such

circumstances trnritenee to instiin7ionalize poverty ;and underachievement

droong youth. ,r extension of this strategy was the iestatilishment of

proprietary train'ng centers which came to be known as Fair Break Centers.

Io_thesc programn th!a target population was older, generally in their late

teens and twenti,s. Their needs were similar, however. Even though many of

theistude.;ts hae.3-aduated from high school, _they lacked certain basic math,

readino and language skills ane certainly possessed_some attitudes_ which

would _serve them poorly in society and_ the workplace. The burgeoning

libraries of the PLATO CBE System provided the basics upon which several

appropriate curricula were developed.

Among each of these populations were included students:with deiciencies

of physical or mental capabilities which some refer to as "handicaps5 These

conditions _may have boen developmental or acquired but they limited, to

varying degrees, the amount of lea,"ing the individual coule absorb, the

Speediat which it could be acquired, or the ways in which instruction could

be drliveted:

. The next .s.-p with. this _population was . to develop_a. training .program anri

select a project to determine the feasibility of delivering training_ to

people with a variety of handicapping_ coneitions. _AS the:first _demonstration

project, we en t to focus on severely disabled adu. ,s; those:whose los_was

so extensive that obtaining education or training at a traditional sch6Ol or

training site was not_ a viatle alternative. This program came to be known as

HOMEWORK. The thrust of HOMEWORK was to provide vocational training and

independent living skills that wuuld enable such individuals to obtain

competitive employment.

Initially, we chOsi, our own CDC employees; who, becauSe_ of debilitating

injury or illness, found themselves on long-term disability wit, no

reasonable hope of returning to competitive_ employment. Of the group of

twelve in the initial computer programming class, eight were: able: tO:retUrri

to i-ork full-time (from their homes), and each remained on the job at least
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six. .months. Three are still employed with CDC and recently celebrated the

fifth anniversar.} of their return to wori.

ThAs deMonstration project experience convinced us that we had the

-esources which would enable us to provide training and employment

i,ossibilitiet to even the most severely disabled indi1s. Since that

time we have returned 25 CDC employees to work. We have also offered

HOMEWORK traii.rig and placement service to other companies and agencies. The

results have been extremely encouraging; yielding a 90 percent training

Lorpletion rate and a placement rate consistently over 75 percent.

Since individualized . training delivered _to_ a Student's place of

residence is an expensive_training alternative, CDC sought to develop lesS

costly program modelS. One such. option CDC has, been pursuing is to form

working relationships with various public and private organizations charged

with providing services to people with handicaps. Some examples of these

programs and their outcomes will be considered later in this paper.

The r of these demonstrations convinced CPC that educational

services_t, ;cople with handicapping conditjons is a .societal_ need to which

we can prr .le useful services as a..sound _business. venture. Thus, the

Disability ervices Division was established in_ early 1985; . and we are

finding exciting opportunities for us and for those we plan to serve.

Definitions and Principles

point, it will be useful to establish several definitions and

address ..ome basic principles L-cierlying the philosophies of rDC's

p-cpriE'..y school initiatives. Many of these principles also serve as a

framework for other proprietary schools.

H.st., let's examine the distinction between education and training.

Education generally refers to the process Of introducing a Student to new

knowlfMge with the primary purpose of expanding his horizons _and causing him

to think. It is the fonm_cif instruction: identified with ithe colleges and

universities, and is identified with intellectual growth. The term training

most frequently if used to describe the lear.ing requirA for a specific

occupat:on. Its .,41 is to provide and improve skills requir-d to do a job

more effectively. It concentrates mostly on "hows"; giving little any

attention to considerations of_"why" something is done in a certain way.

The_ term "proprietary school" is basic to our discussions herein;

Control.Data's schoOls are proprietary schools. A diCtionary definition 0f a

propri.Aary ischbol is one that is privately dwned and managed. It mayialso

have exClusive rights to the curricula and courses it offers. steittls,

speaking, any private school is proprietary, however, the description is

usually reserved for private, for profit vocational schools.

Another important concept is that of "least restrictive environment".

Bajan and Susseri writing in the November, 1982; issue of Exceptional

Children; state that:_

Public taw 94-142 requires_that childrem be educated in thei least
restrictive environment. As private sector providers readithe re,
gulations, this means_educated to the greatest extent possible with
non-handicapped children....Least restrictive environment:_ is
commonly defined as synonymous with public school class. (p. 209)
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/his _introduces a dilemma of which we must be cognizant. David .ludette

(14C7) cbservut.

Eve7: the hest cf private school environments may be rather
artificial and closed compared to public schools. It may be
difficult 11 measure the extent to which-an individual student-may
profit from a mainstreamed situation, when the stto_dont has been ir,

aL_Prtvate iSituation.I :A:youngster who may:demonstrate: :certain
amount of comfort and -.success with a population of_ all_ handicapped
children: may be -.operating in_ surroundings wherethe challenges do
not: reflect real _world conditions. The_ problen. 41 setttng up
ortimum expectations and_ providing_ realistic_ challenges for a

group composed solely of handicapped ihdividuals is a common one.
Such a predicament is unavoidable- when a nonhandicapped population
is not available to the student. (p.215)

Since many of the students to be educated or trained within Control Data

schools do have handicapping conditions, the provisions of P.A. 94-14? gave

c' ;e to proceed carefully in the establishment of programs and services._ In

: p,ugram development procEss we concludEd that: we were_meeting the intent

the legislation; there simply wasn't another viable program option

available for the students we !were serving.:

Finally, the prim)ry objective 5f these efforts is the preparation of

handicapped youth for independent living. A key to achicying this outcome

is securing competitive employment. If,_ as the U.S. Department of Education

estimates, 70 per cent of handicapped youth graduating from our secondary

schools have extremely limited training in vocational areas leadirg to

competitive employment, and sirce rn,re than 4,0W,000 . students_ are _served

annually under the provision! of F.1 ?4-142; (Mathematics PoTicy Pc;eirch;

1984);! the challenge to provide: transitional programs is indeed large:

_These: definitions prompt a number! of queStions for our furthe-

consideraticn, the two paramoun;._ es17ons being:

1. Why d'o proprietary sct exist?

2. Why are transition-oriented programs for handicapped youth needed?

The Public Schools

A consideration of the p0lic schools, ;r current conditions; and the

effect on their total student population can vlvide insight into the special

needs of the handicapped student. A mult: .oe:of reports ahd studies have

been released lni the llast three years that clearly suggeet our sctiocils'

perfOrmance has declioed .nd that the nation'o young people are not being

given the education they need to cope in an irL.easingly complex and

competitive world. Unquestiocebly, the capability of our educational

institutions to provide quality edu ition and training at all levels will be

a major factor in determining how u.el' thc nation can compete in:the world

Marketplace, as well as t' extent to which employment and other aspects of

eonnomto well b !PstiCe are provided for all Americans:

It has b-r clear that the traditional methcrds of

education demanf 4. iab-or ahd cannot adequately dea/ with the

problems at hane. .4 .4, .1 segment of tf,: public education nstablish-

ment can or t,nould be aUrixed w th blame for this decline. We simply have

not responded Zo the great potential availaUle today in the form of

technology development and its applications to edvltion practice.
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Teachers have been increasingly required to attend to nonteaching duties

in the present system. They have reacted_to the conditions by struggling '0

retain some_ sense of identity and control over their professional lives;

However; the traditional central ,role of the teacher in the classroom as a

patient and tireless friend, coach, and advisor to youngsters has continued

to deteriorate. The close relationship between teathers and students has

been the strength of our public education system for many decades:

Unfortunately, it has eroded considerably in recent years.

The urgently needed improvement in educational quality, productivity,

and timeliness cannot be achieved at an affordable cost without the maxiTum

use of technology in the !.eaching process. To date; schools have not 7-.3ce

significant orogress in chat direction!, iTo achieve that goal a teasonable

length of time will require substaAial .hanges in th2 educatirrial system.

Technology

Presently, the most comprehensive and widely used educational technology

is the PLATO computer-based education. PLATO uses a gariety pi other media,

including video and audio tapes, discs, slides, and digital inputs and

outputs. It manages the learning environment and delivers high quality;

diversified learning at significantly lower_costs than traditional edocatiJn.

The development of PLATO has been underway for more th,in twenty years;

Iti includes hundreds of cooperative projects with universities, secandary

schools, government, foundations, large companies, small czwipanies, ard

individuals. As a result, a wide range of courseware is available consisting

bf 12,000 hours of lesscn material in a broad range of subjects.

With the growing availability of computers in the public schools and

resources such as PLATO, one might expect that applications of educational

technology would be widespread. Unfortunately, that is not the case. In

spite of the availability of complete curricula; most computers in scnc.,4;

today _are being used almost_ exclusively as a supplemental device; almost as

if they, are nothing more than another fort of audio-visual, aid; !They at..

simply being superimposed upon the traditional :learning environment and are

not helping :to bring any real change to the labor-intensive instructional

process itself. This being the case, the answer to the questions "Why do

proprietary schools exist?" and "Why are transition-oriented programs for

handicapped youth needed?" becomes quite clear: There is a need. Proprietary

schools; such as those operated by the CDC; have emerged as_ important

supplemental_ alternatives to_ public education programs, In such schools

organizational; teaching; and technology_ applications can be readily

developed; pilot tested, and offered to a wide range of students.

Control Data Corporation's Schools

This section will review some specific examples of schools and training

centers that CDC has established, both for a general student population, and

some examples that were developed exclusively for handicapped students. How-

ever, first a more detailed look at the educational use of computers is in

order.
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Despite all of the hoopla aLout computers in tne classroom, most schools

have only a few computers and the ones that are there, are not used very

effectively. Over the past two years Control Data's response to this

situation has been to design what we call a Model Education Center.

Control Data's Model Education Center represents a systematic approach ti

the introduction of computers, computer software, and computer-based course-

ware into the learning environmcnt. The model _education_center_includes_not

only the conventional computer-aided instructional materials; but also

advanced types of testing and evaluation of students and a record keeping

capability. Thit is an important component because it relieves teachers and

administrators of the burden of trying to track_ the individual performance

characteristics of each child. The system also provides learning pre-

scriptions for each child.

Our experience to date in nearly a dozen model education centers has

shown that the_training of teache-s to understand and manage technology to

its fullest capability is_indeed a complex and time,consuming_ taskAlthough

we prefer that the tei.chers would work in the model _education centers under

the guidance of the business sector; it is possible to perform this training

funCticn with the teachers still as employees of the school itself-.

In the Model Education Center in rural Forest City, Iowa, 700 students

are _involved 4ith computer-assisted and computer-managed instruction on a

daily basis. In any giv2n week, over 2,000 hours of instruction are

delivered using A wide variety of computerited tools and staffing .tions.

This system has been _in place over two years nom and we find that teachers,

given a significant amount of training and coaching by Control Data in the

use or PLATO cooputer-based education technology, are changing their methods

of operation. They are adopting new teaching strategies. :They find_ they

have more time to deal with the individual differences of their ttUdentt;

There is a growing sense of excitement within the school about the use of the

computer to energize the total curriculum. In fact, the students are

becoming much more active learners than ever before.

CDC staff are constantly evaluating what is happening in Forest City.

The entire educational community from elementary schools throu0 the cOm-

munity college has made a commitment to_ the use of_ PLATO computer technol-

ogy. They ate working cooperatively to improve the productivity uf the

learners and teachers, !bring idOwn the costs, and proeuce the vety bett

outcome they can for their children.

There appear to be three major factors which have helped accelerate the

computer's penetration into schools. Rural schools are one of those

factors. Dire consequences face rural schools as they compete for the

services of fewer_ and fewer qualified teachers _to provide math and science

instruction to declinino student populations. To illustrate the problemi in

1981; fewer than 300 maiors in science and math education were enrolled in

the: University Of Cali. Jrnia and the California state systems combined;

During that same year over 2,200 openings existed for such teathers in

California. That trend is worsening in California and across the United

States. While it is bad for urban schools--it is a disaster for rural

schools.
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The Mcidel Education Center tan help solve this teacher scarcity

problem. For example, we have signed agreements with four rural school

districts near Duluth, Minnesota, and with the Duluth school district.

Duluth provides on-line teacher assistance to these nearby rural schools

which have access to PLATO via a mainframe in Minneapolis. _This project

afiects about 12,000 students among the five _communities. Duluth has on-line

andoff-line access and concentrates on math, science, and instructional

management.

CDC has also made a major commitMent to the public schools in

Bloomington, Minnesota. Over the next five years, this school district of

over 13,000 children will commit most of the teaching of science, mathe-

matics, computer literarcy, and language arts to computer-based education.

In the meantime, they will attack the problem of inefficient classroom

processes by changing and adopting to the use of the_computer in the ways

suggested, atross_ themultiple _schools of_ that system. They will be

attacking cost increases, setting higher goals for the students; improving

the content of instruction; and learning more about each student.

Advanced types of computer-based testing are part of the Model EducaiJon

Center concept. These testing programs measure a student's ability to

integrate and deal with abstract concepts, measure basic changes in aptitude,

and undertake a variety of computer adaptive testing techniques. Such

testing creates the capacity to develop an individual learning prescription

for each youngster.

Transitional Programs _

The foregoing narrative has suggested that there_ iS an alternative

approach to ttantitional programs7-that is ito structure the instruction, its

delivery, arid reinforcement in such a way that the need for a special program

is eliminated or at least substantially reduced. Note well that the model

education centers do serve some _students with physical qr mental

handicaps--but it doesn't matter! They receive instruction at a pace which

permits mastery that will prepare them for postsecondary living, either to

undertake gainful employment or to go on to further academic or vocational

programs;

However; we realize that sweeping solutions will only come with time,

and= there_is an immediate need for transition7oriented programs. As noted

earlier, Control Data has training centers that have been operating with

great success in economically disadvantaged locations. The Fair Break

centers are directed at the 18-24 age group and form the basis for the

training approaches the Disability Services Division has established with a

number of rehabilitation organizations

The goal of _these centers is to prepare the student flr competitive

employment anii independent_ living. This is accomplished by providing that

teaining;_ and only that training; that the student needt, to attain that

goal. The coursework is prescriptive and mastery-bated, thut assuring the

efficient movement of the student through the course of study.
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The program consists of the following components:

Orientation - The student is introduced to the program and to
the PLATO system, and an assessment of his training needs is

begun.

Educational Counseling - The :instruction and counsel,nq is _an
on,going_ support service to the student: It besin:s with the
establishment of a training plan:

Remediation Training - The initial objective for this training
was to prepare the student for the GED high school equivalency
examination. It is now also being used in the training centers
to address any deficits in reading, language, or math that are
determined during the assessment process.

Coping Skills Training - Participants learn about specific
skills _needed :to_ function producttvely-in ()tin -their:personal
lives anA in their:jobs_. :Topics covered include employability
attitudes, understanding:_ others and :yourself; communication
skills; and overcoming self-defeating behaviors.

Independent_ Living Skills - Participants are provided a

selection of lessons-from the three-course curriculum depending
on their needs. The courses are: "Choosing a Lifestyle",
"Getting Training & Employment", and "Developing Relationships".

Job Search - Participants learn and practice job-seeking skills,
identify job leads,_ and contact empl7yers. Employment
counseling assists _partici_pants in establishing their employment
goals and in seeking an appropriate job.

Job_ Placement I Under the direction of the job developer,
participants search for appropriate employment: Retention
services are provided to each participant after placement.

Occupational Skills Training - The training centers offer a

va,..iety of vocational training opportunities depending on
occupational needs of the geographic location, and the aptitude,
interests and other capabilities of the student. Among the
curricula available are General Office Clerical, Accounting
Clerk, Bank Teller, Word Processing Clerk, Information
Processing Specialist, Retail Sales, Automated Office
Technology, and Dig.ital Electronic Technician.

Interorganizatior,al ..fforts

CDC has undertaken tWo demonstration projects _in collabbration with

rehabilitation agencies. These interorganizational efforts have_accelerated

the development of the various CDC training centers. In the early 1970s the

Rehabilitation Services Administration of the U.S. Department of Education

established a program called Projects with Industry (PWI). Its aim was to

foster cooperative efforts between public agencies and private companies to

encourage employment of disabled individuals. Control Data first bc,came

involved with TVI in 1979; forming a partnership with the Sister Kenny

Institute An Minneapolis; Minnesu.a. A PLATO-based trainihg center was

established in their Occupational Evaluations unit.

The following year an even more extensive PWI program ,began _at:the

International Center for the Disabled in New York City. Each of these

rehabilitatior facilities offer remediation and clerical training courses,

which they have integrated into existing training and placement programs.
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The results of these programs are impressive. Approximately 140

students:who go through the programs of these two agencies are placed each

year; The cost per platement te the Rehabilitation Services Agency was only

about $600;

Concluding Comments

The educational training centers developed by CDC in recerit years are

showing impressive results, _However; Ahey all are faitly neW and ho

statistically conclusive data is yet available. The interim results already

suggest that_computer-based education offers an array of valuable outcomes

for handicapped youth and adults. Undoubtedly, Control Data and other

private educational organizations will continue to develop and market

programs that provide disabled individuals with skills that will enhance

their ability to obtain competitive employment.

With 80 percent of disabled individuals either unemployed or under-

employed, it is critical that effective:training strategies continue to:be

developed and delivered to prepare disabled individuals for,competitiVe

employment. Proprietary educational organizatiOnt like Control Data view
this situation as a vital area of societal needS, and will continue to

aggressively implement: ttaining and rehabilitation strateOes that will

address the need in test effective ways.
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Commentary: Proprietary Schools:
A Case Study

Sherry Ramsey

Graduate Research Assistant
Office of Career Development for Special Populations

Historically, proprietary schools have served asia viable zIternative to

the traditional _curriculum offered by the public school system. kyrogram
such _as the Control _Data :Corporation's_ "model education center" which

utilize; computer-based instruction, evaluation and testing, and record

keepinc, shows considerable promise for enhancing educational opportunities

fOriall students. In choosing such an alternative, handicapped individuals

need to assess carefully the potential benefits they would recetve from such

programs--job placement, tuition, follow-up services_i and retraining are

among the important facets to consider. Financial assistance eligibility

from vocational rehabilitation or other governmental agencies TS also a

determining_ factor. These are just a few concerns and variables tha,

students and their parents have toweigh in choosing a program.

Control Data Corporation and other proprietary schools need to make

known their unique programs and services. Since they are private and for

profit organizations, they must take it upon themselves to provide pertinent

information to educate potential consumers as to_the__benefits of: their

particular program. This can be accomplished_by_developing more extensive

and systematic contacts with_the public schools; professional organizations,

advocacy groups; and__service organizations that deal With training and

employment_of handicapped youth;

Control _Data Corporation has entered an exciting arena in the

develnpment of computer-based education (CBE) Which opens new horizons for

the, handicapped individue. CLE provides expanded and more marketable

employment options for these indivliAuais. Competency in computer usage_will

definitely be an asset to handicapped youth as the use_of computers becomes

more commonplace. Those who are not "computer literate" will be even more

handicapped. It is encouraginl _to_ altness that the wave of technology that

has encompassed this century is beginning to_flow _in the di"ection of aiding

handioapped_individuals An the job Market rather than washing them awy and

abandoning them on the shores of obsolescence.

_As the computer _works its way into the classroom--it also enters

vocational training sites. CBE can be a useful tool in the vocational

training of some handicapped individuals. This concept promotesboth
independence and individualized instruction. CBE is_a_relatively untappeA

resource that should not be overlooked in the training process for handicapped
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youth. However, it is not for everyone and caution should be taken in pre-

scribing a CBE program.

Proprietary schools are as diverse in their purpose and curriculum as

public _schools. CDC appears to be unique in its focus on education and

training for handicapped individuals. The _teacher education aspect of this

program is also commendable; Instructing teachers to use the _computer

effectively:with the_ students is necessary to receive the maximal benefit of

both technology and instruction.

Computer "imagination" is the ability to extend oneself to do something

that cuuld not be done before without the use of a computer--not just

automating what is already done. CDC appears to incorporate this view in

their training. With this philosophy they are pioneering innovative ways to

use techno,ogy to benefit the handicapped that will result in gainful

employment;

While their basic mission is somewhat different, perhapsthe public

schools can learn from the proptietary _schools the importance of a

business-like attitude in the training of handicapped youth. Greater

efficiency in the training process would be cost effective,_and may result in

a greater number of job placements for handicapped individualS.
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Chapter 7

Higher Education

Janet M. Floyd, Ph.D.

University of Illinois at Urbana.Charnpaign
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Higher Education

Author Gail Sheehy; in _her best-selling book passages, suggested that
life is a _series of: pastages,:i cOunterpeinting the development of our

personalities: throughout lifeiwith: the societal expectations of individual

performance_during giVen life phase, i.e., the twenties, thirties, etc:

SuccesStUl "pastage connotes completion of an established goal within a life

segment, e:g., graftation from college dnd establishing a career in the early
twentiet; purchasing a home and beginning a_family in the early thirtiet;

etc. Passages may be of major importance_within an individUal't life tpan,

or merely a transition from one_phase of:life tO the Meit,

Fcr most _of us, the: li'e transitions we Okperience are made with
relatively minor ddjustment(s). HowFver, for soMe individuals transitions

can be difficult and: troublesome: to complete. A group of individuals who are

especially vulnerable to difficult transitions are individuals _who are

identified MOMbers of special population groups, the specific popula-
tiOn fecused on in this pi,er--persurs with_disabilities. Although there are

Many recognized service providers who suggest and plovide sUpportiVe terVices
and resources to individuals identified ori_labelled: at handita00ed, the
quality and effectiveness of services for the trantitien process remains

suspect:in terms o quality: This iS eVidented through the lower status of

handicapped individuals ii our OdUtational systems, in their limited

employment or,:st;rtunities, and in basic societal attitude biases toward

disability generally.

Nattenal reports on the status of secondary schools (Education: Commis-

tiOn bf the States, 1983; National Academy of Sciences, 1984) inditate an
iiiiMediate priority for drastic reforms_ in high school cUrritUla. Both

reports urged schools to focus on providing basic and eMplOyability skills

a'ong with some vocational exporience(s) whiCh Will enable youth to make .a

smoother transition to employment_lor: further education following high

schoto, Reflecting these_ :report findings, Will (1984) reported that an

estimated 250;000 te 300,000 youth leave special education programs--through

droppimg out, ,cOmpleting graduation requirements, or reaching their states
maXimum toinpulsory age for handicapped youth attending public schOOL
EMploytent and postsecondary opportunity for these youth_ appear severely
restricted. Further, the National Center for Educational Statittitt (1984)

reported startling figures reflecting a decline in the prOpOrtion bf students

graduating from high school._ The percentage Of 18 yeai- olds graduating from
high school fell from 75:7% in_ _1970 -.to i71.7% in 1981. This trend _is

occurring during a: time when:a high school diploma has become increasingly

important ;r1 entering the workforce. Approximately 1.1 million high school

age studentt fail te graduate each spring with their_age peers._

While thiS information about our educational systems_ As disturbing,_the

data dettnibing the employment problems are_ equally distressing; Gentile

!1977) suggested that of 30 million individuals:with disabilitiet in the

U.S., potentially 11 million are employable andiyet less than 4.1 Million are

employed. Will (1984); citing data from the 11;5 COMMitSitin on Commission on
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Civil Rights (1983) and the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1982), documented that

between 50-80" of the working age adults who reported a disability were

jobless._ _ _ _

Data are equally distressing relative to earnings. Gentile (1977) has

reported most of the disabled actually employed are underemployed; working in

jobs below:their _skill or ability level,: and often earning incomes that are

significantly below the poverty level. Levitan and Taggart (1976)

additionally observed that disabled males, when compared to able-bodied

peers, earn 20t less in both wages and salary.

The underemployment experienced by individuals with disabilities may be

reflective of a lack of understanding by employers, negative attitudes of the

work place; and/or the_ perceived limited capability of individuals with

disabilities to make complete and successful transitions. In considering_the

apparent difficulty of, making an effective transition from secondary

educational settings for disabled youth; lihe has to consider the

postsecondary educational options and their availability to adequately serve

this special population group.

Historically, postsecondary educational settings (e.g., community

colleges, vocational-technical training programs, colleges, or universities)

have demonstrated reticence in accommodating the needs of individuals with

disabilities attempting to enroll_ and _participate _in_ programs. Rusalem

(1962) desoribed an early_study by Gitnich which substantiated a_ lack__of

response to the needs of students with handicaps in a postsecondary

environment. Gitnich (1944), having surveyed 320 institutions of higher

learning, found they were highly selective in the type and degree_of handi7

capped student considered admissible. In addition, few of the colleges and

universities provided adequate facilities or arcillary services. Prior to

the early 1970s, handicapped advocacy precipitated little attention and few

crises, so_education felt little impetus to change (Lynton, 1973). A student

with a handicap; if admitted_to a postsecondary institution either adapted to

6 barrier filled environment or departed from that environment; When early

dropouts occurred, the college or university personnel felt little guilt or

surprise regarding that action-. The atypical individual _had been "accepted"

and it was his/her responsibility to "fit in." The inability to make this

occur was generally perceived as student failure, not an institutional one.

By structuring the burden of failure so it was placed with the individual

with a handicap, postsecondary institutions felt no responsibility (Malikin 5

Rusalem, 1972).

In recent years; substantial progress has been made in providing_post-

secondary, including higher educational opportunities; for handicapped

individuals. Studies have shown increased concern relative _to accommodating

individuals with handicaps (Condon, 1951; Condon Lerner, 1955)_

As we consider equal access to education, _there_are several barriers_and

bitions to b2 considered (Fasteau, 1980): (a) lack of understanding

concerning the needs of handicapped individuals, (b) negative attitudes and

preconceived expectations held by educators, and (c) the propagation of

stereotypic labels._ Use of the term handicap presupposes there are concrete

things called handicaps and that people we call handicapped possess character-
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istics distinguishable from other people. Most of the legal enactmentt and

decisions use this same assumption_ and accept "handicapped/non-handicapped"

as a precise; objective categorization (Burgdorf; 1983);

Educators and psychologists use the term "self-fulfilling prophecy" to

describe a process whereby Stigmatizing labels tend to conform to the

expectations created by those labels (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). This

effect is_magnified when there are practical applications.

An important element in delineating who is or is not handicapped is

social judgment--a person truly qualifies as being handicapped when labelled

by others (Bartel & Guskin, 1971). Regardless_ of the application of the

label "handicapped" by a _person_or entity in a particular instance, a strong

societal value judgment is_apparent:

What ts distinctive about and _common to all handicapped individuals
is not sci much their _own characteristics as the characteristic
response _af others to them. A handicapped person is someone whom
others think is incompetent or unattractive, someone who others
want to help or protect or avoid. Physicians, psychologists,
educators, arid rehabilitation experts merely rationalize and
institutionalize the layman's pity and antipathy That:_is,
professionals create terminology, organizaticui,- and treatment
patterns which foster and stabili_zie _the :_distinctive _status
relationship between handicapped persons and others; (Bartel and
Guskin, 1971; p. 75)

Continuing, the social judgments_ drawing the line between normality and

handicap seem equally arbitrary, i.e, how much_motor limitation constitutes

an orthopedic handicap, how much visual loss constitutes a visual

handicap,_ how much hearing loss constitutes a hearing handicap? The

posting of a social definition therigives clarity to the impact of labelling:

What is -a handicap in social terms? -It- is an imputation of
difference from others: -more _particularly,_ imputation of an
undesirable difference. By definitiom then,: a person_ said to be
handicapped is so defined because her_ deviated from what _he himself
or others believe to be normal or appropriate. (E. Friedson, 1965,
p. 72)

Albright and Phelps (1977) noted that educators traditionally use labels

that are frequently based on a medical mode. Terms such as "handicapped,"

"disabled," "limited,"_or "deficient," frequently work to the detriment of

the labelled individual. Labelling tends to create over-generalization and

the assumption that the cause of the learning/ teaching problem resides with

the student. This assumption has given atypical individuals the

characterization of having implicit deficits and liabilities (FatteaU;

1980). Negative attitudes _are rationalized then with _this characterization

and educators believe these atypical students cannot achieve.

Disability in Postsecondary Environments

Fonosen, Arany, Lee, and Loving (1982) noted that while the number of

disabled persons enrolled in college programs has increased over the last

decade, efforts to involve disabled students in a total career_education

process have been sorely lacking. To encOurage_ more Aisabled students_to

enroll in postsecondary programs, they suggested that institutions strengthen

their efforts in the following areas:
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Remove architectural barriers.

Identify the career education needs of disabled students.

Train career counselors to assist disabled students.

Design innoYative :approaches for meeting the career preparation
needs of disabled students.

Since shortly after World War the importance of ancillary support

services to facilitate accommodation of individuals with handicaps in

postsecondary institutions has been recognized by leaders in the rehabilita-

tion field. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, through

enlightened (or conscience-directed) administrative leadership, founded a

sophisticated program centering around a disabled students center and

special on-campus transportation facilities (Rusalem, 1980). While this

pioneering effort has long heen available as a model foriother institutions;

similar changes in other universities have occurred very slowly

Spurred by legislation, La revolution: is occurring in postsecondary

educational opportunities for indiviCluals with handicaps (U.S. Department_of

Health, _Education and Welfare, 1977). Postsecondary ancillary services for

handicapped students _Are still in a state of flux, and additional innovative

programming is being introduced annually. Unresolved problems,

continue to confront institutions of higher learning; including:

Overcoming_ faculty resistance to atypical students

special interventions;

Reducing prejudice among the_general student population, as well
as the community housing the institution.

Maintaining costs of special programs and ancillary services with
the current austerity budgets.

Providing more relevant career education and vocational
rehabilitation enabling handicapped individuals to select

realistic vocational goals.

however,

requiring

Extended medical and/or health problems.

L,When further considering the functional implications tf these five

problems the commonality reflected in each is the negative attitudes

pervasive in our society. The admiration generated for theimage of perfec-

tion (i.e.. the use of "high fashion" models and "glamorous" Hollywood stars

as role models) encourages us to reject anything or anyone who is

"different." The fear and rejection of what we don't_understand or know from

our personal experience fosters the_ formation of negative attitudes by the

time youth reach adolescence. Professors who have never had a student with a

diSability in a class situation and are suddenly confronted with the

potential. presume that :different vadinq ceitetia; different and more

specific preparation, and the student's likely inability to,perfOnm,with

peers are circumstances that will impinge on their normal work load.

Occasionally, this potential can create an even more negative attitude before

the professor/instructor even meets and talks to the student (with a

disability). RoOmmates who walk into their assigned rooms May have diffi-

culty hiding the shock. _dismay, ori unwillingness to room with a mommate who

has a disability; An often immediate reaction is to ask for reassignment;
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and in the interim avoid their_living situation _as much as possible, creating

a _more fefined feeling e_f_ objection and confusion-. This unwillingness to

expose oneself to a_ possible positive learning experience, as well as

possibly farming a new friendshipnly reinforces negative attitudes Ind

preconceptions about disability:

The potential for one-on-one education to resolve negative attitudes at

professor-ttudent end roommate-to-roommate levels is substantial within both

the generA university community and the community where the educational

institutions is based. The university community must assume fiscal

responsibility, ,nd for extensive full range,ancillary services; the budget

required is significant. _Issues requiring large dollar commitments range from

interpreters (fort hearing impaired) to production:of adaptive materials (for

visually_ impaired) to transportation issues and services. Although the

"technolojical:revolution" nf the:19BOt represents significant advancement in

providingancillary servce arid allowing the individual with a disability to

more easily interface with higher education environments, it represents an

even greater financial burden to those assisting the physical accommodation

and ;.rogrammatic accessibility issues.

These and other factors impinge to varying degrees (in individual caset)

upon learning potential and/or performanceE The potential impact may not be

recognized in the educational mainstream (i.e., a postsecondary educational

institution). Special learning problems of students with handicaps (i.e.,

uneven academic performance) may be overlooked or misdiagnosed as emotional

instability or maladaption (Gearhart, 1973). These learning variables can be

further influenced by programmatic and procedural barriers.

Lecislative Mandates Effect on Higher Education

The aceent of P.L. 94-142 (the__Education of All Handicapped Children's

Act) and P.L. 93,112 _(the Rehabilitation Act Amendments) have_ been a legal

extension of_the principle of egalitarianism. Many professionals, especially

educators; have strongly espoused this:egalitarian principle for handicapped

individual through normalization. With mandated equal opportunity being

available, the number of individua1s with handicaps enrolling in

postsecondary educational programs has steadily increasea since_ the _late

1970s. This trend stimulates se-eral significant _questions as _we consider

accessibil:ty to and accommodation for equal educational opportunity:

Which handicapped groups are enrrlling in postsecondary
institutions?

What is the_ nature, extent and quality of ancillary support
services available te theM?

What problems and barriers do handicapped individuals encounter
in making their transition from seccndary schools?

To what extent are postsecondary institutions-developing programs
to accommodate handicapped students pursuing curricular intereSts
in the mainstream?

If a. handicapped student begins hit/her postsecondary career at a
community college, hew well do they transition to a four-year
institution?
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How well do postsecondary graduates tfansition into the workforce
and the career Of their choice?

While research interest in this area has been growing in the past few

years, the legislative impacts of equal opportunity in educational areas _is

so recent that little data or literature exist specifically addressing

individuals with handicaps, especially in postsecondary settings.

The two pieces of_legislation enacted in the early 1970s mandated equal

access to_education; as well as equal opportunity in employment. The phrase

"reasonable accOmmodation," which,most frequently _guides the actions of an

institution or an employer, was the essence of these pieces of 1( -islation,

The most identifiable response by society to the Rehabilition Ac:_ ^nd this

phrase "reasonable accommodation" was in visible_physical,accommodations such

as elimination of barriers and creation of functional accessibility ifOr

mobility impaired individuals. Currently, most educational institutions

would consider themselves accessible based on having met the minimum physical

accessibility standards. Of greater consequence to successful transition and

integration processes for handicapped individuals is programmatic

accessibility Which can provide education that will help change the

pervasive, basic attitudinal biases indigenous to our society.

Ancillary Services in Higher Education

Currently, one of the best analyses of ancillary services available to

individuals with disabilities in postsecondary educational settings (i.e.,

community colleges; vocational training_ Programs, colleges and universities)

is Hartman's compilation; the Directory of College Facilitiesand Services

for the Handicapped; The Directory_ contains information obtained from

responses Ao a four-page ouestionnaire sent to all postsecondary institutions

in the United States, :United States possessions, and Canada. Some_excerpts

of responses listed in the Directory reflect some:Of the most prevalent

barriers relative to the handicapped in higher, education environments: For

example, "At the university, elevator controls are brailled: and lowered,

drinking, fountains are lowered, telephones are lowered, bathrooms are

accessible; reserved parking is available and there are power doors and

ramps", (p. 147); or "The nature of the programs and career training do not

normally:attract handicapped students; therefore; it has not been difficult

to provide special services for individual care;" (p. 199); or "The

university will make reasonable accommodations for handicapped persons on an

individual basis." (p. 147).

The initial response to the Di-rectory information vs that the

legislative_mandates of the early 1970s were indeed successful in developing

accessibility and equal_accommodation. Upon closer perusal of the data,

however, some concerns become apparent to those who are ancillary service

providers in higher education as well as to the consumer. For example,

1. Elimination of only physical barriers (using ANSI standards as

minimum guidelines) may constitute the individual university's only

commitment to accessibility and accommodation.

2. Due to minimal numbers of individuals with handicaps aCtually

completing matriculation, institution administrators often assign



an individual countelor in a student services or counseling role to

coordinate :necessary support services to the disabled student on a

demand basis. Most frequently, this individual has little or no

training in rehabilitation and/cr special education.

3. Preconceived notions of appropriate career options (suitable or

achievable) for handicapped inn'ividuals allowed some: institutional

administrators to "justify' tneir unwillingness to comply tO

program accessi hili ty standar,:t

With any one of these circumstances or a combination: of them apparent in

an institution's policy relative to indiVidCalt with handicaps, the

individual with :a ditability may have a difficult transition to higher

education; and in th0 extreme, the inability to complete postsecondary

schociling.

In reviewinc the entries in the Directory, one quickly finds that

frequently the "contact" individual for many of the institutions is :not a

(rehabilitation) specialist. or even perhaps the individual tespoosjble fge

providing ancillary services. Some of the more feecuently delineated

contacts are: Dean of Students. Director of Personnel , Chief Financial

Officer; Affirmative Action Officer, or Executive Assistant to the

President. Although_ this individual may serve only as the initial contact,

responsible for referring the individual with a disability on to the

coordinator of ancillary services, this initial contact may not accurately

identify the available services or the limitations for_ accommodatirig the

applicant with a disability. As one prospective student commented: "there is

no method developed which_ enablesi one to have knowledge :of, every handicap"

(P, 38)._ _ Another inhibitor which (.rejudices the student's potential

enrollment based on expectation for support services, as well as success in

matriculation, is not :only the institution's delineation of "reasonable

accommodation," but the contact individual 's interpretation of said

"reasonable accommodation." When determining necessary support services on

an individual basis, immediate resources (monetary as well as personnel) may

not be available to provide the level of assistance necessary to assure equal

performance in the academic setting_ (i.e.; reader service; inteepteting

service, daily living skills assistance; mobility assistance, repair and

maintenance of special equipment; _etc.). lf the personnel: resources should

be available to: meet the individual _stUdent's needs, who pays for the

services, the student or institution? The high costs of maintaining

ancillary services compared to the low matriculation numbers of handicapped

freouently create major budgetary conflicts administrators must resolve in

the attempt to maintain program accessibility within the legal _and federal

guidelines. This programmatic_ accestibility is frequently forfeited in favor

of more visible physical accetsibil ity _issues.

Unfortunately; _ when the contact petson _and/or the coordinator _Of

ancillary _services_ has no training in a :specialized field (i.e., retiabili:

tation and/or spec ial education), the problems that arise or exist are often

compounded by preconceptions about a disability and the possible specific

skills of the disabled person (i.e., performance capability in an academic

environment). In the name of accommodation, performance standards become
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altered which will most probably impact negatively not only future career

development, but the individual's ability to compete in the "real world" with

able-bodied peers. As an example, Stilwell (1981) in Barriers in Higher

Education for Persons with Handicaps: A Continued Challenge reported a study

done in_ Kentucky__ Wanting to determine the degree to which Kentucky higher

education was meeting the needs of its handicapped student population"; a

23-item_questionnaire was sent to its 57 institutions (public and private).

Of the 57, 45 institutions responded. Of the:responding schools, compilation

demonstrated -that 86.7 percent of the schools admitted all applicants

regardless of disability. The majority of the schools responding reported

using flexible admission policies, while about half demonstrated no written

policy concerning students with handicaps.

Potential for Success in Higher Education

The _recent testimony of Brian Charlson in an appearance before the

Subcommittee on Select Education of the House toornittee on Education and

LabOr (1985) describes some of: the: problems faced by disabled studentS

wishing to pursue postsecondary education:

Prior to my final year of high school, I attended a vocational
evaluation program at the Commission for the Blind Headquarters in
Portland, Oregon. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, you will be able to
identify with my career -goal. I wanted to obtain a degree in
political science to prepare me to enter public service. -The

Oregon Commission far the J30 ind aoreed to provide me with reader
services; -and I managed :to--pay -my own tuition -at AL community
college for :the:first :two :years of my higher_ education. I then
transferred to Willamette University; a private school _in :Salem,
It was _the ideal classroom for me, since the _campus was located
across the street from the state capitbl building, I _also _worked
to pay_ part of -my expenses- at Willamette. By--the time of

graduating from college in 1978, I discovered I was ill-prepared to
achieve my vocational objective. (exerpted portions of unofficial
transcript)

"I was never advised" is a key statement appearing a few sentences later

in Mr. Charlson's testimony and it reflects a major problem in secondary and

postsecondary _institu/ions. Individuals not familiar with functional

parameters of a specific disability; cannot realistically advise and prepare

handicapped students for their futures, i.e., career planning, :job seeking

skills ahd retaining employment through use of exemplary personal assets and

abilitiet.

Flexible admission policies, instructors who alter specific curriculum

components to allow a student with a handicap to complete given coursework,

or _the waiving of course requirements normally required by students to

complete_ a major do not; in reality; help_ the handicapped__student, but

instead significantly impede their ability to identify and learn their own

limitations; strengths; and weaknesses; Preconceptions relative to a dis7

ability significantly impact the advising which occurs (or does not occur)

with handicapped individuals who are attempting to choose from among various

career options. As with their able-bodied peers, disabled individuals need

guidance in seeking a career which realistically matches their individual

talents, attributes, and personal aspirations.
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Imposed Societal Attitude Barriers

A major concern to disabled individuals, as well as many of the pro-

fessionals currently serving in support service roles, is the continuing,

strong attitudinal barriers that are perpetuated by society in general, The

existing social barriers have long had a major impact on the Educational

process as it is structured for disabled students. As many leaders:in the

field of rehabilitatien have suggested; accommodation and accessibility can

be legislated; but modification of attitudes _cannot. A major challenge to

educators is developing_the ability _of people to look beyond the individual's

handicap and recognize the individual, not the handicap.

This major educational thrust must effect all, including those who are

handicapped. As Hammitt and Hammitt (1985) noted in their editorial in the

June issue of Mainstream:

While Gardner's statements were a slap in the face to all:disabled
persons, there are many disabled pepple:who:themselves subscribe to
this viewpoint. Though they_ may-not consciously:think_this way;
their actionS and-attitudes show that they actually do believe at
some- deep level that_they are somehow responsible for their own
disabilities and that they are not as good as 'normal people.

_ When we_ are willing to accept the -role of second class
citizen, we are projetting an image of being -unworthy of better
treatMent. Every day at college I see my disabled student peers
knuckling under to the demands of a system which does not
accommodate them. Often all that would be necessary to change the
system is for a disabled person to speak up and make their needs
known (p. 6).

"Projecting an image of being unworthy of _better treatment." Fre-

quently, this is the message_a disabled individual has received throughout

the _development years. How can we effectively change programs and

stereotypes to remove the negative attitudes and preconceptions relative to

handicaps?

Again, from the editorial in Mainstream, Hammitt and Hammitt (1985)

comments:

Once one's disabling condition becomes familiar and understandablc .
the real battle begins. Reconciling personal needs with the
handicapping barriers placed upon us by societY and the-environment
is really more difficult than the physical impairment itself.-

--Like everyane else (yes; -even 'normal' people) we are often
trapped_by-eur:own pride_i_ I think the most difficult thing to de
is ask for personal assistance from someone" (p. 6)

Clearly,_ the most significant barrier confronting the individual with a

disability_ is the programmatic/attitudinal prejudice found throughout

society. Modifying and/or eliminating the effects of these societal imposed

barriers should be a major task _of the educational process. All phases of

school-to-work transition, if they are to be successful, depend significantly

on the development of positive self-image_by the disabled person; as well as

open receptiveness by those individuals with whom the disabled: person

interacts_including parents; peers; professors; and employers; Creating_the

ability for self-advocacy allows the individual with a handicap to continue

the larger mission of educating others throughodt his/her life.
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_Transitional Programs

In recent years1 there has been incrcased emphasis on transition

programming between high school programs and postser.ondary educational

placements sucn as further academic education, vocational education, :and

employment, Effective transitional planning must involve representatives

from schools, postsecondary institutions, community-based programs, as well

as employers, parents, and students who can work together to plan services

and options to address the needs of handicapped youth. Usually, five com-

ponents are required to plan and implement transitional programs on a

cooperative basis: (a) awareness among secondary and postsecondary

educational institutions; and service providers of each others' programs; (b)

specification of characteristics of postsecondary service proviers or

employers necessary_ for an: appropriate employer/student match, (c) :the

exchange of names of potential clients between the schools and post-school

agencies, (d) joint planning by school staff, parents, students, post-school

agency staff, and prospective employers prior to transition; ana (e)

feedback from pcs.-school settings to schools after placement (allowing

schools to make changes in program format and content as needed).

Two models currently cited by the United States Department of Education

(1985) for progressive transitional programming are1 located in1 Massachusetts

and Delaware. Massachusetts enacted a statute mandating the formation of a

Bureau of Transitianal Planning in the Office of Human Services, This bureau

will be responsible for ensuring that all handicapped students existing

public schools and still requiring support services will receive services

from the appropriate state agency. More specific policies and procedures are

currently being developed. In the model program developed by the Delaware

Department of Education; two significant factors surfaced: (a) vocational

rehabilitation services personnel must_ work with special educators_ early_in

the student's secondary school career _to identify and plan prevocational and

vocational training_sermices consistent ytith identified needs, and:(b) Create

a mechanism to identify overlaps and _gaps in available services among

agencies in order to determine how their programs can be coordinated and

integrated to best address the needs of handicapped students.

Summary and Conclusions

Since the late 1960s. completion of two- and four-year degrees has

become increasingly important for achieving personal fulfillment and economic

security for many Of our nation.:s young adults; This expectation has

increased the necessity for individuals with handicaps to also enter and

function effectively in higher educational environments. The successful

transition to postsecondary and higher education by handicapped persons

requires social adjustment, appropriate educational and/or vocational

counseling, self-advocacy skills, and an awareness of the need for balance in

life.

As :noted in this discussion, pragrammatic accessibility;_ which_ is

cl2pendent _on open: attitudes toward _disability; is the :most significant

temaining barrier to be addressed. These ccntinulng :negative attitudes ih

society can most effectively be changed throuyh educational processes. The
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two svcific areas of education primary to_creating the necessary attitudinal

changes are: (a) training and encouraging profess_ionals to be conversant with

disability and the needs of individuals with disabilities; and (b) creating

self-advocacy skills in_ individuals with disabilities: Fiji-thee; itnis

discussion has demonstrated the need for those toordinating ahd/or providing

ancillary services Lin higher education settings to have apprcpriate

professional preparation. IhdividUals with a disability can support their

own continued growth and education relative to their disability And the

accommodation(s) they require to be optimally functional and independent.

Additionally, adequately trained service providers will be able to provide an

appropriate level of support 5envices based on individual assessment and

assure full programmatic accommodation.
-

The individual with _the disability is a major factor in positively

impacting societal attitudes; The individual who knows his/her disability

and its parameters can effectively communicate his/her needs and present a

positive self-image. :Unfortunately, the:Militant advocacy occurring during

the late 1960s and early 1970s wh.ch precipitated the legislative mandates of

P.L. 947142 ahd P.L. 93-112 has currently fostered a sense of complacency

among the disabled. Because these laws exist, individuals with disabilities

expect accommodation, and if those expectations are not realized; often do

not have the advocacy skills to create the additional changes: and

modifications that are required. Self-advocacy _creates a more positive

self-image, which:, _hopefully; facilitates the reduction of negative attitUdes

and traditional:strategies.

Increasingly, higher education environments represent an arena which

facilitates the transition from school to working life for handicapped youth

and adults. In universities and colleges, the opportunities for successful

transition are directly effected if the educators and professionals in these

settings achieve the ability to work with individuals7-viewing any

differences or egocentricities as secondary_ to the individual studenCs

personal and career goals. Urtil higher education programs are designed to

successfully facilitate transition, movement through life OaSSages may be

incomplete or unsuccessful for the handicapped individual.
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Commentary: Higher Education

David Espeseth

Graduate Research Assistant

Office of Career Development for Special Populations

Dr, Floyd's paper on Higher Education is primarily focused on: (a)

barriers that hinder access Of :handicapped persons to higher education

facilities and the potential problems faced by individuals who successfully

enter those institutions; and (b) the need to eliminate those barriers and to

ameliorate ancillary services for disibled students.

While great strides have been made by many leading universities and

colleges in eliminating physical barriers (e.g.:; technological advances in

mobility equipment; transportation barriers), there are a wide variety of

less tangible impediments affecting the performance of handicapped students.

Among the obstacles mentioned by Dr. floyd were attitudinal barriers (which

may: include those held by ithe public, administrators, instructors, other

students, or the _handicapped students themselves), poorly-trained ancillary

service personnel, arid misplaced concern for disabled students, To

illustrate this last 4tem, a very interesting point was made that lowering

standards (of admission or grading, for instance) in_an attempt to help a

handicapped student may significantly hinder their knowledge _and acceptance

of their own limitations; strengths, and ultimately their performance in the

workplace. An important question can be raised: tti what extent have studies

been Je (and is there a need_ for more research) to specifically identify

those: less tangible, _nonphysical barriers that impede performance in higher

education and successful transition into the workforce?

Another topic appearing in Dr. Floyd's paper deserving more attention by

all is the self-concept of hand'rapped individuals. Developing a positive

self-image is necessary for one to be an effective self-advocate. And

self-advocacy_ skills are required to make one's needs known, to learn

individual rights; and to express strengths and limitations7all necessary to

achieve success in-school; work, and the transition between the two.

_ Dr. Floyd stres5e5 the need _for educational processes to reverse the

negative attitudes held by much of_ our society against special populaiions.

Two specific targets were cited: (a) training and encouraging professionals

to_be conversant with disabilities and the needs of disabled individuals; and

(b) creating self-advocacy skills ir disabled individuals. By achieving the

second objective, those assertive incividuals of_ the handicapped population

carry out a mission of educating others throughout their lifetimes. Again,ia

question arises that_ is difficult to ignore: how Should this training be

accomplished and who should be responsible foe it?
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Admittedly; it is costly to provide significant programmatic access-

ibility and ancillary services for handicapped students. Yet; is there not

some return on the investment for an institution to go beyond compliance with

minimum accessibility standards to see that equal opportunity for a quality

education is had by all? In more humanistic terms, Dr. Floyd put it well:

!A major challenge to educators is developing the ability of people to look

beyond the individual's handicap; and recognize the 'individual; not the

handicav"

1 1 9
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Education and Training of Disabled Youth in Western Europe

The issue of preparing all youth in7school for entrance to working life

has gained greatiimportance since the wid-I970s in Western Europe._ Eatlier,

these countries had_such low rates of youth __unemployment and such ease in

moving from school to employment, even ftr disabled youth, that they paid

relatively little _attention to the ouantity and quality of the preparation

in-schocil years for this significant step into adulthood. Physically,

mentally, ard socially disabled youth formed 8 highly disproportionate part

of the small residue of youth unemployment_ that persisted _even_under full

employment. Many European countries developed and strengthened programs to

improve the education,_training; and_transition_cf disabled youth:

With the advent of high unemployment; deficiencies in the preparatory

process became_ visible: _Fteviously, under full employment, those

deficiencies had been concealed by ithe strong demand for young workers.

Therefore, programs to assist youth multiplied and new approaches were

introduced. In the process, disabled youth became one among several

categories of disadvantaged youth toward whom remedial measures were

increasingly directed. However, the needs of disabled youth now had to be

weighed against those of other needy youth; in the process, the resources

devoted to disabled youth were relatively, if not absolutely, diminished.

_Against this background, the paper first looks at the policies, of the

European Community (EC) toward diSabled youth. SubSequent sections describe

the programs ,or disabled ycuth in West Germany and proorams focusing on

education, training, and transition in Sweden.

Policies of the European Community

The countries of Western _Europe differ from one another in regard to

the education and training of physically_, mentally and emotionally disabled

youth, as they do oft most other subjects; However; they have in common a

commitment to programs for these groups. Some sense of the general

attitudes and policies can be obtained from statements and activities of the

European Communities (EC). The EC represents the large countries, West

Germany, Great Britain, France, and Italy, as well as the smaller ones; the

most important nonmembers are Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria, and

Switzerland.

Since 1974, the EC has been involved in prcgrams to_ irtegrate the

disabled of all ages_ into society and_the workplace; in 1982 a Bureau_for

the Disabled was established to advance this objective. Estimates are that

between 5 to 9 percent of the population of the EC countries are physically

or mentally disabled. An EC statement in connection with the International

Year of_the Disabled cited thL importance of beginning efforts in the early

years of life:

Such readaptation, however, is often only possible if the situa-
tion of the handicapped is taken into consideration at school or
even before. It is both a question of keeping a close watch:_on
certain specific groups and integrating them as much as possible
in the normal school system; so that they do not feel excluded
from society (1981; p. 5)
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Among initiatives taken at that tire were the preparation of teaching action

programs, studies and eminars on pre-school and school education and

entrance to working life, and the provision of subsidies from the European

Social Fund for vocational readaptation _plans submitted_by member_countries.

The current Community action program_ gives_priority to the_promotion_of

the independencn of the disabled in employment; _housing; access;_mobility;

education, and training. In 1982; a large prortion of the 66;000 diSabled

persons benefitting from European Social Fund subsidies were young. The

community also supports pilot projects for exchange visits by disabled

youngsters across country boundaries. Studies have been undertaken on the

impact of new technologies on the education and training of disabled

children, and on the_adaptation_of vocational training courses for disabled

youth to developments in the job_ market JEC I985b). _Guidelines on_ the

employment of the disabled are in theprocess of being discussed; if adopted

as directives; such policies become binding on member countries (EC 1984a;

b, c,_d; I985a):

Apart from such general actions, EC has also dealt with disabled youth

in its policies for unemployed youth and in programs on the transition from

school to working life. The EC has listed physically, mentally, and

socially disabled youth as one of the categories among disadvantaged youth,

along with ethnic minorities; females; youth with low educational

attainment; isolated; rural youth; or youth in one-industry areas. Although

the disabled are always mentioned in EC declarations about youth:requiring

SpeCial attention, to date the specific suggestions and programs rarely:make

special provision for disabled :youth (EC 1983). AMong the pilot projeCts

conducted in nine member countries as a result of the EC Council Resolution

in December 1976, of those concerning measures to improve the preparation of

young people for work and to facilitate their transition from education to

working life, only 10 percent concerned disabled youth (EC 1980, appendix).

The new round of pilot projects begun in 1983 has none for disabled youth.

The interim evaluation of the first round _of pilot projects made a

significant statement about the physically disabled:

It cannot be ruled_ out that lhe reason why the planners of the
projects offered little-for these groups When the projects_were
set up, and why in the little that-exists actions are not markedly
different from those taken generally, is tnat the roots of the
problem lie not in education but in society.... For the physically
handicapped the major trend in education at the moment is to

integrate them with normal students; apart from making particular
practical provision for their:physical deficiencies there seems to
be liAtle merit if any in treatim them separately. Aoain the
difficulties:in:transition_accftrwhen_they_enter_employmenl; these
are social rather than educational. (1980; pp; 170-171)

Although it is not clear that theSe views would extend to the mentally;

emotionally, and learning disabled, the important point is made that for the

mildly physically disabled, differentiated treatment is not required in

education and initial training, except for certain accommodations to

physical limitations. Moreover, no amount of special education and training

can offset the barriers to equality in employment because factors other than

the ability to perform influence employment. Currently; efforts are under..

way to engage employers organizations and trade unions in the EC drive to
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improve the training, employment, and integration of the disabled of all

ages.

--
West Germany

Like many other federal-type governments, West Germany provides in its
_

Constitution that educational policy, structure, and planning prior to

higher education are the responsibilities of the separate states and

city-states. The Federal government's powers concern the issuance of

framework regulations for higher education; the promotion _of scientific

research, and exclusive responsibility for occupational skills training and

the nonschool portions of vocational education;

Cooperation on educational matters between the Federal ard State

governments occurs on the conStruction and expansion _of higher education

facilities, educational planning through joint federal-state commissions,

and agreements tending toward standardization of the educational systems of

the states in regard to structure, facilities, teaching _content; and

certificates or diplomas. Through these measures; West Germany has reduced

the variability in its educational system and_facilitated transfer of pupils

moving from one state tg another. However, policy on mainstreaming disabled

children remains with the states;

Educational Structure

The structure of the West German education system is rigid and

undemocratic, by American terms. Discipline and teacher authority are

strongly embedded and performance standards are high in comparison with

other countries. A recent statement by an Organization for EconOmic

Cooperation and Oevelopment (OECO) Team of Examiners noted_that the German

educational system "retains some at least of the _elitist andimeritocratic

divisions of the_past; although they have been modified by a hig_expansion

of higher and post,compulsory education and to some extent by easier

movement between different educational chennels" (OECD 1981, p. 119).

Compulsory education ends at 15 in most states; a few have recently added a

10th year. Many pupils stay on for additional full-time education; since

1979, less than half of 15 year-olds have left after compulsory education.

Part-time education is required until age 18.

By the end of primary school; at 11-12 years of age, German pupils have

been assigned to three rhief types of lower secondary school; The school to

which a pupil is assigned for lower secondary educatiog more or less

determines the future course of his or her later life. The three- year

main school prepares overWhelmingly for entrance to apprenticeship

training for blue collar and service jobs; the four-year intermediate

school is mostly for full-time, vocational education or white-collar and

technical apprenticeships; and the seven-year grammar _school ts _chiefly

for tertiary education; especially at universities._ Comprehensive schools;

that is; the American_model; have gained very little favor; enrolling about

5_percent of all lower secondary pupils; In 1983; 42.5 percent of_lOwer

secondary pupils were in the main schools, 27.9 percent were in the Inter-

mediate schOols, and 29.6 percent in the grammar schools (BW 1984, no.

10/11, p. 175).
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:The education of many:disabled yeuth is provided by the special:schools

Which enroll those youth "with physical, mental, psychic, or social handi-

caps who cannot be taught with adequate success at regular schools" (p.

175). There _are special schools in parallel with each kind of regular_school

from primary through upper secondary education. Handicapped pupils are

disproportionately in special main_ schools, at the lower secondary level,

with :underrepresentation at _special intermediate ond special arammar

schools: Organizationally:; the form of:special schools varies according to

local titcumstances ard the type of disability. Separate institutions or

Llasses for the ditabla that are attached to regular schools are the mast

caMMen forM. Disabled pupils may havenormal scho01hours_ (half7day); a

full-day, or boarding facilities. In all, there are 10 different types of

special schools. With the exception of those serving the learning or

mentally disabled, all special schools use the same curriculum as regular

schools; although teaching methods are modified in accordance with

particular needs; Teachers for these schools receive additional education

and ttaining: The teacher-pupil ratio has steadily impraved in the special

sehools. Starting in 1960 with 20:5 pupils per teacher; the ratio descended

to 7.6 ih 1983. By comparison, the ratio in the regular primary and main

schools dropped from 36.7 ih 1960 to 19.: ih 1983 (BW 1984, no. 10/11).

Educational trends do not suggest much progress in mainstreaming

disabled youth since 1960. Pupils in the special schools constituted 3.2

percent of the total in all schools through upper secondary education in

1960 and 2.6 percent in 1965; but during the 1970s and early 19805, the

proportion rarged from:3.6 to 4.0 percent; forecasts for 1984-1995 indicate

that the pereentage will :rise ita 41 percent: (BW 1984; no; 10/11;_p, 175).

HoWeVer, a riSihg: preabrtibh is:inet proof:that mainstreaming advances are

not being made, since it is possible that the special schools are drawinglin

categories of youth who previously did not attend schbol.: That

mainstreaming is not proceeding rapidly also is suggested by trends in the

number of special schools. Special schools rose from 3.1 percent of all

general education schools to 10.6 percent from 1960 to 1980 (BW 1984, no.

10/11; P;: 173). It is; of tourse4_ possible that smaller units account in

patt fot the rising .Share of the special schools. _

One cif the explanations of the relative increase in disabled pupils and

special schoalt centers an the influx of foreign,born children since the

1960s and births to foreign parents employed in Germany'S "guest worker"

program during years of labor shortage. Although some of these workers have

returned home since jobs became scarce, many more have remained and these

families have a much higher birth rate than Germans. An issue that has

appeared in West_Germany.._ as well as in other European countries, is that

children af "guest workers" have been disproportionately and unfairly

aStighed tb Slowilearnet classes_ot _special schools:simply:because they have

diffitUlty With, the host country's language:The Germanidataiare inconclu-

sive, since children of foreign parents:coastituted a:slightly higher propor-

tion of primary (14.1) and of main school pupils (13:1 ipercent) thahithey

did of pupils in special schools (11.2 percent) in 1982 (BW 1984, hb. 10/11,

p. 151). The Federal Government has established and financed projects in
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the states to develop refined diagnosis processes for assigning foreign

children to special schools_as well as improved courses and teaching methods

(814 1984, no. 7, 00. 99-100).

The outcomes for disabled pupils in lower secondary special schools

have been a source of concern. A satisfactory conclusion of compulsory

education requires pupils to pass examinations_and thus earn a school7leav-

ing certificate. Since the leaving certificate is_ valued by employerS

offering_apprenticeships; it has been an important part of government policy

to reduce the percentage leaving _compulsory school withbut a certificate.

Overall, considerable success has_been registered. In 1970, 17.4 percent of

all leavers from the main school lacked a certificate, but by 1983 the

figure was reduced to an admirable 9.2 percent. Forecasts to 1995 suggest

that about 10 percent will continue in this category (BW 1984, no. 10/11, p.

178). However, the situation has not improved for disabled leavers._ _

Among those who fail to earn theAmain _school leaving certificate;

special school pupils constitute a disproportionate and growing proportion;

In 1960, one-fifth of the main school leavers failing tO obtain the

certificate were from special schools, rising to 43.2 percent by 1979 and

dropping tb just under one-third by 1983; forecasts for 1984-1995 indicate

another rise, so that about half of all without a main school certificate

would come from special schools (BW 1984, no. 10/11, p. 178).

IniermationGu-idaneeancl-P-1-acement

As youth move through the lower secondary regular and special schools;

a yariety of services are offered in and out of schools to assist ih the

transition to additional general _education; school-based vocational_educa-

Lion; apprenticeship, or work; Pupils from the main special schools most

frequently are contemplating apprenticeship or unskilled work (Bleidick et

al., 1979):

Educational information and advice is left to the states and schools.

In addition, preparation for choice of occupation is included in the school

curriculum and career education teachers operate in many schools. Counsel7

ing on scholastic matters and individual psychological matters is regarded

as a duty of_every teacher who also can draw on school psychologists; social

education experts and other specialist persons for difficUlt CaSet: The

social :education service is particularlyyalualile for disruptive, emotional-

ly disturbed, or slow learner pupils; it works with families, pupils and

teachers, as well as providing direct services to the youth. In addition,

the special classes and schools have specialist advisers for disabled

children.

The Federal Government, through the Federal Institute of_Labor;_holdsia

monopoly on occupational information; counseling, and placement services:

With few exceptions; all private; not-for-profit, state, and local govern-
_ _

ment efforts in these areas ate outlawed. Officers of the Federal Institute

Of Labor talk to:groups ahd individuals in the schoOls, hold counseling

sessions with pupils and parents, and give assistance with apprenticeship

placements. Another placement office aids youth leaving lower secondary

school without an apprenticeship and seeking a job. Disabled youth have all

of these services in their special schools and at local employment offices,
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as well as recourse to the_ sPecielized staff of psychologists, doctors,

etc.; serving the Federal Institute of tabor counseling service.

Aided by government, many youth organizations, social welfare groups;

and associations concerned w:th particular disabilities also play a:role in

educating the disabled and easing the transition from school to training or

work.

Training System

Initial vocational training, known abroad as apprenticeship and in

Germany as "the dual system," is the preferred stage after compulsory

education and is an extremely _important part of the German educational,

training; and employment systems; it is almost the only route to_a_skiIled

job. Apprenticeship, lasting from two to_ three and a half_ years; is a

contractual relationship between an employer and a youth, entailing

government regulated skill training in a specific __occupation and ifirial

examinations. Apprentices experience practical training in the workplace

and/or a training center, general and related theoretical instruction in

schools, and production work. On completing an apprenticeship satisfactor-

ily at 18 or 19 years_of age, a disabled youth, like any other, may decide,

if asked, to remain at the training firm as_ a_ regular _employee or to seek a

suitable psition with another firm: Depending on the economic climate;

German youth ir the post-apprenticeship_period experience less unemployment

than youth in other European countries:in the same age group. As a whOle,

German youth have a comparatively low rate of job and occupational

mobility. All of the main actors in Germany--employers, trade unions,

government, parents and puoils--set great store by the apprenticeship system

as a_n antidote to school weariness as well as a preparatory process and

transition mechanism between school and work.

Disabled youth_ from the special schools are able to find aprentice7

ships less frequently than other school leavers: A follorup study of a

sample_ of young people who left the nain schoolS, intermediate schools; ahd

special schools in 1977 showed that by 1980 the following proportions, of

each group had not been through an apprenticeship: (See Table 1). More

recent estimates are that 60 percent of all special school pupils receive no

form of further education or skill training; this compares with 40 percent

for main school leavers lacking a final certificate and 73 percent of all

young_foreigners (BM 1983, no; 2/3, p; 42);

Any completed apprenticeship is regarded by employers as a good general

preparation for work, but it has been shown that training in some occupa-

tions is superior to others in terms of job placement, transferable,Skillt;

income, opportunities for advancement and further training or education, arid

social status. Those disabled youth who are able to obtain apprenticeships

tend to be hired disproportionately for the least favorable types. In 1980,

over half of_the_disablest_apprentices were concentrated in only 15 of the

445 recognized training occupations and these were_ among _theless popular

fields._ Disabled male youths; for example; were over-represented in

apprenticeships for gardeners, public administration clerks; office clerks;

and draughtsmen.
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Table 1 Percentage of 1977 Peat GerMan
School Leavers Not Completing Apprenticeships, 1980

School Leaving Status Percent

All school leavers
Main school with a certificate 5

Intermediate school with a certificate 5

Main school without a-certificate_ 21

Special:school:for learning:disabled,
vith or without certificate 35

Foreign youth 20
Special_school working class girls 11

without a certificate
Main school working class girls 46

without a certificate

(CEDEFOP News, no. 8, 1984, p. 1; no. 3, 1982, p. 2.)

Small craft firms and the public service train most disabled

apprentices, while industry _and commerce are notably :unresponsive; A high

proportion of disabled apprentices is successful in passing their terminal

examinations; The equivalent of apprenticeship it provided in

rehabilitation institutes _where disabled youth are trained in low level

occupations and, have a high rate of success in the final i0Orinticeship

examinations; 94 percent passed in 1980 (CEDEFOP News no. 4, 1982, p. 4).

However, emoloyment prospects are poor (OECD 1983).

Beyond apprenticeship, there is a complex and comprehensive system of

additional training and/or vocational education opportunitie5, _making_ it

possible for a successful_ apprentice to rise to managerial ranks. Again;

the disabled do not share proportionately in the promotion system;

Government Policies for Education and Training of Di5abled YOUth

_The alternative of unSkilled labor at the end of comOUlsory education

i5 Strenuously dpposed by Gtrman policy-makers, and, to their credit, the

proportion of the age group in this activity is lower than in most European

countries. Although the wage offered unskilled youth considerably exceeds

the allowances for apprentices set by colle_tive bargaining agreementsi and

therefore is attractive to youth from fOreign_or_other low income families;

such jobs_ are dead-end Ind become scarcer with technological change; DiS,

abled youth and the children of foreign workers ate dispeopottionately fOUnd

among:unskilled:young workers..

Current policies for handicapped youth in the trantition from education

tb training are:

1. a-main school leaving

certificate. An additional school year is offered in some states,

providing a second chance to cbtain the leaving certificate_ plus

additional occupational orientation. The Federal Institute of

Labor finances a prevocational year for unemployed school leaves

*Mich allows successful participantS:to:enter apprentitethip. Son*

states have similar programs, (OECD ,198-1, pp. 150-51). AbOUt half

Who completed the program either obtained an apprenticeship place

or entered the basic vocational education year. Intended as a

broad introduction to occupational skills which would eventually
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replace the first year of apprenticeship, the basic vocational

education year, mostly through schools, has not been well accepted

by employers and tends to be a reserve program for youth who fail

to obtain a regular apprenticeship.

2. To_ increase_the number of_apprenticeship openings in_ the face _of

economic recession and large baby boom cohorts requiring more

places.: Disabled youth have been particularly squeezed by the

imbalance between the demand, for and supply of apprenticeship

places. While the response from employers ! to_ appeals has been

strong, the total number and type of additional places has been

inadequate, especially for disabled youth. Government at federal

and state levels has had to create additional places for training

or substitute programs; disabled youth are disproportionately found

in the :substitute_ and less highly regarded programs (BW, 1981, no.

_ 5; p: 66; nts 6; 1:1 100; 1983; no 2/3; p. 42);

3: TO induce employers to accept qualified disabled pupils as

apprentices and conduct preparatory programs for the unqualified7

Employers are free to hire as they please !for apprenticeships and

are not required to notify the Federal Institute of Labor placem.nt

office about apprenticeship openings; only about 60 percent of such

openings are _notified. One effort, therefore, has been to increase

the percentage of openings notified; so that placement officers

have more iopportunities to assist disadvantaged youth. Another

approach is to encourage employers to offer modified or special

skill_training coursesito disabled youth: iThe Federal Institute of

Vocational Training has issued model training regulations te

standardize arid simplify such training (RW 1981, hO. 5, O. 71).

Most recently, the Federal governmeh, launched a pilot project

with financial support to employers who accepted disabled youth for

regular apprenticeship training. A survey among partici_pating

firms revealed that such youth can be trained satisfactorily pro-

vided that the training occupation is carefully matched: to the

nature of the disability; attention is given to the capacities and

interests of the youth, and the employer is willing to incur

additional training costs due to the needs of the disabled youth

for extra instruction and care. Most of the 14,000 places created

for disabled youth are publicly subsidized and a large and

permanent government subsidy may be nocessary to maintain or

enlarge employer recruitment of disabled apprentices; except at a

time when the supply of all young candidates is considerably

smaller than the number of apprenticeship openings:

4. To prepare better for and te reduce the rate of dropout from

apprenticeships among disabled youth. The special schools were

found not to provide pupils with sufficient practical experience of

industry prior to leaving school, needed both by those entering

apprenticeship directly and by those proceeding to the basic

vocational education year. Either in the context of instructioa

about occupations or by special arrangements, federally financed
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pilot programs have been established in special schools (BW 1984;

_ no; 7; p. 99),.

It is difficult to appraise the_success of these programs because they

have been conducted during times of high unemployment (for Germany) and

negative employment growth. Perhaps disabled youth would have fared even

worse in the absence of these programs.

Other Programs for Disabled Youth

Disabled youth, who do not receive apprenticeship training at 15 or 16

and become unemployed from _unskilled jobs: or who have never worked, ere

served by _youth unemployment programs designed to temedy educational

deficiencies and provide work _experience. In addition, the German

government sponsors aod supports five main programs open to disabled youth

as well as adults (Semlinger, 1984).

1. An extensive network of rehabilitation centers and institutes

provides vocational training.

2. Employers are able to receive a subsidy toward wages for up_ to a

year if they employ disabled persons; and the firm can obtain

financial assistance in adapting a workplace:

3; By law; employers with 16 or more employees are required to fill

six percent of posts with severely disabled persons under a quota

system dating back to World War I, but now mainly serving civilian

victims of accidents, disease, or genetic handicaps. Covered

employers can make a monthly payment per worker to the public

relief office in lieu of providing jobs.

Sheltered workshops and similar enterprises are recognized_and

assisted financially _by government, _although they are mostly

operated _by not-for-profit or community organizations:

5; As a leader among _Western European countries in social w lfare

measures and payments_, West Germany provides generous disability

pensions and sickness benefits.

The Federal Labor Institute can reimburse a wide variety of expenses of

disabled persons undergoing rehabilitative measures or seeking jobs and will

make loans in addition to assist in adapting an apartment to a disabled

person's needs. Severely disabled employees are protected from dismissal or

lay-off._ / spokesman to_ the _employer_is elected by the disabled workers in

every workplace with mo-e than five disabled_ workers; The _extent :of

participation in all of these measures by disabled youth is not known, but

the: diSabled as a whele_ continue to suffer more unemployment and inferior

employment, quantitatively and qualitatively, than nondisabled (Semlinger,

1984).

With regard to disabled youth in schools, new or revised programs for

pupils in the special schools, designed to ease the transition from school

to training or further education; are evidence_that theGerman _authorities

are not fully Satisfied_Yith the _results of their_efforts to date; Yet if
is also clear that few countries approac:h the standards or Dotcomes achieved

in Germany through a highly struCtured system (Johnson, 1982). We nnw shift

our examination to another leading nation in Western Europe.
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Sweden

Sweden contrasts with West Germany in a number of respects. Organizcd

as a central government, Sweden has considerable uniformity in its

educational system; the local education authorities have limited scope for

independent action (Sweden;_1984b; p_P. 6; 9-10. As a pioneer in the

mainstreaming of disabled pupils; Sweden has devoted considerable attention

and financial support to this goal since the 1960s (Stenholm, 1984, pp.

94-97; Sweden; 1984; a Paulsson, 1981). Central government sets policy

directly arid finances measures, rather than initiating pilot projects as in

West Germany.

Sweden is preeminent among nations in its dedication to the right to

work for all, including the disabled, its commitment to participation by the

disabled in managing _their own affairs; its_ efforts to give ithe_disabled

opportunities_for independent lives; and its provision of social welfare and

benefit programs for the disabled (Sweden, 1984a).

Cooperative action and joint responsibility of:various types of public

bodies at1 all levels of government are probably as well or better

estab;ished in Sweden than any other industrialized market economy nation,

and the participation of interest groups, such as employers organizations

and trade unions, is highly developed.

Educat+onal System

Compulsory education lasts_ for nine years; from age 7 to 16, with 8

uniform general_education curriculum except for some electives in the final

years. Preparation for working life is considered one of:the main tasks of

the compulsory school. AS outlined by the new curriculum instituted in

1982,tht main elements are!

1. Educational ahd occupational information and counseling are offered

in group and individual sessions, utilizing full-time _personnel

(consultants without a teaching background, but specially trained

for work in the schools).

2. Practical labor market_orientation (PRAO) gives each pupil six to

ten weeks of direct contact with workplaces: Beginning in the

earliest school years with field vititS,:PRAO: provides that during

the last three years of compulsory school each pupil will spend at

least one week at three workplaces, representing the manufacturing,

commerce, and social service sectors respectively. PRAO is

prepared in advance in the classroom, supervised at the workplace

by employees of the firm who have_ received special training; and

discussed by pupils on returning to their classes, Besides

observing particular types of jobs; pupils are to be informed

about the economic, political and teChnical factors influencing the

conditions__ of working life, with emphasision such concepts as the

meaning of :work the right to_ work, job evaluation, Pay, work

sharing co-determination, and the occupational environment.

3. Integration of information about working life is injected into

subject matter teaching, using outside instructors from firms;

employment service officials, parents, and retired persons. Part-
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time work experience of pupils arid the internal operations of the

school as a workplace should also be utilized,

4. In the final year, the schools provide special measures for youth

at risk of dropping out or not going on to upper secondary school.

Information and guidance on choice of occupational field and

working life are to be offered to stimulate an interest in further

education or to better_prepare for job entry;

In order to equip teacher:, and other school personnel to carry out the

new curriculum; provision for in-service courses, periods of emiloyment in

other settings; and otnersupport measures: were instituted. Prospective

teachers now are given credit fcr work experience outside of teaching and it

is proposed that they be required to have 1: months or more of other work

experience prior to entering teacher training.

Another institution, established in 1977; plays an important role in

devising programs to prepare pupils for working life. The joint

consultative committee for school and working life (SSA) has been created in

every county and _municipality; _ with regional and national :advisory

committees, Organized and staffed by the local education authority (LEA)

and consisting of representatives of employers' associations, t,-ade unions,

the employment service, social welfare agencies, the school board, school

staff, pupils, the parents, SSA Committees are charged, among other duties;

With civising programs to improve the education and training of

disadvantaged youth, among whom the disabled are an important category.

Physically disabled children must attend_ regular:schools, unless they

are mentally retarded; blind _or deaf (Sweden; 1981a, _1981b; Paulsson,

1981)._ With the exception of the deaf: or_ severely hearing impaired,

children increasingly attend regular schoolS run by local education

authorities; The special schools for the blind and visually impaired,

operated_by the national government, are being transformed into resource

centers for the regular schools; while the county councils run schools for

the mentally retarded, who by law must attend school between_the ages of 7

and 21, also are taking in a diminishing_share of_ the retarded. less:than

1/2 or 1 percent of Sweden'_s school age children are now in special schools

and very few:disabled children receive no_formal education, including_that

provided the government in medical Anstitutiens and at home to children

unable to attend schools (Stenholm, 1984; Sweden, 1984a).

To assist the integration process, all new schools are required to

incorporate suitable facilities for aisabled pupils and existing schools

must modify premises. Transportation to school, technical aids; and, where

recessary, a subsidized personal assistant,_ are provided. The new

curriculum for the compulsory school; instituted in 1982-83; and the

regulations and ordinances on special education establish a:ranle Of methodS

for_strengthening the mainstrearning movement by altering and:adapting school

procedures and timetablts_to the needs of individual pupils with special

difficulties, among_ whom the physically and learning disabled are prominent

(Sweden, 1981a, 1981b, 19826).

Special education teachers work in classrooms and small groups with

regular teachers. If measures to supplement regular class instruction are
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insufficienti_temporary assignment to special teaching groups is utilized,

but_sparingly; remedial classes have beer abolished. An adjnsted or reduced

course of stuo_ies is another temporary_expedient, while special day-schools

exist for pcpils_ needing after-school hours care ard supporrive .:ontact with

adults (Sweden; 1982a),

In addition to a new systen, ef resource allocation to schools facilitat-

ing this program of aiding pupils with special needs ahd their faMiliet,

there is active participation by the well-developed support staff of psychol-

ogist, nurse, welfare officer, and special assistant both ir conferences on

individual pupils and meetings with parents. Schools also cooperate with

the county psychiatric clinic for children and young people (Sweden,

1982a). Regional:consultants ifor pupils with physical disabilities assist

schools and pupils with problems of environment; technical_ aids; !and

teachimg methods. They alSo cooperate with the:National Center :for Teaching

Aids: fer the Disabled. While not without prOblems, the executior. Of thit

ambitious program for disabled youth seems to be advancing as planned

(Sweden 1981b).

Follow-up of 16-17 Year-olds

A distinctive feature of_ Swedish provision for youth js the

responsibili_ty_ assigned to _the schools for_ youth leaving_ the _compulsory

school without entering _further education; Araining; or employment. This

group; calculated at 10-20 percent of the 100;000 leaving compulsory school

each year, is neavily composed of _youth:whip have done poorly at school, bet

disabled youth also are disproportionately rPpresented. T. s the re,- onsi-

eility of the local education authorities, together with the SSA committees,

to implement the government's Youth Guarantee--that every 16 and 17 year-old

should be in education, training, work experience, or a job. A broad

spectrum of programs and activities nas been established to care for this

age_group, and since 1983; an individual program has been devised _for each

youth; with follow-up on progress at IO-week intervals: As a consequence;

little unemployment now occurs in this age group which increasingly is being

kept out C' the labor market.

In the early 1970s, the separate secondary schools on the German model

were abolished and replaced by comprehensive schools through upper secondary

education. It is the intention that almost all young people should proceed

directly fram_compulsory educatien to upper secondary education, since the

employment opportunities :for 16 year-olds: have been unsatisfactory and

Shrinking due to technological innovations and _changes_ im work

organization. :Special efforts are:maJe, :both in compulsory school :and in

the early period of upper secondary school, to attract youth who are

doubtful about continuing their education. Some 25-30 percent of those who

complete compulsory education do not immediately enter upper secondary

education; although the proportion is reduced when account is_taken of those

that enter_after a_year or so. Measures_ are_also taken_to get dropouts to

return to school;_ for example, by giving credit:for work experience:

Upper secondary education is organized along comprehensive lines; but

pupils are sub-divided into a two-year vocational program (crver twenty sub-



ject subdivisions),,a two or:four-year technical program, and a three-year

academic:program. Basic requirements in general education subjects apply to

all pupils and completion of any program qualifies a young person for

tertiary education, provided they have certain prerequisites such,as a

knowledge of English. Those attending the upper secondary_school receive:a

government student grant. In addition;the structure of the schools permitS

one-year or shorter_special courses to be offered to youth at riSk,;

Within the secondary:schools, a rising_ share of all enrollments have

been in the two-year voca:ional prcgram which commonly involves a period of

practical experience in a werkplace or school workshop. In addition, such

pupils have a week of contact with a workplace, similar to PRAO in the

comoulsor: school; a similar program is being tried experimentally for those

in the academic program. Group and individual occJpational information and

guidance is availahle as in compulsory school.

The great majority of disabled youth who complete the compulsory school

attend regular_ local upper secondary schools;_bot two Special residential

schools are available--one for severely physically disabled and:one for deaf

pupils; Mentally retarded yOUth inthi_ age group attend practical training

schools that emphasize social adjustment. They also attend special

vocational schools with four-year programs (or longer) _offering instruction

in coping with working life, the developmcAt of working capacity, personal

and interpersonal skills, and specific occupational skills (Sweden, 19810.

Regular upper secondary schools have particular responsibilities toward

pupils with functional impairments or_ special needs; Special _instruction;

separate classes_; _a_ reduced course of studies. prolonged _schooling,

exemption from courses, and a specialized syllabus are among the methods

utilized (Sweden, 19810;

Despite these:provisions, criticism has been leveled at the educational

and:occupational information and guidance given to pupils with regard to

chbice of program in upper secondary school, because over 80 percent of

physically disabled pupils are found in the theoretical _subjects_which;

without a completed higher education, are_ not good preparation for

emplornent. As a consequence;_ "unemployment is heavy; and it is far easier

to arrange disability pensions than to interest_employers in hiring young

persons with physical disabilities" (Sweden, 1981b, p. 6; Sweden, 1981a, p.

2!); :Even the speciaT attempts to introduce innovas.ive measures such as the

use of escorts in job search efforts, group sessions on job search, and

computerized job search have not greatly improved the disadvantaged position

of disabled youth in the job market (Soder, 1984).

ProcjramsOpento-01-derDis bl ed You th

Apart from normal employment, which_is difficult to_obtain in the midst

of the prolonged _recession_ and the accompanying disproportionate rise in

youth unemployment older disabled:youth have access tbia wide range :of

general and special employment and training_programs._ "'_abor market policy

for the disabled_ in Sweden is an integral part of general labor market

policy. The disabled are not confined to programs especially designated for

them but participate to a high extent in other programs as well. The

employment offices handle the placement of the non-disabled as well as the
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disabled" (Wadensjo, 1984, p. 32). Among the disabled, however, youth have

not been 4 primary target; since reduced working capacity is lowest for

teenagers and young _adults _and rises regularly with increasing age :(pp.

6-I6)_ Disabled youth may:be somewhat underrepresented in the general and

special programs, compared to prime-age and older _disabled workers.

General programs, such as labor:market :training and public :works for

the unemployed, have had high participation by disabled. The Job Security

Law also offers protection to disabled persons already employed, among other

groups of workers.

Of the special labor market programs from which disabled youth may

benefit, the most important are vocational rehabilitation, sheltered work

(which includes homework, office _work centers, and industrial relief work);

jobs with & wage subsidy; grants and loans for motor vehicle purchase;

grants for tools and equipment, grants for adaptation of workplaces, and

grants for an assistant at the workplace for a severely disabled worker. _In

Addition, the employment offices have conducted several fairly successful

campaigns to place the disabled in unsubsidized jobs. Under the Promotion

of Employment Act, agreements have been made with employers, 1:'.)11 public and

private, specifying, for example, that a certain proportion of new employees

should be disabled, or that some wage subsidized jobs would he created;_or

that_ provision would_be made_to_ assess work capacity of persons from the

vocational rehabilitation :program (labor market institutes). Finally;

adjustment groups at workplaces, representing the employer, employees,_and

an :employment service officer protects the position of existing disabled

employees and, to a lesser extent, deals with hiring the disabled (Wadensjo,

1984, pp. 42-78).

Although Sweden has strongly endorsed the principle that income support

should only be temporary and that employment should be the goal, in recent

years income support; includino_the disability pension, has been used to an

increasing extent; especially for older_workers; The disability pension:is

especially criticized when the recipients are _under 25 because it isolates

them socially. A return to the work principle for those under SO and

especially youth is wider active discussion (Wadensjo, 1984, pp. 78784).

One step in this direction was a government proposal for disabled unemployed

youth in 1983:

When youth unemployment it prevblenti_there is a danger that-the
only way People who -are young and handicapped can support
themselves is -to -accept an- early -retirement pension :or- sick
benefit: The efforts_itoihalt and reduce youth_ unemployment must
naturally also include_ the young _peopleiwto :have some Iformiof
handicap. Special efforts__are also required _to_ ascertain_the
potential and interests_ofithese young _people-and to _prepare them
for work or vocational training. It_ may, for instance,- ibe

necessary to adapt both the-- work itself and the working
environment specially to their needs.

The Government proposes that the Labour Market Board should
be granted ar additional Skr. 1 million for the vocationally-
oriented rehabilitation of the young and handicapped who have a
Pension or sick- benefit, or who-are in danger of being retired

-Furthermorei,- vaposed that_the_tabour_Market_Board
shouldihe allowed: to use, at most; An Additional: Skr; :1 million
from other project_funds :for work with these young people;. These
efforts are to be focused_cnigiving_young people work or training
that can lead te a job. (Sweden, 1983b)
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This special attention to_the needs of disabled youth is typical of

Sweden's wideranging social policy that seeks out particular groups with

special problems at the same time that it attempts to integrate dis-

advantaged groups into the mainstream of education, training, and employment

(Wadensjo, 1984). At the same time it indicates that the Aransition from

school-to-work remains more difficult_ for _disab;ed_ youth than for

nondisabled of equal ability. Even when the education and training problems

are solved; employment problems remain;
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Commentary: Education and Training of Disabled Youth
in Western Europe

Janice A. Seitz

Graduate Research Assistant

Office of Career Development for Special Populations

and Council on Teacher Education

Dr. Beatrice Reuben's comprehensive and fact-filled paper is both

informative and stimulating. It provides an extensive informational base

regarding the status of education, training, and employment for disabled

youth in Western Europe and describes the_ advancements West Germany and

Sweden have made in the development and delivery of services to disabled

youth;

Through Dr. Reubens review of the policies and programs of the European

Community (EC), the innovative approaches designed to alleviate the complex

problems associated with transition are presented. One example involves the

effort of engaging employer organizations and trade unions in addressing the

needs of the disabled of all ages. Along with extensive programs in

education, this type of intervention is crucial if we are to remove social

barriers from the workplace. _ In_ _his discussion on attitudes; Jacobus

tenBroek (a blind lawyer who founded the National Federation for the Blind

and served as its president far 21 years stated that:

actual physical litititations_ resulting from the disability more
often than not- play little role in determining whether the
physically disabled are allowed to move about and be in public
places. Rather, that judgment for the most part results from a
variety of considerations related to public attitudes, attitudes
which not infrequently are quite erroneous and misconceived. (p.

867)

Helpful comparisons between Western_Europe _and the United States with

regard to education: and employment issues: need to be developed by scholars

and practitioners alike; Comparisons, such as how_ progressin mainstreaming

compares_to efforts_ in the_United States, would be helpful in providing a

broader frame of reference for policymakers. Also helpful would be analyses

of the results of program evaluations. Analyses o) evaluative reports would

provide a clearer sense of the strengths and shortcomings of the programs

Dr. Reuben discusses. Some important unanswered questions need to be

addressed. _Does the Swedish_pension systen forthe _disabled youth act as a

disincentive to the:pursuit of training programs? What are the social and

educational ramifications of accepting a disability pension at a young age?

Another valuable addition to the literature would be reflections on how

the United -States might learn from, and apply, some of the program

strategies which have been successful, especially in Sweden. While the

United States does not have the advantage (or disadvantage) of such a

homogeneous culture, certainly many of the underlying principles of these
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successful approaches_ could be applied in more heterogeneous societies with

different political structures;

In general, a Sharing of succestful ideas across continents would be of

enormous: benefit. In addressing the global issue of transitional

programming for handicapped youth, there is a clear need to facilitate an

international exchange of information. Such exchanges could be initiated

through the formation cf an international association; internatinnal

conferences; targeted Fulbright awards; exchange programs for students

practitioners and faculty; and the _establishment of international research

and development programs through agencies such as the United States Agency

for International Development (USAID); The International Program for

Agriculture_Knowledge Syttems (INTERPArS), for the funding of short courses,

is an:example of such a program in the field of agriculture.

In this paper Dr. Reubens indicates that in spite of the exemplary

education and training programs taking place in Sweden, transition from

school-to-work remains more difficult for the disabled youth than for the

nondisabled of equal ability. The European Community'_s Action Programme 7

entitled_ "Transition of Young People from Education to Adult and Working

Life" _is a initiative policy for transition which was developed by the

Councils and MiniSters of Education (1984) of 10 member countries. It

focuses on giving all young people, inclUding the young disabled,

preparation for life by helping them cope with the challenges and

uncertainties of the late twentieth century. Its basic principles and areas

for action are similar to those discussed at the School-to-Work Transition

Forum which produceil this iet of papers. However, when_reviewing the 30

pilot_programs resulting from this_plan; programs _which art widely spread

across Europe; only two (the Netherlaods and Northern Ireland) list the

handicapped as part of their target population. Consequently, uncertainties

arise i;s: to whether trantition policies arid programs are actually reaching

the local level.

Such information leads one to wonder if perhaps the ED policy initia-

tives have run into the same difficulties as they often do in this countrYi

i.e., not being adopted at all, or being adopted but not material izins into

quality rograms _producing desired _outcomes._ All too often policies are

established as the result of political and public pressure with little input

from those who actually work with students;_ It is common for teachers tb be

requited to spend an inordinate amount of time serving ln committees only to

discover in the end that top down administration issued a plan which doesn't

reflect the teachers' concerns. This has happened to teachers so often it

is not surprising that they lack a strong feeling of commitment when

particular programs are thrust upon them.

The most effective program _changes irv_those developed as close as

possible _to_ the_population served, Teachers need to be part of a col-

laborative effort_ with persons_from higher education, business, and outtide

agencies to develop, carry out, and evaluate programs. Such involvement

provides an opportunity:for all parties to share and learn from each other.

Most importantly, it gives those who work closely with students a vested

interest and ownership in the adopted programs.
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_

_Dr; Reuben!S expertige in the education and training systems of Europe

would suggest that her future_ involvement is crucial If we are to have

comparative StUdieS between the United States and European programs for

ditabled youth. In addition, her leadership, internationallyi could provide

the iMpetUS for a global exchange of ideas. Such_ efforts will lead to

successful programs for educating, trainingi_ and employing disabled youth

thus enabling them to meet the challenges of tomorrow:
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Transition to Employment for Individuals
with Moderate and Severe Handkaps

The most crippling disability of all may not be found among
disabled individuals, but instead may be found in the very service
system federal and state officials have created to help them. The
system is uncoordinated, inr.onsistent; and often
incomprehensible-. An estimated St of America'sL-grossi national
product ts spent-lAch year-om disabilityirograms, yet_Anostiof
this funding- supportsidependency---in fiscaL year 1983; the
SocialiSecurity Administration_spent 23 billion dollars in support
payments that kept:many disabled persons_from_working. Across the
street; _the Rehabilitation_ Services AdMinistration spent one
billion dollars to restore these same people to emp.ayment. -And I
note and-underscore that's a twenty to one discrepancy (Will,
1985, P. 79).

Madeline Will, the Assistant Secretary of Education and chief of the

U.S. Office pf Special Education and Rehabilitative Services; made this

comment during the opening remarks at a recent_Conference on Youth with

Disability in Wayzata; Minnesota. The conference _...ontents were later

published in the Journal of Adolescent Health Cate (198) .: MS; Will, and

many other federal officers. have recognized the difiicOty that the

existing service system presents to an individual and his or her family once

they leave public school services.

Recent demonstration programs (Paine, Bellamy, & Wilcox, 1984; Rusch,

1986; Vogelsberp, 1986; Wehman & Hill, 1985), research into existing service

practices (Bellamy, Sheenani Horner; & Boles; 1980; Pomerantz & Marholin;

1977; Vogelsberg Wifliarns, & Fried1,_1980i_Whitehead; 1977); and follow-up

studies in _competitive employment settings (Kochany & Keller,: 1981) and

public school settings (Mithaug; Hariuchi, & :Fanning, 1985; Hasazi,

Preskill, Gordon, & Collins, 4985) have:indicated that community employment

is possible for ind,viduals with severe handicaps and that the present adult

and public school service systems do little to facilitate this transition.

A Model for the Transition Process

The Office of Special Education _and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS;

1985) has_recognized these limitations and initiated federal funding in fiVe

specialized areas in an effort to establish model service delivery. These

five_ _areas when combined and incorporated into exiSting service systems

Should fatilitatt improved community employment opportunities for all

individuals with handicaps.

The first_ part of this model includes field initiated research and

demonstration projects that are focused on making schools_more effective;

integrated; and related to_ actual_ community employment needs. Transition

programs;_ funded in many public school settings across the country, are

developing the_ process for identifying community referenced training, com-

munity-based training, and_ the transition from public school service

delivery to adult service delivery and/or employment.
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Improvement in Employment Opportunities

At present there are few inc,-..tives that tan be offered to an employer

to encourage their participation ir hiring of individuals with severe handi-

caps. Many employers share the same low expectations for this population

that present service providers hold. If they do prnvide employment

opportunities; it is frequently out of a sense of community or charity,

rather than an expecIation _thaI the results will be positive for their

business._ The financial '.ncentives available (Targeted Jobs Tax Credits;

salary subsidy etc.), also frequently convey niixed_messages to the employer

abbot the individuals that they are 'being_ paid to_ hit-0i (Vogelsberg;

1986). Some states, such as Minnesota (Will, 1985), have implemented a

two-tiered schedule of benefits to individuals with handicaps to encourage

acceptance of employment offers by individuals with handicaps and rerove

some of the existino financial disincentives to employment.

Federal_ and State regulations have to be carefully examined to deter-.

mine where benefit patterns can be alteredito encourage_employment rather

than discourage it: _If an individual can_become employed;istillimaintain

financial benefits _(although Teduced), still maintain_medical benefits; and

be guaranteed the ability to have all benefits reinstated :once a position is

lost then some of the disincentives to employment may be removed. iSome

businesses have initiated novel approaches to employment by providing

individuals on full disability benefits with innovative employment

opportunities that allow them to become contributing members once again

(SPIN; 1985).

Improvement of Programs that Provide Transition

An increase in the quality_and availability of _community college pro-

grams, vocationa17technical institutes, and vocational education programs to

include individuals with more severe handicaps is:another approach advocated

by the federal government to expand the availability of employment for this

underserved population. At present there are small community or private

postsecondary college programs_ being federally funded for individuals with

more severe handicaps. Trinity College in Burlington; Vermont _is presently

developing a tuition,based postsecondary training and employment program for

individuals with mental retardation (Vogelsberg; 1983). Other college-based

programs are being initiated through federal and local funds to expand

training and employment opportunities previously considered only appropriate

for individuals without handicaps or individuals with only the mildest

disability (Brolin & Elliot, 1974).

Improvement of Time-Limited Services

The present system of vocational service to individuals with handicaps

is fragmented; difficult to access_; and frequently inadequate for

individuals w:th handicaps. Careful examination and enhancement of tnese

systems should nave a substantial effect upon actual employment outcomes for

individuals with mild handicaps. Time-limited serviCes must be expanded;

Loordinated, and improved to facilitate positive effects. The present focus

on numbers and classification of successful placements such as 'homemaking,

sheltered workshop, or work activity participant' must be altered and new

outcomes adopted to guarantee appropriate service delivery. Although time-
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limited services indicate an end to service, some present systems provide

hb more than a careful review of want ads in the newspaper for individuals

seeking employment.

Vocational education, Job Service, vocational rehabilitation, the Job

Training Partnership Act, ard other time-related services must become

coordinated and focused on competitive employment outcomes: rather than

training objectives._ The_ expectation that isolated training objectives flit

a_ population of handicapped individuals ate sufficient te reSUlt in

community employment is frequently Incorrect. For thoSe individuals and

programs where Lthis proves to be sufficient, strong follow-up analysis must

be implemented along with the ability to provioe comprehensive and

SySteinatic program replication of successful efforts. Some programs, such

as the Job Club approach (Azrin Besalel, 1980), have proven to be

effective_ time-limited Approaches to successful employment. The ability of

various systems to successfully_implement them has, unfortunately, been poor.

Improvement of Transition to Employment with Enduring Support

This is the fifth and final coMponent of the Model. It ih-iblifeS

ongoing (enduring) support and isi,the newest initiative that attempts to

address the long-_term, needs of individuals with severe handicaps. This is

alSO the mest difficult concept for traditional service providers to under-7

stand and implement. For many years the individuals who required long-term

support were considered unemployable. Recent research has sht,vin that_these

individuals can work in community integrated settings if they:are provided

with appropriate long,term support (Kiernan & Stark; in press; RuSch, 1986):

The federal government has recently funded supported emplOytent pro-

jects _in ten iseparate states:. These programs are being initiatcd with

federal funds (S500,000 per site annually for five yearS) te provide a model

fer future supported employment development. The long-term goal is to

re-direct existing funds (day program, _work activities, sheltered workshop)

from segregated settings to community employment settings.

This chapter will focus on community employment Nith enduring support

for those individuals wi_th_ _severe_ handicaps., The other four priorities

within the OSERS model are addressed: in lany :of the other chapterS and fOtUS

service development on individuals with less intense needS.

Public Scheel Follow-Up Studies

Recent literature and research have focused on what happens to the

ihdividuals once he or she leaves public school. The_ limited survey

research that is available (Hasazi et al., 1985; Mithaug et al.; 1985;

Zollers, Conroy, Hess; & Newman, 1984) indicates that school vocational

training actiyities have had little positive effect on employment potential

for individuals with handicaps; and that in-sch001 Vocational tf--aining

activities are seldom available. The highest correlatiOn betWeen 06blic

WOO activity and post-school paid employment is a paid, part-time job

during school years (Hasazi et. al., 1985). Although this information

inditates a need to alter many aspects of the current service delivery

system for all individuals, it also suggests that public school preparation
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for:work is limited and frequently non-existent to individuals with severe

handicaps.

Forms of Supported Employment

The term supported employment implies enduring support to maintain paid

community integrated employment for the individual. Bellamy, Rhodes, and

Albin _(iri press)_ have_provided a rationale and description for supported

employment. The Developmental _Disabilities _Act of _1984 and the 1984

Am.Indments to the Education of the Handicapped Act end the Rehabilitation

Att, (Federal RegIster, 1984) provide definit.,on,, of the term "supported

employment". It means paid employment for persons :with: developmental

disabilities when competitive employment at or above the minimum wage is

unlikely and when, because of their disabilities, they need intensive

ongoing support to maintain job performance. It is conducted in a variety

of settings, particularly work _sites that are integrated with persons who do

not_ have disabilities and supported_by whatever activity is necessary to

sustain this :work; Support activities include; but are not limited to;

supervision,:training, transportation,_a_ttendant care; adaptive support;_and

parental/residential counseling. Vogelsbtrg and SchutZ (in press) provide a

description and definition of the various components that _differentiate

between competitive, transitional, supported, and sheltered employment.

Four supported employment alternatives have been described by Hank,

Rhodes, and Bellamy (in press). They include distributed jobs, industry

based enclaves_; mobile work crews, and benchwork. Each cf these forms of

supported employment_offer varying degrees of integration and suppurt, The

term distributed jobs refers to the on-the-job training and support of

individuals in:one position in an indUstry or business setting, and will be

the focus of the remainder of this manuscript. Full descriptions of all of

the models are available in the literature (Kiernan & Stark, in press;

Paine, et al., 1984; Vogelsberg, Ashe, & Williams, 1985; Wehman & Hill,

1985).

Service Needs_for Individuals with Severe Handicaps

The results of research and practice have furnished service providers

with very specific guidelines for service: delivery.: These guidelines must

be incorporated into the :concept of long-term enduring support in community

employment and residential sites if successful community:employment:and life

functioning for individuals with severe handicaps is expected. The

guidelines include at least the following.

Community-based and Community Referenced Training

Although there_ are _federally funded research projects studying the

areas of generalization and maintenance; at present_ we_ do not have suffi-

cient technology to guarantee that individuals with severe _handicaps can be

taught in isolated arid simulated settings and be able to perform those

skills in the natural setting. Until better methodology is developed, the

best practices include training at the actual site where the behavior will

be expected to occur. In some instances, similar work sites (such as a

University cafeteria) have been utilized as training sites and then employ-
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ment placements developed in similar University cafeterias. This model has
nroVen effective due to the similarities of the 'training site': to the

'eninlbyment sity' and the availability of intensive training assistante at
the new job site.

No matter whai the initial training approach; it hat been rePeatedly

demonstrated that !Awe individuals with:severe: handitapt Will have diffi-
culty generalizir4 skills: from one setting tb: another. Training and

follow-up va-vices in actual employment and living environments are a

necessary component of successful programs at this point in the deve'opment

of services,

Ongoing Support in All Settings

EMOlOyment and residential programs must have coordinated and

consistent service delivery to facilitate maximum independente, foe thete

individuals. The present system_of fragmented:service :COOrdinatiOn between

settings and t s f the day cr week_ diseupt COnSittent instruction and

cause difficulty in the acquisition of new tkillt. Parents, guardians,
residential and recreation providers, as well as personnel representing

Mental Health; VoCational Rehabilitation, and Social Security are but a_few

of the individualt that must be kept up to date on activities and needs_of

individual', to facilitate their growth. The concept of a coordinated

terVite tyttem 'las been in existence for a long time; but is still difficult

tb find operating within existing systems- _Funding, varied agenty SUppbet,

and different classifications for _different service have All aUted some
difficulty in the realization of this ideal:_ At peetent; Mei/ vocational
prngrams for individuals with severe ha-Mit-apt must assume the

responsibility of total service coordq.natibn tb guarantee that residential,

vOcational,_commonity, and recreation needs are met.

InlEgeated Settingt

The tOntept of segregated and isolated service delivery for the benefit
Of the indiVidual (intensity of support) and the_ agency (resources and
facility) is slowly expiring. One of the_ difficulties with togeOgated

settings has been the inability to simulate the actual COnditiOnt found in

the projected and desired final environment, SOCial At Well as vocational

expectationsiivary widely across: community empleyMent sites and typically
have no relationship to expectations Within sheltered workshops, work

activity programs, or day programs. The most successful approach _to

identify hetetSdry tkills for instruction is to analyze the_ final environ,

tient: (retidential, vocational, recreation, or community)_ and then to teach

in that environment. This also assures that other_nonhandicapped indiVid-

uals can be assisted in their efforts to understand and work With indiVid-

uals with severe handicaps. _

The conceptof the trainer-advoCate (weiman, 1981) is central to

establ:shi acceptance in community settings. The ongoing interaction

between the trainer-advocate, the worker with handicaps, and nonhandicapped

co-workers and supervisors facilitates_this acceptance.

Sotial and VbcationaT Survival Skill Training

Many individuals lose community emplOyMent opportunities due tO

difficulties other than actual task performance,_ Transportatien, tntial
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behavior, money management, personal hygiene, dress, time management, and

many other skills_that can be _considered necessary for multiple activities

(vocational; residential; recreational) and must ie learned and performed

appropriately for an individual to 'survive' in a community setting (Schutz,

Vogelsberg, 8 Rusch, 1980); The necessary sophistication level of these

skills can be established by: the actual employment and community sites

rather than through a commercial curriculum. If an individual works in a

blue collar position at an industrial plant, then the ability,to dress and

attend formal social flmctions may become a low priority training

objective. If, however, the individual works in a setting where suits or

dresses are required; then the objectives for dressing take a higher

priority:

There are multiple additional guidelines for_service delivery to the

individual with severe handicaps. The present focus on integrated settingSi

coordinated service delivery, arid inclusive skill development across

settings are primary components. Adoption of this orientation will

guarantee successful identification of appropriate skill sequences and

appropriate sites for instruction and remove some of the previous diffi-

culties_encoontered when service providers attempted to 'transfer' training

from setting to setting.

Description of Successful Emoloyment Programs in Vermont

For the past, six years 0979=1985) _the state of Vermont has been

developing and implementing small employment training programs for

individuals with severe disabilities. Each of these programs have focused

on community employment outcomes through a concentrated survey,

place; and training approach as advocated by Rusch and Mithaug (1980) and

Wehman (19a1)._

The Vermont programs are smatl (usually three to four staff), located

in rural settings; and have a comprehensive_ service sy$tem _that identifies

positions, analyzes these positions, develops a training program; identifies

an individual who_ has Ten previously Classified as severely disabled and

'unemployable', places the individual _on the:job site with an on-the-job

trainer and advocate, provides intensive training for a two to six month

period, and then provides long-tenn follow-up services to guarantee that the

individual will have his _or her service needs met to maintain employment.

More complete descriptions of the programs are available elsewhere

(Vogelsberg, 1986; Vogelsberg et al.; 1985); but a brief description of

administrative issues, service design; and results will be offered below.

AdO4nistrative Issues

As the programs were being conceptualized by surveying existing service

systems (Vogelsberg, Williams, & Friedl, 1980), it became apparent that

Vermont was _similar to other states in their lack of sophisticated community

employment services for individuals with severe handicaps (Appleby, 1978;

Bellamy; Sheehan; Horner; & Boles, 1980; Greenleigh & Associates, 1975;

Stanfield, 1976; Whitehead; 1977_). To avoid the usual difficulty with

transition from public school service to adult seryice, programs were

initiated within adult service_agencies. These programs were expected to
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assist individuals moving out of the public school settings as well as

individuals presently in the adult service system.

Decisions about where an employment training program_Alargs_ within the

existing service system were difficult ta make. Those students iwithin

public school settings obviously required placement services prior ,tb

"graduation"; _Those _individuals within the existing adult services also

required some form af placement service. In addition the difficulty of

moving existing services in new directions was recognized. The initial

decision within Vermont was to place programs within Regional Mental Health

centers. As the programs matured, it became apparent that new programs

would develop and operate better if they were located in &separate (more

business like) location such as an industrial vark_or an office building;

Although later programs were located in buildings other than the Mental

Healthcenters; funding still was passed through the Regional Centers.

These centers had large budgets and multiple program responsibilities. To

assure that new programs would be allowed to develop _with autonomy, the

following administrative guidelines Ker.! established (Vogelsberg, 1986):

(a) separate budgets for the program; cooperative interagency

agreements for employment; (c) staff position descriptions that excluded

facility training; (d) separate advisory and s;.dport boards;_ (e) _guarantee

of qualified consultation; (f) consistent_ monthly_clata reports to funding

agencies; (9) _specific employment and disability expectations;_(h) ongoing

staff development and training; and (i) quarterly and annual written reports

to funding agencies:

These guidelines forced a separation between programs within each

region ancliguaranteed that the new programs would develop and implement

service delivery prior to becoming a component of the existing system. Of

the six programs now running within six geographic regions of the state,

only one is still housed within a mental health facility, but all are funded

and ongoing components of the existing regional mental health system;

Service Design_

In a rural state like Vermont; it was necessary to develop programs

that had the capability to access whatever jobs were available, rather than

to :focus on one specific, occupation. For this reason, an on-the-job

training emphasis was developed. There are four majnr components of the

snrvice design: referral, evaluation and job development, on-the-job train-

ing, and placement and follow-up.

Referral. Potential _workers are referred to the programs from_public

school settings, work _acttvtty centers; sheltered workshops; and several

other_agencies. As each person is referred; _contact is established and an

evaluation is begun to determine if the individual can be served within the

existing systeM at if intensive services of supported work programs are

required.

Evaluation and Job Devaapment. During the initial intake assess-

ment, permission to study previous files is obtained and additional evalua-

tions are established as necessary. For the purposes of the actual

on-the-job training a Vocational Assessment and Curriculum_ Guide (VACG)

(Rusch; Schutz; Mithaug; Stewart; & Mari 1982) and_ an Individual Skill
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Inventory (Vogelsberg, Spaulding, Patterson, Schenk:, & Phillips, 1984) are

performed. These evaluations indicate skill levels in functional community

areas.

As evaluation activities continue, the program job developer is

surveying the community for potential positions. Once a:specific position

is developed a careful job skill inventory is performed to identify all

components of the position that may have to be taught:to theiindividUal.

_Once a number,of Individuals have been evaluated: and _a job has Leen

developed, a careful match of the skills reouired on the job and the capa-

bilities of the individuals evaluated is performed. Potential candidates

are identified, screened, and (if transportation, agency support, and

parental/guardian support can be verified), the individual is provided with

a placement on the job site for intensive on-the-job training.

On-the-Job Training and Placement.: The _job skill inventory (a

locally developed instrument) is utilized to initlate training. Detailed

task analyses of each component requiring intensive training are prepared.

This phase of_the program could last from one week to six months depending

upon the complexity of the position and the ability of the new worker to

learn the various position requirements. As on-the-job training is

occurring, social survival skill training in the community is also being

Provided. Any skill area that an individual requires to maintain employment

is either taught by the program oriacilitated through other agency support

services. Careful definitions and criteria for movement from on-the7job

training:and placement to follow-up are used; and the process _of moving from

a training _phase to_ a follow-up phase is carefully monitored. This

transition from training to follow-up (usually during the thied te tikth

month) has proven to be a crucial point where positions are frequently in

jeopardy (Vogelsberg, 1985).

All of the positions earned at least minimum wage for the trainees from

the beginning of training. This was accomplished by guaranteeing that the

job would _be _completed lo Ihe employers_satisfaction. _Frequently this meant

thE the on-the-job trainer had to_complete parts of the job_or work_later

hours, but the job was always completed and there was never the need to pay

anyone less than minimum wage-

Follow-up. Onr.e an individual enters the follow-up phase, he or she

is provided with daily, weekly, and eventually monthly contacts to assure

ongoing success. When the need for retraining or new training is identified

it is provided by the program. These follow-up contacts are continuous

throughout_the life_of the programs (six_years in one setting), and have

been one of the most important factors providing some stability to each

workers employment; Follow-up contacts are made with employers;

co-workers, parents and/or guardians, service agencies, and other involved

individuals. An average of seven monthly contacts between the various

agencies and individuals are necessary to assure ongoing coordination and

effective communication. ak_

Success of -the Programs

Detailed data on the program have been published elsewhere (Vogelsberg,

1986; Vogelsberg, 1984; Vogelsberg, et al.. 1985), but a brief synopsis
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will be offered here. Each program of three fulL time:staff hat been able

to provide twelve individuals_ with severe disabilitieS With tOmuthity employ-

ment each var. As of May of 1985; one hundred and NOVO individuals had

been provided with community emplOyMent

Of these indivtduals appeoximatel9 65 percent are still employed over

theivarytng tithe periodt: of the programs (six years for the first program in

tentraliVertacint). Utiliiing a three month placement success indica_Vr (as

the Offite of Vocational Rehabilitation does in Vermont), more than 85

percent-olthe-fllactments-have been successful. This figure is offered for

comparison with other three-month filures only; the main orientationiOf the

Vermont programs has_ been to maintain individuals in community eMployment

through long-term service delivery rather than to ettablish employment

percentages _and then move on to othed platotentS.

Most of the: piatitiOnt,are part-time, about 30 percent are full-time

with full benefits; and all tOMMand at least minimum wage._ Program costs

!MVO eatily been tounterbalanced by reductions _in day program _and_trans-

portation costs. Those programs that have been providing strvices for more

than three years have saved service dollars that equal the costs of the

programs themseldes.

The average cost per placement has been about $6;0061 With ongoing

follow-up costs of $1,000 per year_after theifiett,year, Thit compares very

favorably with tht ongoing cost Of day terVites of $5,000 Per year for the

rest of the individUalet life.

TheitUttett Of the Vermont programs effectively illustrate that individ-

WS With SeVere handicaps can become employed in community settings if they

are provided with intensive structure and follow-up services to maintain

that employment. Other successful examples are available (Kiernan & Stark,

in press; Rusch, 1986;_ Wehmaii & Hill; 1984_ Wehman, Hill; Goodall,

Cleveland, Barrett, Brooke; Pentecost; & Bruff, 1982).

Recommendations

Although ther are MUltiple demonstration projects available,_there are

few total-service systems in operation. As the demonstration stage reaches

completion, service systems must begin to incorporate proven_Service_models

into their own systems.. An outcome-oriented, development_process_must begin

to strengthen the community employment initiative; Systems adoption and

change should bagin In_public schools; adult services, sedvice COOrdination

systems;_personnel preparation programs, and bUtineSt and induStry settings.

Public_Schools:

The publiC ttlibbls can asstst individuals with severe handicaps to

access,ithei COMMUhity py adopting community-based training to assure

generalikation of skills to natural settings (home, work, community;

recreation, etc.). There is a need to emphasize _the vocational and

community survival skills that have a direct relattOnship to actual position

requirements in each student's expected final environment

An additional_component within the public school settings Should be the

establishment of placement programs With on-the-job training and follow-up
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services for those individuals about to leave or 'age out of public

school. The establishment of integrated paid community work opportunities

during the final years of school will provide students (and teachers) with

an improved understanding of what is required in community settings.

Finally; public school services_that are presently not available to

individuals with :severe handicaps (such AS _technical training) must be

expanded to Include all individuals: The development of a_separate_Service

system for individuals with:severe handicaps (while_ practically necessary_at

this time) is only the _beginning of a: process that should eventually leave

all students with multiple options for being served in the public school.

These changes within public school settings are beginning; there are

new position titles (community trainer, job placement specialist) for

teachers who york specifically with individuals with severe handicaps. In

some settings; adult service providers_ work directly with students on job

sites during their final year in-school; Many_options are being explored

and there is a need to maintain flexibility of position responsibilities to

meet the needs of the student.

Adult Services and Service Coordination Systems

The term "transition service" has been utilized to mean many forms of

movement from one setting or service to another. Within service systems

some form of total service coordination is necessary to assure that all of

the present service_ootiont are known to and accessed by persons with severe

disabilities; Adult services should become community-based, small in actual

number of !staff (large facility orientations are _detrimental* to any

community development efforts), employment oriented, and have strong

follow-up and enduring support capabilitiet.

Multiple community employment options (Mank, RhOdes, Bellamy: in

press) should be developed along with postsecondary training opportunities.

Incentives for community employment outcomes should be established rather

than the_ pretent system that funds and reinforces facility service.

Finally; strong interagency cooperation is necessary if coordinated services

are to be realized;

Personnel Preparation Programs

University programs preparing professionals in such fields!as special

education, vocational rehabilitation, vocational education, ahd

rehabilitative psychology exist in most states. Unfortunately, few of:them

offer a coordinated multidisciplinary emphasis that results in the training

of an effective service provider. Programs must be developed which promote

business expertise to facilitate better communication bevaluable content

that ShOUld be passed on to students; New and progressive_ personnel

preparation programs will be necessary to address new service needs.

Business-and Industry

The above areas all focus on service delivery or preparation of

professional personnel. There is also a need to focus on the: process:of

altering present misconceptions about the ability of individuals with

handicaos_and the expectations of low-quality social services held by the

business_community. These difficulties can be addressed through a variety

Of orientations:
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The establishment of incentives within businesses to develop:acceptance

of employees with handicaps and their support pe..sonnel would greatly

facilitate quality: programs. The continued documentation of the advantages

to business and industry to accept and work with individuals previously

considered :unemployable is necessary. There are businesses that have

strong employment orientations for individuals with handicaps and their

successes should be disseminated (Equal to the Task; 1982).

Federal incentives to employ individuals who have difficulty learning

must be carefully examinedi explained to employers; and utilized to the

benefit of employers_ and_ individuals with handicaps: Ongoing advocacy at

tween_ s.xial services and business and industry. Each, discipline has the

federal and state levels_to :increase incentives and provide reinforcement to

businesses that are involved is necessary. A business and (re)habilitation

partnership is possible that will benefit both orientations. This

partnership is in its infancy and must be accepted and expanded to support

the new program efforts toward competition employment.

Discussion _

Demonstrations_of successful; integrated community employment programs

are_evident in practice and literature; The focus of the fieldishould now

be toward expanding and integrating,existing systems (public school, adult

service, and personnel preparation) to improve the knowledge base and

sopnistication of these service models. Research and demonstrations are

necessary to assure systems adoption and change. Over the past decade

multiple demonstrations of effective programs have occurred. The _next

phases must include processes for full and effective assimilation of these

demonstrations by existing systems_

The final outcomes_ of this adoption should be improved integration of

individuals with handicaps into all ,L:ommunity settings (vocational.

residential, community, and recreation). Colleges ahd universities,

business arid industry, public schools, Ind adult services agencies wilh each

have to cross new boundaries tc assist in expanding quality services to

severely handicapped persons, and, at the same time; realize the significant

benefits that can be achieved for individuals with handicaps.
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Commentary: Transition to Employment for Individuals
with Moderate and Severe Handicaps

Patricia Gonzalez

Graduate_Research Assistant
Office of Career Development for Special Populations

Dr. Vogelsberg's chapter highlights numerous issues pertaining to

competitive employment for severely disabled people. Many of the issues

raised can be conceptualized in one of three main areas of concern.

The first broad area_of concern is that successful employment for this

population largely depends: on some form of :enduring support following

placement. Many demonstration projects throughout the country have shown

that individuals with severe handicaps can maintain employment using this

model. Indeed, Dr. Vogelsberg provides an excellent outline of one such

program, geveloped and implemented in Vermont. The Vermont System is of

particular note considering its scope. Many successful_ demonstration

projects cover a much smaller geographic area. _An analysis of the

political, social, and economic conditions of :the State of Vermont might

clarify to what _extent this state is representative of others, and thus,

under what_cireumstanus this model might be adopted elsewhere.

_ _A second broad area of concern addressed by Dr. Vogelsberg is the neet

for severely: handicapped Ahdividuals to be integrated with their community.

This concept, ai signifitant part of the normalization principle, haS

far-reaching implications for meaningful employment. Prior to training; the

vocatioml and social survival skills selected for instruction must first be

validated v. 'min the community. After _appropriate goals are chosen;

instruct;on should take place in_the targeted work:setting. Community-based

trainiro has been shown to have significant ramifications for maintenance

and generalization of acquired skills. The technology for this training is

available, yet not widely utilized. This may explain some of the problems

citediby Dr. Vogelsberg in the current time-limited services offered by such

agencies as Job Service and Vocational Rehabilitation. It is conceivable

that many more disabled individuals could profit from time-limited services

if these agencies were to adopt this technology.

Another_ significant aspect of community integration is the

understanding and information it imparts on the _nonhandicapped publle, in

this casei_employers and co-workers, While aCtual integration provides the

best demonstration of the:abilities of severely disabled workers, much can

be learned by active itiforMation sharing ahd cooperation among schools,

adult service agencies, and businesses.

The sighificant issues involved in interagency cooperation form_the

third major concern within Dr. Vogelsberg's chapter. These problems sur-
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face throughout his discussions on transition,iadult service agency involve-

ment, personnel preparation programs, and businetS and _industry: However;

this issue needs to be stressed at the public school leVel as well: The

public school is the logical beginning of the transition Oftirt Whethe-r via

an Individualized Transition Plan or some other means of communiCation. The

school must help develop a link between their services and those provided by

agencies the disabled individual will utilize upon graduation. Another

featUre of :cooperation within the public schools is that of special

edUcatiOn and:vocational! educatim While Dr. Vogelsberg touches upon this

issue, eiOlitit strategies :fro* encouraging and maintaining close

collaboration need to be adopted the expertise:Of both fields is needed to

teach appropriate aed rewarding job skills to, Severely disabled

individuals. Tne_ federal government could take a lead in thotditiAting

vocational and special education through more specific legislatirin aimed at

this goal. In fact; changes in federal policy could greatly enhance the

toordinatidn of manyagencies by; for _example, removing classification

Neeieet And changing the criterion for successful job placement.

In summary, Dr. VogelSberg effectively illustrates the interplay among

issues affecting the employment of severely disabled individuals. He also

offers the reader an opportunity to analyze a MOdel program which has

successfully addressed or circumvented many of theSe Significant po-oblems;

lfcG
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Challenges and Future Directions

The preceding chapters offer a_number of complex insights regarding the

issues,_ present thrusts; and opportunities surrounding education and

training programs for handicapped youth preparing to enter the workforce;

Secondary and postsecondary vocational education programs; along with those

sponsored by _the Job Ttaining Partnership Act; constitute the Majet

publicly-funded _programs with a_ primary :mission of providing

employment-related education for:handicapped youth. (Programs in special

education, rehabil;tation, mental health, developmental disabilities, and

corrections are also supported by tax dollars and are concerned with this

population. However, they were not_examined directly herein because these

programs are _not charged specifically by federal legislation with a primary

responsibility for preparing _handicapped youth _for_ employment;) The

professional education programs of public universities and colleges are also

a vital source of preparation for those students with handicaps who receive

tupport: setvices and suCCessfully complete the rigorous curricula.

Increasingly, :significant education and training opportunities are being

provided by the nation's businesses as the need for job-related training

becomes more critical to keep pace with changing technology and

organizational changes in the workplace. Finally, private vocational

schools have also been examined briefly for the training opportunities they

offer.

As these various education and training enterprises undertake efforts

to serve_handicapped youth; they each aro faced with a number of common and

unique_challenges. As the_ foregoing chapters suggest, the thallenges are

both diverse and complex in nature. This concluding chapter provides a

synthesis of the major ii,sues and outlines possible future directions for

consideration by professionals, policymakers, and scholars interested in

improving educational and empinvment opportunities for handicapped youth.

The Changiog Contexts: Education and Employment

Social._ political, and economic shifts have _historically_had _marked

influences ion both_ schools and employment ih the ILS; Itideed; the

ptovisions for1 equal educational opportunity and Affirmative action in the

employment of handicapped persons represent major social reforms which have

created major changes in mission of schools and colleges, their programs and

services, as well as the hiring practices of employers who contract for

services with governmental agencies. Several other factors, such as

international competition and shifting levels of employment, also have

significant influences_on education and employment;

_ The level and nature of employment options1 will greatly influence the

extent:to which hangicappod youth:are,employed in the future. Factors such

as immigration policies, international business competition, and the extent

to which technology affects the workplace need to be carefully monitored in

terms of their impact upon the employment of handicapped youth. collec-

tively or individually, _these factors may have a profound impact upon all

youth and adults who are seeking_employment in the future; but particular

attention must be paid to the effects upon handicapped youth; New policies
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and alternative employment programs may be needed if these factors create

artificial discriminatory practices in employment.

_ The increased attention to academics and general educaticn and the

proposed reforms in teacher education and credentialling are two major

concern& in the_education arena at present. _Following the publication of

the A Nation at Risk in 1983; many states and local _school tooards have

moved to increase highisehool graduation requirements; while most community

colleges and universities are or have recently expanded _theiit gehetal

education requirements. Such initiatives :have clearly placed a lower

priority on specialized and vocational education. Without strong vocational

and professional education programs in comprehensive educational

institutions at the secondary, postsecondary, and collegiate levels, the

employment_prospects_for handlcapped and nonhandicapped youth will likely be

significantly foreshortened.

Recent proposals for reform in teaching and teacher_education_(Carnegie

Commission, 1986; The Holmes:Group,_ 1986) seek to extend and strengthen

teacher education programs and upgrade the status_ of the profession; Both

of these proposed reforms fail to include significant mention of how the

educational needs of handicapped youth are to be addressed by teachers with

advanced training or teachers employed in reorganized schools. Hopefully,

the gains made in the educational equity thrust of the 1970s will not be

cast aside in the_rush _to achieve a narrowly defined charter of "educational

excellence in the_1980s_and 1990s.

Expanding Goals _and Purposes

As noted above, _one of the clearly establisned trends in education at

all levels has been_the call for increased academic_andigeneral education:

The vast majority of the reports authored by national and state commissions

studying education over the past three years have called for greater

attention to basic skills development among high school graduates and

broader general education requirements for college and university students.

Generally _speaking, greater attention to English, mathematics, science, and

foreign languages is:critical for handicapped as well as nonhandicapped

students:__ However; for youth with significant learning limitations, the

demands for increated academic rigor mus_t be :carefully and thoughtfully

considered. The value of occupational and vocational courses (e.g;, plant

science, business English, technical mathematics) as a means for teaching

and reinforcing basic skills instruction must be stressed. Curriculum

alternatives need to be developed that allow students to receive academic

credit for such courses.

Many schools and colleges have recently_adopted requirements that focus

on the _development of computer literacy among all students, _ if they are

successfully:integrated into computer courses; handicapped youth are likely

to benefit_significantly from these new requirementS. As Mr. Mcrae noted in

his paper (Chapter 6), employment options in the computer field are i ear y

on the increase; handicapped youth can profit from structured

computer-assisted learning strategies, and computers help to standardize and

restructure jobs that previously could not be performed by certain handi7

capped youth. Clearly, efforts_to ensure that handicapped students develop
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at least minimal computer literacy skills are crucial to their future

employability and their adjustment to adult life.

Several of the federal programs serving handicapped youth call for the

development of individualized education, rehabilitation, or employability

development plans. Cobb and Phelps (1983) have noted that little attention

is given in these pla at the junior and senior high school level to career

related _instructior4 career guidance; and planning. Increasing the focusion

career development and planning in the early grades and increasing parental

involvement ih the process should result: in more meaningful and realiStiC

career choices and individually appropriate postsecondary experiences. :The

development of individualized plans that follow students throughout their

educational careers may also, over time, strengthen program articulation and

coordination between secondary and postsecondary programs. Further, extended

and articulated individualized planniog reinforces the need for recurrent,

lifelong learning_by handicapped youth.

Develop; Test; and Extend Innovative Programs_

Many_ of the papers and commentaries Aescribe various innovative and

experimental approaches being developed within the educationiand: training

systems. Special projects and programs, such as the Fair Break Centers

described by Marae, the Job Corps described by Tindall, and the competitive

employment programs for severely handicapped youth described by Vogelsberg,

need to be established and extended within each of the major systems.

Without systematic research, development, and demonstration efforts within

the systems_as well as across systems; _improvement of local practice is

likely: toi continue floundering in most communities, Ideally; a national

network of innovative programs should be developed _which carefully studies

different interventions (e.g., :job clubs, computer-based _employability

skills training, alternative work experience programs, etc.) as they are

implemented with different groups of handicapred youth. Cobb noted

insighti,'ly, in his paper, that research and program development focusing

on moder and severely handicapped youth has or outnumbered -similar

efforts i .e c. on the mildly handicapped, even though the latter population

has been :,lit policy priority for a considerably longer period of_time.

Indit :with :research_ and :evaluation skills need to be: more

actively i ved in the "evelopment and imtIementation :of these: demon7

stration pr, ts. 0, :many programs and spectal projects lack

carefully dcv Ace .varn -isigns and rigorous evaluatiun plans that 3re

essential te providi . the with more conclusive evidence atout the

program inte.-vr. '1^

Also cf mej, : ?Ace i the need for more systematjc dissemination

of iniormat _rt-ently completed research and model

demco:tration prcyAns, The recently funded_ Transition _Institute at

Illin i 12usch "riel;-.s; in press): is_designed.; in part;:to disseminate

information abbut rncJ prJgrams ãd ,,::%%cive practices through_nati001

meetings, conferel:es, ane electronic netwJrks. :However, additional efforts

are needed within c..ch of Ole major education and training systems to ensure

that information about effective programs and practices for handicapped

youth are widely disseminated and adopted.
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More Functional Assessment and tess Labeling

In several of the papers dealing with postsecondary and private sector

training, the concern is raised regard,ag the issue cf self-identification

for receiving supportive services or special accommodation. For handicapped

youth who have been so labelled in high school, they often look forward to

leaving high school and their label behind. However, for many, the_impact

of their learning or physical disability remains a significant barrier to

further education and employment. How can education systems serving older

handicapped_youth 4nd young adults encourage_ young people to come forward

and utilize available support services without stigmatizing themselves

socially?

Clearly, there are no simple answers to this dilemma. As a prerequi-

site for all education and training programs, more functional and curric-

ulum-related assessments would be useful. Such assessments should identify

the extent to which all prospective trainees (and not just those who are

handicapped) have attained the skills, aptitudes, knowledges; attitudes, and

interests that are deemed essential prerequisites for entering the orogram,

Further, _special resource services (such _as remedial education labs and

special counseling programs) should be labelled appropriately to minimize

stereotypes and should be made available to all, students, including those

Who_have been identified as handicapped. Finally, vocational instructors,

professors, and trainers need to be trained to conduct in-class assessments

that help to identify early on those students likely to need special

assistance in completing the course or program. Appropriate collaboration

among the instructors )nd specialists serving handicapped youth then becomes

paramount in importanc,2,

Needed Research and Impact_Studies

The lack of a substantial research base for determining effective

practices was cited _earlier. In addition, to shert-term, intervention

focused researco and demonstration projects, there appears to be a critical

need for longitudinal studies which track handicapped youth through the

schooling, transition, and employment process. Well constructed follow-up

studies_with adequate response rates are difficult to _locate for many of the

training and education systems addressed in this volume. Follow,up and

loqitudinat studies focusing specifically on handicapped youth are

.irtually nonexistent While a national longitudinal study of handicapped

jeDuthiiis presently being pilbt tested by the U.S. Office of Special

Kation and Rehabilitative Services, state agencies, local schools,

colleges, JTPA service delivery agents, and other education providers need

to develop procedures for longitudinal studies and program evaluation

follcw-up studies that will address their individual policy and planning

Longitudinal studies cf programs and their efiects_upon students are

crjcial_ to developing bettei, nsights and policies regarding such questions

as:: pa' uS of transition_from OducatiOn to work, post-programi:employment

patterns f'5e youth with, diffeeicat handicaps, continuing education needs,

costs and ,.nefits of alternative program models, extent of reduction in

depende . .ar. social welfare pro.;.-ams, and levels of employer and student
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satisfaction with programs. Reliable data and information regarding many of

these: issues :areigenerally oot available at ptesert; but are essential in

the shaping of informed, long-range policies.

Expanoing Professional Education

As many of the authors have noted, the educators, trainers, and other

professional personnel who comprise the education and training workforce

have an enormously diverse profile. For the most part, they come to their

positions based upon their successful experiences in technical and business

fields or in managing personnel functions, and typically have, at best,

limited preparation in pedagogy. Even college professors in professional

schools and colleges such as Engineering and Business seldom:take education

courses during their dOctoral studies. Similarly, vocational and technical

instructors tehd to have extenslve preparation and experience in their

technical fields, but minimal or no formal training in curriculum design,

instructional methods, and techniques for teaching handicapped youth. In

several of the employment-related education and training.disciplines (such

as job training, higher education, or business and industry training), there

are no formal credentialling requirements for teacnnr .r.ructors.

Efforts are needed b:L: universities and C. ish pr,grams

and:coutses that_tan_beitaken ty thote: plLnr: various

umpinment-related :education and t-aining fie the

vocathinal-technical teacher educatiu pr,/lram- tOrically

prepared teachers for secondary schools o A to focus on

preparing teachers uf adults for settings jch ard try_

technical institutes, or job training programs. or,gra: neeq to

include com,work and experiences in working with :lndicappeo youth,

continuing and adult education; computer-based education; as well as the

conventional: preparation in technical :subject matter and :pedagogy; Adult

arid, continuing education programs might also :be expanded ,to serve thete

professionals. Over the past two years, the departments of vocational and

techhical education at the University of Illinois and the University of

Minnesota have launched undergraduate and graduate level programs for

professionals working in business and industry training (Leach, 1983;

Swanson, undated).

_ In_addition to_prerprofessional education programs; significant needs

exist for training those professionals who ate already employed in varied

teaching and ttaining positions. Field-based, continuing :ducation programs

provided through spe.:ial courses, conferences, : and workshops for

professionals working in employment-related education and training are

essential to the snaling of effective Arategies and programs across the

systems. Professional organizations such as the American Society for

Training and Developmen!.; the American Vocational Association, and the

National Employment and _Training_ Association should collaborate with

university departments and colleges of education in developing such programs;

Inoteasing AcceS$_

ThroughOut the past decade, t!'.e federal civil rights mandates have

assured that handicapped youth have access to those employmentrelated
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training programs that are federally funded; and to those institutions that

receive federal_ student aid._ However, simple enactment of the mandates has

not eliminatet stereotypes, heightened performance expectations, _ or

eliminated local policies ant practices that scrcen out nr severely limit

the:preparation of handicapped youth in these programs. Equally important,

employers need to examine fully the:potential inequities and _discriminatory

practices in their recruitment, employment, and personnel policies. While

federal equal opportunity employment legislation has been the focus on a

number _of training programs aimed at employers _and private sector firms,

handicapped individuals; when considered as a group, still tend to have

significantly higher levels_of unemPloYment and_significantly lower earnings

than:other members:of the labor force. Being able to enter and successfully

complete employment-related education and training prorams in both public

and private sectors is critically important to the elimination of long-term,

artificial inequitiel in employment practices and earnings.

In examining the jot training systems for youth, Taylor, Rosen, and

Pratzner (1982), note the importance of a coherent federal policy which

enhances both coordination and articulation efforts.

At.:the_presentlitime; there: is:no:comprehensive :human :resource
development policy for public and private involvement _in education
and training:of: workers; nor is_ there a. coordinated system for
providing_suchl_training. :The formulation of public policies to
promote_ the effeCtive _development and use of human resources in

hindered by a lack -of knowledge about the current structure of
education and training opportunities- for work and how well the
structure serves the needs of individuals and the needs of the

labor market. (p. 7)

There appears to be some excellent coordination efforts occurtlng between

vocational education _and JTPA programs in the training of both disadvantaged

and nandicapped youth:: Also:, a number of reports _suggest that appren-

ticeship and vocational: education programs ate effectively articulated in

several states. Federal and state policy and locaL initiatives should seek

to develop more systematic coordination across the tatal education and

training system. Vocational education programs berinning at the secondary

level need to be carefully sequenced and coord'nated with postsecondary

vocational education, higher education, JTPA programs, and other publicly

supported systems. Intersystem articulation plans should enable all youth

to proceed_ through the career development process_ (i.e.;_ the _stages of

career awareness, planning, exploration; preparation; and entry and

adjUStment)efficiently and effectively.: -Taylor et al. (1982; p. 8) urge

federal policy makers to: consider legislation arid regulations that will

provide: adequate incentives for coordination, similar definitions and

common fiscal years, shared advisory committees, similar accountability

systems, and shared activities across federal and state agencies.

To facilitate the effective participatioa of handicapped youth in each

of the various education and training systems,_ coordination with_special

education; vocational rehabilitation; and developmental :disabilities

programs will also be essential at the federal; state; ard local levels,.:As

several of the papers have noted, many of the employment-related education
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and training systems and the personnel who work within them have had:very

limited experience in serving handicapped youth and virtually no experience

in serving severely and moderately handicapped youth. Effective colla-

boration with special education and rehabilitative services is of funda-

mental importance; The professionals_ from these disciplines have the

knowledge and_ skills_ regarding effective assessment; ins_truction, and

counseling techniques for handicapped youth that most_professionals in _the

education and _training system have never received. Over the past fifteen

years, various collaborative model policies and programs: have been

developed, primarily involving ,.ocational education, special education, :and

vocational rehabilitation. Most of these efforts have focused on secondary

and__postsecondary vocational education programs. jt is imperative that

these interagency, articulated approaches be further developed, rigorously

evaluated, and extended to the other education and training systems such as

public:job training programs, proprietary schools; training and education in

the private sector, and higher education.
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